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GROWTH MANAGEMENT:
A CONCEPT FOR YATES COUNTY
his planning and design guide is

new residential construction has recently

tained, even enhanced for generations to
come? It is just this balance between de-

YATES COUNTY LOOKING AHEAD is to

decade.

Signs are everywhere present of growing

scape is fragile, vulnerable. The attitude in

expect to grow by 10% over the next

seen in its 200 year settlement history.

evitable, yet the character of today's land-

Inc., Washington, D.C., the region can

the most dramatic physical change it has

strike. Development in Yates County is in-

According to Woods and Poole Economics

it is, is on the threshold of what could be

COUNTY LOOKING AHEAD attempts to

and other urban areas of the region.

ever, this landscape, sparsely populated as

point to a continuing influx from Rochester

pristine, largely unspoiled beauty. How-

perimeter. Recent population projections

County today is a rural landscape of

which geographically define the County's

heart of the Finger Lakes region, Yates

Lakes: Keuka, Seneca and Canandaigua,

Year 2000 and beyond. Located in the

able along the shores of the three Rnger

a strategy for managing growth into the

and land prices. This is particularly notice-

preparation is to provide Yates County with

emerged along with increased land sales

forward-looking. The intention behind its

velopment and preservation that YATES
The attitude is to accept
growth as reality, yet promote
the right kind of development, small in scale and
configured to its site.

accept growth as reality, yet try and
Can the sense of place in
Yates County be retained,
even enhanced for generations to come?
numbers of people coming from other
places to Yates County, people attracted to
its scenic vistas, fresh water and air, its
pastoral hills and valleys. While high-rise
buildings and mega-size subdivisions have
not yet arrived in Yates, a brisk market for

Balancing Development
and Preservation
Along with these early signals come mixed
messages, even value conflicts. Can the
county foster economic development, a
necessary part of a thriving community, in
a way which preserves the essential
qualities of the environment? Can the
sense of place in Yates County be re-

promote the right kind of development,
small in scale and configured to its site.
Not an imposing development which will
overpower the scene, but development
which grows slowly from its context and is
of an appropriate density; development
which is sensitive to the qualities and
elements of the existing landscape.
So the intent of this planning and design
guide is to put in place before the "develop-

Growth Management: A Concept

ment boom" hits the region, a set of strate-

Main Features of the Plan

gies that respond to both the need for eco-

and a set of site design principles to be
used to launch a local planning program.

work which geographically references

County and its towns must stay ahead of

county-wide growth management frame-

years from now may be too late. The

within the county. The first is to lay out a

curve, so now is the time to plan. Ten

government, the other for the nine towns

We're at the start of an upward growth

agenda: one agenda item for county

natural and human fabric of Yates County.

LOOKING AHEAD established a two-part

enduring qualities which make up the

To fulfill these intentions, YATES COUNTY

nomic vitality and the protection of those

the development maelstrom that has
rapidly changed so many communities
around the country, resulting in a loss of

The county and towns must
engage in "proactive"planning
which leads rather than
follows.

The towns too must play a key role in administering subdivision approval, zoning
and building permits at the local level.

This guidebook is an offshoot of a phaseone study completed in 1987 by the same
author under the title: Yates County
Preservation Plan: Strategies for Guiding
Landscape Change. In the phase-one
study, the concept of growth management
was introduced and 13 landscape patterns

identity which accompanies the standard

planning and development guidelines

beginning.

county government in matters of rural

report are not a be-all or end-all, but a

responsibility needs to be shouldered by

management plan. The guidelines in this

perspective. This means that growing

town in the county can build its own growth

from a physical resource planning

forming the foundation upon which each

themselves become almost meaningless

project can contribute to the process by

a whole. The township boundaries

The guidelines and tools generated in this

critical importance to look at the county as

landscape and leads rather than follows.

conditions span across town lines, it is of

"proactive" planning which grows from the

planning issues. As so many resource

county and towns must engage in

future land uses and addresses inter-town

solutions driven by private interests. The

and prototypical environmental conditions
were called out as being essential to the
special character of Yates County.
Generic development controls were
suggested as alternative means for preserving these important resources.

YATES COUNTY LOOKING AHEAD

takes phase one a step forward by
developing detailed, site-specific inventories of natural and man-made resources

the landscape utilizing a computerized

county's nine towns with a guidelines plan

concept of phase one and references it to

LOOKING AHEAD provides each of the

throughout the county. It elaborates on the

enforcement. Secondly, YATES COUNTY

Growth Management: A Concept

current land use, site suitability involving

derived for each town. A county-wide

growth. Criteria concerning parcel size,

referenced growth management plans are

difficult sites for accommodating new

synthesis of resource data, geographically

a sliding-scale from the easiest to the most

overlay procedure involving analysis and

throughout Yates County. They represent

graphic mapping program. Through an

range of specific site conditions found

ARC/INFO geographic information systems

system of site
design guidelines is
developed so that

The plan features 8 growth
management districts which
respond to conditions found
throughout Yates County.

access, proximity,
sub-surface condi-

lot size requirement In so doing, the development density and open space
potential are together regulated. The goal
for new residential construction in Yates
County is to promote a small-scale, cluster
development pattern with well-planned
common open spaces, reminiscent of the
traditional hamlet in the rural landscape.

tions and site
mended in the plan. The scenic resource

applied to form these

draw on relevant

Two "overlay districts'1 are also recom-

character were

each town can

each town) identify the most outstanding

list of compatible uses', a density control

own plan development and review process.

overlay districts (several are proposed in

8 districts. Each district has an associated

information and examples as part of its

linking together cultural landmark sites and

carrying-capacity of a site with a minimum

cess to) important natural resources and

proposed planning system combines the

throughout, connecting (and providing ac-

as Development Intensity Rating (DIR), the

management districts which respond to the

continuous, linear open space system

existing landscape patterns. Referred to

The plans themselves feature 8 growth

the other, and provides the county with a

open space and promote clustering within

and more can take place.

overlay district is

in order to preserve

infrastructure, land acquisition programs

The greenway

County, was devised

capital improvements programs for public

unique to Yates

review legislation, tax incentive programs,

carrying-capacity

codes, subdivision regulations, design

visual/scenic/

density based on site

sort of "umbrella" within which zoning

extensive on-site

culating development

into different implementation modes —a

and technical issues. An approach for cal-

in a way which provide for easy translation

These resulted from research into the geo-

special guidelines addressing site design

The growth management plans are set up

scenic areas requiring special attention.

with some dimensional requirements, and

logic history of landforms in the region and

Two overlay districts are
recommended for scenic resources and greenwayrs.

historic resource
documentation.
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which are normally the core of regional

for recreation and corridors for wildlife habi-

beyond the numbers, charts and maps

settlement areas. Further, it provides trails

tat. In a sense, the greenways system is
the "skeleton" which organizes and gives
structure to other land uses.

The "pocketing" of residential
clusters and mixing of compatible land uses were critical
plan-making ideas.

planning projects, and to get close to the
landscape and the values of its people. It
integrates scenic resource and greenways
planning into the growth management
process and, most importantly, offers a

The "pocketing" of residential clusters and

different development conditions.

efficient public infrastructure (water and

the scenarios would get played out under

county opportunities for planning more

guidelines in action and typically show how

villages in the county. This allows the

contain design suggestions, illustrate the

country roads to the larger hamlets and

residential construction. The site plans

from small comers and linear places along

instances assuming a growing market for

of development into existing growth centers

the planning rules for a number of "what if

idea of channeling the most intensive types

design plans were then prepared, applying

Implicit in the recommendations is also the

lated for these selected landholdings. Site

large, continuous residential projects.

and development scenarios were postu-

plan attempts to intentionally interrupt

conditions were identified as case studies,

space gaps (views) in the landscape. The

representing important, typical planning

purpose subdivisions and to retain open

larged map scale. Areas in the county

effort to prevent large, contiguous, single-

through design investigations at an en-

plan-making ideas in Yates County in an

tested on several representative sites

mixing of compatible land uses were critical

plan that evolves from the context of site
and the historic patterns and qualities of
the Yates County landscape.

sewer) and preventing a scattered pattern
of settlement.

The growth management plan proposed in
YATES COUNTY LOOKING AHEAD is

analysis and design ideas. It tries to go

that the proposed guidelines have been

driven by a combination of technical

Another feature of this planning process is

Growth Management: A Concept

Why Manage Growth?

the current income base of a community by

development attractiveness can be

serve to attract new year-round industry

As an umbrella for various land manage-

the common good of the people.

of life for permanent residents and can

environment as part of the same process.

ways — development and preservation for

area. Access to amenities improves quality

promote development and protect the

In this way, Yates County can have it both

recreational and natural amenities of the

fectively, it allows the towns to at once

tive, coordinated development approach.

outside tourist markets by highlighting

economic and cultural. If implemented ef-

plan. This would insure the most produc-

of economic development in attracting

growth management—environmental,

process within the larger town and county

as well as providing new, potential sources

There are many good reasons to argue for

engaged in their own small-area planning

promoting agricultural and related activities

which diversifies the county's economic

Yates County can have it both
ways - development and preservation for the common good of
the people.

foundation. Protecting the county's

Leading Planning Issues

heritage expressed in its visual/natural
phenomena and the historic treasures of its
buildings and sites can be achieved while

do it right!

site location to infrastructure improvements

viduals' property values. It always pays to

activities from determining development

right way. Together these increase indi-

planning can coordinate a variety of

accommodating new development in the

ment techniques, growth management

of roads, water and sewer. Growth

management plan as having the highest

and clean soil and air. It can also protect

owners in areas identified in the growth

nance of public health through good water

dealing with them separately. Property

investments, while assuring the mainte-

among multiple landowners rather than

town spending and property-owner

result in joint development strategies

quickly. It can maximize efficiency of

management planning. It can, for instance,

too much development occuring too

potential of which is afforded by growth

of growth and protect a community from

All of this, however, takes coordination; the

management planning can control the rate

As a way of beginning to understand
leading planning issues in each town, a
growth management committee was
formed with representatives from the towns
and county planning office. Discussions in

A growth management committee identified issues that needed
to be addressed in the plan.

this group took place the early part of this
year and led to the identification of several
common issues that needed to be
addressed. These issues became the
project directives and were the basis for
the work program and project philosophy.

Growth Management: A Concept

land use and human activity. These

ter?

landscape and a brief historical overview of

handled?

velopment are supportive of town charac-

are growth center edge conditions to be

character and which types of economic de-

existing centers and improved roads? How

new development? What contributes to

new growth be located — relative to

character (built and natural) in the face of

• GROWTH CENTERS- Where should

• CHARACTER- How can we maintain

In the next three sections of this report a
background for planning is presented including the location of the county in its
region, geologic formation of the county's

state preserves, historic sites and other

further land-use breakdown.

they include river corridors, steep slopes,

These areas need more definition and

continuous county-wide system? Should

zoned "ag.res." (agriculture/residential)?

greenbelts and can they be linked into a

land areas (90% in some towns) currently

growth management plan itself, its

set aside for future open space, parks,

• "AG. RES"- How do we deal with large

sections precede a presentation of the

• OPEN SPACE- Which lands should be

preparation and elements contained within
it.

recreational opportunities?
• MIXED USE- How can we resolve

quality and how can common site design

industrial, residential and agriculture?

are needed to address environmental

and relationships between business,

• GUIDELINES- What design standards

problems of location, physical proximity

principles be applied to new development?

follow.

major lakes? Issues include public access

ways providing a basis for the work to

along the lakeshore of the county's three

the growth management plan in various

narrow, densely developed strips of land

These issues have been incorporated into

• LAKESHORE-Howdoweplanforthe

to the shore, utilities, erosion, lot configuration, traffic and parking and non-residential
uses.

Finger Lakes Region

II. THE FINGER LAKES REGION
Geographic Location
I j ocated approximately in the geo-

scape features within New York and the

resemble the fingers of a hand. According

formed by God resting his hand upon the

square miles, this ten county region, of

to Indian legend the Finger Lakes were

United States. Covering an area of 6,120

plus miles of shoreline, which roughly

most spectacular and unpredictable land-

ately named for its eleven lakes and 400

Finger Lakes Region contains some of the

which Yates County is a part, is appropri-

graphic center of the state of New York, the

earth and thereby creating these major
linear lakes. Each county in the region has
lake frontage on one or more of the Finger

Figure 1. Finger Lakes Region. Yates County is located in the heart of the Finger Lakes Region, containing some of the most atrractive
landscape features in New York State. The eleven Finger Lakes include from west to east: Conesus, Hemlock, Candice, Honeoye,
Canandaigua, Keuka, Seneca, Cayuga, Owasco, Skaneateles and Otisco.

Finger Lakes Region

Honeoye, Canandaigua and Keuka; and

these water bodies. The region is further

includes Conesus, Hemlock, Candice,

Lakes with governmental jurisdiction over

bounded by a number of large urban areas
and the highway systems connecting them.
Rochester to the northwest, Syracuse to

The region is defined by those
counties that have frontage on
one or more of the eleven
Finger Lakes.

Rnger Lakes East, Seneca, Cayuga,
Owasco, Skaneatele and Otisco. These
lakes are classified differently because of

into. These lakes can be distinguished by

east, and Elmira due south (Figure 1).

the forms that the glaciers shaped them

the northeast, Binghamton to the south-

first, but is credited with leaving behind

live or visit.

years ago, followed a similar path as the

living that make it such a popular place to

was active between 9,000 and 12,000

opportunities, and generally high quality of

second glacier called Wisconsinan, which

region's natural beauty, many recreational

the landscape that we see today. The

hour drive of Yates County. It is the

most responsible for the major changes in

one million permanent residents within an

million years ago and is considered to be

The entire region is home to approximately

Kansan Glacier, began approximately a

region has a thoroughly rural character.

with ice. The first glacier, known as the

small cities and villages, however the

Lakes Region and completely covered it

Within its boundaries exist a number of

Lakes Formed by
Glaciers

the overall form of the valley that they
occupy. When looking at the lakes from
above, the west lakes are contained within
T shaped valleys. This is most clearly
expressed in Keuka Lake, but is also
present in Canandaigua Lake, except that
a section of the lake is filled by wetlands.
The "east" lakes are roughly in the form of
an "I" with some slight bends. The two
largest are Seneca and Cayuga. Measured

about 42 miles.

the most prominent and distinctive features

mately 77 miles and from north to south

moraines, kames and erratics. However,

from east to west the lakes cover approxi-

rock deposits such as: drumlins, esters,

are the deep and narrow lakes, hanging

Finger Lakes themselves.

this environment is attributed to the

valleys, gorges and waterfalls, and the

Much of the diversity and uniqueness of

powerful forces that shaped large portions

groupings: Finger Lakes West, which

different glaciers moved across the Rnger

the lakes can be divided into two broad

past million years. Within that time, two

According to geologist O.D. von Engeln,

of the North America continent over the

Finger Lakes Region

Yates County: Heart of
the Finger Lakes
Yates County is located at the center of the
Rnger Lakes Region and covers an area of
approximately 400 square miles. The
county consists of nine townships (Figure
2). Counter-clockwise starting in the northeast corner they are: Benton, Potter, Middlesex, Italy, Jerusalem, Barrington,
Starkey, Milo and Torrey. The total
population for the county is 21,500. Yates

N

has as its county neighbors Seneca to the
east, Schuyler and Steuben to the south,
and Ontario to the north and west. The

Figure 2. Towns ofYates County. Together, the nine towns ofYates County contain a
population of 21 ^00.

county also is bounded by 72 miles of

relatively unexplored and unspoiled habitat.

more rugged, wooded terrain.

Lake via the Keuka Outlet has an

of the Continental Army moved into this

Upland areas occupy the south and west, a

Keuka Lake, which draws into Seneca

colonists. During this time, many veterans

of approximately 800-900 feet in elevation.

(or Crooked Lake) and Seneca Lake.

until the Revolutionary War was won by the

consisting of gently rolling hills and valleys

they include: Canandaigua Lake, Keuka

finally settled by white men and women

made up of lowlands in the north and east,

Rnger Lakes, from the west to the east

eracy, the Rnger Lakes Region was not

The general geography of the county is

shoreline, as defined by three of the eleven

elevation of 715 feet above sea level.
Canandaigua Lake is at 686 feet followed
by Seneca Lake at 445 feet above sea
level.

After dividing the region into six mile

Early Settlers and Land
Divisions

square townships containing "great lots" of
about 270 acres each (the presumably

Originally occupied by the Iroquois Confed-

ideally-sized farm plot), the land was

Finger Lakes Region

quickly disposed of. Much of this newly
subdivided land, purchased by Phelps and
Gorham from the Iroquois in the late
1700's, was sold to farmers from New
England and Pennsylvania who cleared the
vegetation and began working the land
(Figure 3). As a result of these private
land transactions in the region much of the
new territory was conveyed to new owners
over a relative short period of time.
Thousands of people looking for good
farmland migrated to the Finger Lakes to
take advantage of the vast resources of
land, timber, fish and wildlife. Once they
arrived, these settlers chose the lands

Figure 3: Historic Land Divisions. Originally, Yates County was divided into six mile
square townships containing "great lots" of about 270 acres each.

nearest the lakes and streams for their

physical, man-made fabric of the land-

in 1826.

shelter belts and fences which structure the

Starkey, were taken from Steuben County

boundaries, property lines, hedgerows,

The remaining two, Harrington and

developed into small villages and hamlets.

acre grid formed by town roads, municipal

Benton, Italy, Jerusalem, Milo and Torrey.

made for easy trade and transportation

overiayed by (and aggregated into) 600

County and include Middlesex, Potter,

farmsteads. Over time, the locations that

As the region grew, large land areas once
occupied by 1000 or more people would be

scape today. This structural grid incorpo-

the original 270 acre farm plots have been

townships were annexed from Ontario

County landscape (Figure 4). Overtime,

Legislature in 1823. Seven of the nine

readily seen on the present-day Yates

and approved by the New York State

tracts and subsequent farm plotd can be

county. Yates County was officially formed

The imprint of the original Phelps-Gorham

considered for establishment as a new

rates present land-use patterns and
provides a framework for future land
planning activities.

10

Finger Lakes Region

Seneca Lake

with large loads to be covered more easily
by water than over land. The Erie Canal
connected directly to Seneca Lake and
with the opening of the Crooked Lake
Canal between Penn Yan and Dresden in
1833, Keuka Lake also became part of this
vast water based transportation system.
Because of the low transportation costs,
Yates County resources and products
could now be delivered to markets in
Buffalo and New York City, including all
cities and villages along the routes. The

Figure 4. The 600 Acre Grid. Today, the original "great lots" have been aggregated into a
600 acre grid formed by roads, boundary lines and other physical elements.

canal proved to be a boom to both farmers
and merchants. It promoted the growth of

Role of Transportation

Penn Van and Route 14 heading north
from Dresden. Although they fulfilled an

commerce and industry in the region and
made it profitable to export larger quantities

migrants coming to take advantage of the

continual repair.

throughout the region. In the early 1800's,

and waterways expanded with European

during time of bad weather and needed

lowed for increased trade and travel

New communities adjacent to the lakes

town roads were frequently impassable

logical developments in transportation al-

important community need, the original

Yates County continued to grow as techno-

dirt roads were constructed for the ease of

of grain and flour to the eastern cities.

land's abundant resources. During this

Canal as a major transportation corridor.

transport of goods over greater distances,

seen as Bath Road going south out of

compete and eventually replace the Erie

it opened in 1825, the canal allowed for the

Penn Van and Dresden. Today, it can be

Canal to the north of Yates County. When

constructed between Bath and Geneva via

Shortly after the completion of the canals in

decision to develop and construct the Erie

One of the earliest of these roads was

approximately 19,000 people.

lands in central New York led to the state

goods overland to the village markets.

Difficulties in traversing much of these

transporting agricultural products and other

time the population of Yates County was

the early 1830's, railroads began to

11
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such as wineries and fruit producers, which

21,000 persons.

both the local growers and local industries

agrarian economy peaked in 1890 at about

crops. The agricultural products benefit

county until the population of the largely

growing conditions as well as for other fruit

continued to stimulate new growth in the

characteristics make for ideal grape

This transition to rail-based transportation

soils and good solar exposure. These

faster, farther and with more reliability.

rolling hills that provide for well-drained

while carrying greater quantities of goods

growing season and are aided by the

lower transportation costs than the canals,

boundary. These lakes prolong the annual

(points east). The railroads allowed even

county on much of its west, south and east

Canandaigua (and points west) and Elmira

three Finger Lakes that surround the

transportation had connected Penn Van to

because of the moderating effects of the

and south of Yates county, by 1851 railway

particularly well suited to the region

constructed along the lowlands to the north

was built. Agricultural activities are

Although the first major railroads were

A Rural Economy

portant element in the local economy. The
many recreational opportunities and
aesthetic landscapes of the lakes and
valleys contribute to the high number of
visitors and part-time residents. Rshing,
boating and camping are just a few of the
popular activities in the county. In recent
years, the wine-producing industries have
begun to attract large numbers of visitors to
observe the wine making process, but also
to participate in numerous special cultural
events and concerts sponsored by the
wineries.

from the neighboring urban centers, it con-

products

Although Yates County is easily accessible

convert these resources into other

tinues to be primarily rural in character.
Overthe past 100 years, the composition
of the Yates County economy has
gradually become more diversified.
Predominantly an agricultural-based
region, it has become more industrialized
over the past fifty years. And more
recently it has been accompanied by
businessmen in the distribution and service
sectors. The villages of Penn Yan,
Dundee and Dresden were early locations
for larger industries within the county and
they remain so to this day. However,

rural values and country living are

local climate, topography and soils.

of them in a more country setting. Clearly,

and employment due to its suitability to the

to work in the local villages, but live outside

remains a major source of farm income

century. Many residents prefer to commute

between Penn Yan and Dresden. Dairying

farming has declined sharply over the past

county especially in the Keuka Outlet

the percentage of people involved in

grain was an important early industry in the

people. This is ever more remarkable, as

abundant local waterfalls, the milling of

relatively stable at approximately 21,000

With the use of waterpower from its

Depression, the county has remained

practiced since the earliest settlers arrived.

century. With the exception of the Great

These forms of farming have been

permanent population data over the past

include grain production and dariy farming.

This enduring quality is most obvious in the

Other important agricultural activities

Yates County still retains a strong rural
character because of the enduring

important and persistent traits of Yates
Tourism continues to be an ever more im-

County.

agricultural heritage upon which the county
12

Landscape Formation

III. PHYSICAL FORMATION OF THE LANDSCAPE
Geologic History

and narrow lakes, broad valleys, steep

ago. During that time, most of the region

melting of the vast amounts of ice and the

region's character is largely the result of

esses that have come about with the

the wildlife around them, however, the

waterfalls are the results of natural proc-

explain the origins of the Finger Lakes and

325 million years, sediments such as sand,

such as lakefront deltas, gorges and

A ^"any ancient Native American stories

consisted of a shallow sea and for the next

slopes and rounded hills. Some features

gravel, pebbles, mud, and lime, from the
ancient Adirondacks and other high
mountains to the east, washed into this

CUESTA
DIP SLOPE
ESCARPMENT
SLOPE

HANGING VALLEY
DELTA
-LAKE

U-SHAPED
VALLEY

Figure 5. Typical geologic features which have shaped the Yates County landscape.

have been initially started 550 million years

much of the landscape we see today: deep

over 8,000 feet thick and is estimated to

2,500 feet thick are responsible for creating

mound of limestone, sandstones and shale

These continent size glaciers measuring

The region's geology consists of a vast

and continued into central Pennsylvania.

landscapes is the underlying rock structure,

Wisconsinan, that flowed across the region

Another important factor in shaping these

previously mentioned: the Kansan and

on-going hydrologic cycles.

two separate and different ice sheets

basin. Eventually these sediments were
compressed and hardened into the rock
formations we see in the various gorges
and gullies throughout the county. This
almost unbroken pattern of alternating

layers of sandstone (sand particles glued
together), shale (compressed clay and

13
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further south is the irregular and discon-

world is such a section present."

narrow band of Tully limestone and still

O.D. von Engeln, "Nowhere else in the

escarpment, to the south of this is the

According to the late Cornell Geologist,

lowlands is the Onondaga limestone

enormous period of geologic time.

northern most boundary of the central

cemented together) represent an

identified: to the north and serving as the

shells and other calcium carbonates

prominent escarpment slopes can be

mud) and occasionally limestone (sea

tinuous Portage (Chemung) sandstone es-

Yates County. Although not as dramatic

southward direction known as a regional

Tully and Portage formations are present in

sedimentary layers of rock were tipped in a

edge of the Allegheny Plateau. Both the

structure was uplifted and the originally flat

carpment, which demarcates the northern

At about 200 million years ago this rock

and obvious as the broad "U" shaped
valleys, gorges, lakes and waterfalls, the
cuestas remain an important geological
and visual element of the Finger Lakes
landscape (Rgure 5).

Topographic Features:
The Hills and Valleys
Geologic conditions have given a distinct
shape to the hills and valleys of the region
and two geographic groupings have
emerged: the Central Lowland in the

dip. Over millions of years the sloping
bedrock was worn down by the weathering

CENTRAL LOWLAND
Seneca Lake

forces of rain, frost and flowing waters —
both streams and rivers. The resulting
landscape, called a peneplain (meaning
almost a plain), was made up of a series of
parallel ridges running in an east-west
direction called cuestas (Figure 5). A
cuesta is easily identified as a hill that
contains one steep slope (escarpment
slope) and another that is flat or gently
sloping (dip slope). Cuestas are typically
formed by bands of very weather-resistant

N

rock, usually limestones or sandstones.
Within the Finger Lakes Region, three

Figure 6. The two major geologic plateaus of Yates County: The Central Lowlands and
Allegheny Plateau.

14
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Seneca Lake

spectacular and popular views.
As the glacial ice sheets advanced across
the region they exerted overwhelming
forces and hundreds of ton of weight on the
bedrock formations that lie below them.
This erosive power increased as the southward flowing glacier continued to collect
and transport rock debris and acted like a
gigantic sheet of highly abrasive sand
paper on the landscape. Another form of

N

erosion occurred as the glaciers extracted
very large blocks of rock from the sedimen-

Figure 7. Valley Types. Great volumes of moving ice during two geological periods
scoured a network of valleys through the Kates County landscape.

tary formations, a process known as
"plucking". As the ice flows engulfed large

the county cut through the Allegheny

ward and enter the Great Lakes Basin.

Each of the three Finger Lakes that border

and ground waters of this area flow north-

2,040 feet and Barrington Hill 1,674 feet.

elevation is 800 feet. Typically, the surface

1,540 feet, South Hill, 1,893 feet, Italy Hill

wards Lake Ontario. The average lowland

the highest elevations occur at: Bare Hill

ally become flatter as one travels north to-

intricate and complex landscape. Some of

gently sloping hills and valleys that gradu-

from above, this upland plateau forms an

6). The lowlands are distinguished by the

are prominent in this area. When viewed

the region in an east-west direction (Figure

series of steep hills and large valleys that

by the Portage Escarpment which crosses

extracted lose or fractured rocks, continu-

the county. It is easily identified by the

The two distinctive land forms are divided

great pressure from the moving ice

land in the western and southern parts of

legheny Plateau to the south and west.

rock outcroppings or filled in small valleys,

The Allegheny Plateau covers most of the

northern half of the county and the Al-

It is easy to identify the hills
and valleys made by the
glaciers.
ing to carry them southward until they were
deposited at the melting edge of the
glacier.

Plateau and create some of the most
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vegetated valleys: The lake is 16 miles

tend to be laid out on a north-south axis

greatest volume of water of all the Rnger

by water. These large landscape valleys

via the Keuka Outlet.

deepest (618 feet), broadest and has the

drains north into Seneca Lake watershed

Canandaigua. Seneca Lake is the largest,

523 feet above sea level. Also Keuka Lake

lakes in the region: Seneca, Keuka, and

and has a depth of 186 feet Its bottom is

three of the most interesting of the eleven

miles long, 2 miles wide at its widest point

County is unique as it has at its borders,

peninsula. The lake is approximately 20

tually became the Rnger Lakes. Yates

being the only lake to have a major

scoured valleys filled with water and even-

of lake. Keuka also has the distinction of

With the melting of the ice flows the deeply

Still further west of

Lakes (4.2 trillion
gallons). It is also
the most characteristic of the "east"
lake types.

Seneca holds the greatest
volume of water of all the
Finger Lakes: 4.2 trillion
gallons!

the previous two
lakes, Canandaigua
Lake is closely
related to Keuka
Lake, but has a

water, they consist of wetlands and

form and is characteristic of the "west" type

of having the other two legs contain open'

the only Finger Lake that fully shows its T

daigua is also a T type lake, but instead

referred to as the Crooked Lake. This is

similar shoreline to Seneca Lake. Canan-

To the west of Seneca is Keuka Lake, also

long, about 1.5 miles wide, its depth is 274
feet and the bottom is 715 feet above sea
level.

As in the case of Canandaigua Lake, not
all of the broad glacial valleys are occupied

and include some of the following: Crystal,
Guyanoga, Italy and West River. These
"U"-shaped valleys or basins were scoured
out by the southward moving glaciers. The
greatest volumes of ice were directed into
the valleys that were aligned in this
direction. It is estimated that two thousand
feet or more of ice covered the entire
region. The overall effect on the basin was
to deepen the valley floor, steepen and
straighten the sides and smooth out any
irregularities. In some cases, resistant rock
shifted the flow and direction of the ice.
The rock basin of Seneca Lake is a good
example of these forces. In pre-glacial
times the basin of Seneca Lake was much
like a cone or funnel, with its larger opening
to the north. As the ice flows initially

Figure 8. A dramatized view oflandforms in the Guyanoga Valley.
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many of the steep slopes above the Finger

at Glenora Falls, Rock Stream and

Seneca Lake near Glenora. The valley

waterfalls of various sizes, including those

is noticeable on the western shores of

usually the site of many spectacular

rate of flow. This erosion of the landscape

larly the "U" Valleys (Rgure 7). These are

the north was able to maintain a constant

on an east-west axis and join perpendicu-

volume of ice entering the valley basin in

exposed rock. These valleys are oriented

erosion and enlarged the valley till the

moderate to steep sloping sides of

increase in speed and enhanced the rate of

"gullies or gorges," and they collect runoff

resembles a "V" in crossection and has

"narrow" valley. This caused the glacier to

Lakes. They are sometirjaes referred to as

significantly smaller than the "U" valleys,

concentrated and squeezed through the

valley. The hanging valley which is

progressed southward, the ice became

water and direct it into the lakes.

Soil Formations
Regional geology and glaciers have had a
major impact on the formation of soils in
Yates County. The local formations of

walls are quite steep compared to the

V-shaped, or "hanging"
valleys are the sites of many
spectacular -waterfalls.

gradually sloping topography found to the
north in the Town of Benton. This

sedimentary rock: sandstone, shale, and
limestone are the original source materials
for the soils we have today. The topogra-

conversion of the funnel or wedge form

as the large ice sheets. As the glaciers

shoreline.

erode the landscape with the same force

south axis, do have a parallel valley floor or

these tributary glaciers were unable to

the valleys, though not perfectly on a north

orientation to the major southerly flow,

Guyanoga Valley. In Rgure 8, note that

ice flow. Because of their perpendicular

Italy Valley, West River Valley and

narrow side valleys adjacent to the larger

(cased by glacial erosion) is also present in

tributary glaciers which occupied the

waters) to that of roughly parallel valleys

The hanging valleys originated as small

forces of rivers, streams and other flowing

Eggleston Glen.

(typically associated with the erosional

melted, the side valleys remained hanging

small tributary valleys can be found on

the glacially shaped valley is the "hanging"

above the main valley floor. Today, these

Another landform that is associated with

phy, drainage and glacial activity on these
rocks determined how these formations
were worn down and deposited throughout
the county. It is this same process that
determines the composition and characteristics of the resulting soils. These soil
properties include: porosity, pH, density,
texture, reaction and depth. Other
important influences on the development of
local soils are the effects of climate,
vegetation and time. In this region, the
most critical factors in determining soil
characteristics are source rocks and topog-
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raphy. For example, much of the best land

Lake-Influenced Climate

for farming and other agricultural activities

in Yates County.

carried further south. The same high lime

varieties of outstanding grapes and wines

greater quantities of limestone as it was

the growing and production of many

found in the central lowlands received

these factors provide ideal conditions for

small amounts, while the lower elevations

temper the growing and frost cycles. All

vation on the Allegheny Plateau receiving

back 2 or 3 weeks. In short, the lakes

with the glacial ice, the areas of higher ele-

passed, and in the fall pushes the first frost

amount of lime that was carried southward

until the danger from plant-killing frost has

The factor of topography effected the

the growth of fruit buds in the early spring

eventually formed the rich soils of the area.

slopes. This micro-climatic situation slows

the glacier and mixed with the rocks and

good air drainage on the adjacent upland

Much of this material was moved south by

season in the fall months and allow for

lime content beneficial to growing crops.

therefore provide for an extended growing

limestone to the north which have a high

in areas close to their banks. The lakes

presence of relatively large bands of

affect the wind currents and temperatures

The underlying reason for this is the

enced by the eleven lakes which noticeably

Yates County and into Ontario County.

The micro-climate of Yates County is influ-

is typically located in the northern half of

Respecting This Unique
Landscape
Developing an understanding and public
appreciation of the unique, historical formation of the Yates County landscape is a
critical aspect of environmental planning
and economic development for the future.
The landforms created by geologic
processes have endowed Yates County
with its special character and sense of
place. More than any other single factor,
the geologic history has shaped the scenic
resources and land use patterns of the
county. Even though some of the region's
finest scenic points have been acquired
and conserved, many outstanding visual
resources within Yates County remain
unprotected from insensitive development.
As the pressures continue to mount from

content soil is present in each of the north-

increased numbers of tourists and

south valleys found throughout the county.

permanent residents, communities must

This, together with the benefits of a

engage in an informed planning process to

moderate climate and extended growing
season (also products of the continental ice

The landforms created by
geologic processes have
endowed Yates County with its
special character.

sheets), has provided the area with much
of its current rural character and land use
patterns.
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Together these elements set the formation

unique geologic history. It becomes a

in which the land has been used over time.

the future.

respect and are appreciated as part of a

private interests to develop strategies for

ensure that these lands are treated with

insensitive and inappropriate development,

and preservation of the landscape.

be quickly marred in our lifetime by

a balance between economic development

that nature did over thousands of years can

work well with the land in order to achieve

It is important to recognize that the work

question of developing approaches that

town. These have in turn dictated the way

for growth management plans presented in
this report.

in some cases to satisfy short term

County. Every reasonable effort should be

land holdings and complexity of uses and

nomic health and prosperity of Yates

serve in their natural state. Due to large

environment do influence the overall eco-

visitors are also the most difficult to pre-

realize that negative impacts on the

important to permanent residents and area

disadvantages in the future. We must

valuable characteristics that are so

community can also result in environmental

broad valleys and long lakes. These

generate economic advantages to the

setting of extended slopes, rounded hills,

investment objectives. Projects which

Yates County is an extremely diverse

owners, public acquisition is not always the most
practical or realistic

made to conserve

The work of nature over
thousands of years can be
quickly marred by insensitive
development.

the landforms and
visual character that
are an important

people. The geo-

ing these scenic

resource to the

means of protect-

location of soils and vegetation in each

means of bringing together public and

Yates County has directly influenced the

ment planning becomes an important

logic structure and resulting landform of

viewsheds. This is where growth manage-
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N

Figure 9. Concentrations offorestland occur primarily in the western and southern
portions of the county.
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IV IMPACT OF HUMAN ACTIVITY
Vegetation Patterns
T) rior to the arrival of European and

of the county (approximately 10,388 acres).

and animal life.

the county covering over 50% of the area

soil along with numerous species of plant
Colonial settlers this region was a

ested and wildlife have returned to their

the ends of the lakes and small Indian

portions of the county have been refor-

with occasional openings for wetlands at

Today, much of the western and southern

continuous, mature, mixed hardwood forest

villages. The major species of the original

former

habitats. In the towns of Italy and

The primary uses and benefits of forestJand
are recreational: fishing, camping, hiking
and hunting. Some agricultural uses still
occur as in the harvesting of maple syrup

element in the rural character and scenic

converted them to

poplar and black

habitat for wildlife and are an important

bankrupt farms and

white oak, yellow

excessive soil run-off, provide a year-round

1930's reclaimed

species. Also, these forestiands prevent

ment efforts in the

maple, beech,

and of certain commercially valuable wood

Jerusalem, govern-

forest were:

hickory, red and

The primary uses and benefits
offorestland are recreational.

forestJands are the dominant land use in

tural practices stripped nutrients from the

and Jerusalem (Figure 9) where currently

nately, clear-cut logging and poor agricul-

the towns of Harrington, Middlesex, Italy,

ties replaced the virgin forests. Unfortu-

most obvious on steeply sloping lands in

the early to mid 1800's, farming communi-

This transformation in land use has been

proliferated. As the county rapidly grew in

support profitable agriculture activities.

black ash, willow, poplar and soft maple

occurred on the lands that could no longer

rich alluvial soils have been deposited, elm,

the past five decades a similar pattern has

common. In the lowland valleys, where

sound land management practices. Over

nut, ash, butternut, and basswood were

thereby reducing erosion and promoting

pally white pine. In the dryer soils, chest-

forest- land in the so-called High Tor area,

walnut. The upland forests were princi-

quality of Yates County.
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Farmland Patterns

alfalfa. One of the best known local
activities is grape production. Initially

located near the Keuka, Seneca and

settlers. Today agricultural land uses

Many of the most productive vineyards are

since the arrival of the earliest white

second in the State in total annual output

lifestyle and landscape of Yates County

introduced in 1856, Yates County ranks

Agriculture has shaped the economy,

Good soils and moderate
climate have yielded success in
agricultural production in
Yates County.

account for almost 43% of the county's
total area (92,356 acres). The major con-

AG. DISTRICT #2

AG. DISTRICT # 1

centrations of cropland are located in the
northern and eastern sections of the county

,\ Lake

and are roughly defined by two agricultural

Local agricultural activities in
Yates County have become
more and more diversified.

districts (Rgure 10). Approximately 75% of
the land within Yate's County is classified
as prime and unique agricultural land by

N

the Federal Government.

include: horticulture, vegetables, orchards,

this area include: corn, wheat, oats and

cialty farms continue to be important and

of the more common field crops grown in

suited to the rolling hills and valleys. Spe-

broad range of crops and livestock. Some

found throughout the area and is well

The good to excellent soils, provide for a

Canandaigua Lakes. Dairy farming is also

have become more and more diversified.

Figure 10. Farmland concentrations fall into two agricultural districts representing 75%
of the land in the county.

Over the years, local agricultural activities

poultry and seed production. Because of
the moderate climate and good soils,
agriculture will continue to remain as the
main industry in Yates County.
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Existing Settlements and
Roads
As early settlers came to the Finger Lakes

(Rgure 11). This pattern can be readily

nance.

together with surrounding communities

involved in road construction and mainte-

larger urban areas of Yates County

governmental units (if villages are included)

on a north-south axis, which connects the

given town, there may be as many as four

Region in the late 1700's, many areas had
little or no direct overland routes suitable
for their needs. The Yates County
landscape was predominantly a dense
forest of native hardwoods on good soils
and gentle to steeply sloping topography.
The new inhabitants being mostly
subsistence farmers, relied on the existing

seen in the linkages made between the

Dresden, Dundee and Rushville.

highway routes maintained by the State of

four villages within the county: Penn Yan,

The largest road capacities are the eight

New York (routes: 14,14A, 54,54A, 230,

hamlets, comers and linear places together

the highways are predominantly oriented

secondary network for connecting the small

the three Rnger Lakes within the county,

county-wide road system that serves as a

topographic and landscape constraints of

The Yates County government maintains a

245,247 and 364). Responding to the

Indian trails and on the lakes for their
primary transportation routes. As techno-

RUSHVILLE

logical change occurred, new modes of

Seneca Lake

transportation and infrastructure developed; from the original dirt roads in the

DRESDEN

early 1800's to canals and lakes in the
1820's and railroads of the 1850*8. Most of
the routes responded to the location of
local resources and landforms available to
link the rural areas and urban communities
together.

Today there exists within Yates County an
N

extensive, overlapping network of state,
county, town and private roads. Within a
Figure 11. Existing settlement areas and the transportation system which connects them.
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(each under 1000 persons) and Dundee,

routes.

secondary villages of Dresden, Rushville

out the county and includes twenty-one

the primary center of commerce. The

roads is relatively will distributed through-

nity with approximately 5,200 people and is

villages. The network of paved, all weather

Village of Penn Yan is the largest commu-

with the county seat, Penn Van and other

Comers, Bellona Station and Ferguson's
Comers. Another distinctive settlement
type is the agricultural farmstead. They can
be found scattered throughout almost all
sections of the county and are easily

ter, Keuka Park and Branchport. The

accessibility.

Examples include Middlesex, Benton Cen-

width, surface materials and year-round

commercial and service based businesses.

roads varies considerably in terms of road

residential communities with some

generally in good repair, this system of

size. The larger hamlets are typically

to the Yates County economy. Although

ated into two general categories based on

steads that are characteristic and important

around the county. They can be differenti-

the rural homes, businesses and farm-

many smaller hamlets that are distributed

These roads act as a link between many of

activities. Complimenting the villages are

operated by the nine individual towns.

buildings: silos, bams, chicken coops and

important commercial and industrial

The third level of roads is maintained and

recognized by their many agricultural

with a population of 1,550, each have

main farmhouse. The last type of settlement, highway commercial and industrial
facilities, is commonly located adjacent to
the major roadways that traverse the
county. These linear complexes of
businesses are normally agricultural services, farmers markets, gas stations,
general stores and the like. Manufacturing
and other industrial buildings as well as

expansion of growth centers in the future.

as crossroads, linear places, or other small

lakefront residences.

provide the basis for locations and

smaller type of community can be defined

the local farming community and many

tation system which connects them,

and Italy Hill. A common and slightly

tained. These fulfill the individual needs of

Stream, Milo Center, Yatesville, Lakemont

that are independently owned and main-

any businesses. These include Rock

network, includes the private service roads

into this settlement category.

have fewer people and may not contain

Another important, but not public roadway

town maintenance and storage facilities fall

smaller hamlets are similar except they

Existing settlement areas and the transpor-

groupings of single family dwellings.

are similar to Second Milo, Shannon's

size, location and primary land use. The

can be found throughout the county and

County can be classified depending on

These residential clusters of 5-60 houses

The various settlements within Yates
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V. THE TOWNS AND THEIR SCENIC AND
NATURAL RESOURCES
rr-* he nine townships of Yates County

Landscape historian J.B. Jackson refers to

landscape governs the rhythms and cycles

guidebook.

centuries. A vast sustainable medium, the

are also described in this section of the

by the natural.

has accumulated through the course of

maps which were produced in the project,

human and where the human is mellowed

tion over which the sum of human activity

the computer-generated natural resource

merge, where the natural is tamed by the

sents a geologic and topographic founda-

Inventory. Geographic data categories and

shared influence where nature and artifice

elements. The underlying landform repre-

the Yates County Scenic Resource

of visual and spatial

of the methodology and process used in

amending the matrix

evaluating "scenery" and a brief description

the seasons,

scenic resource, how one goes about

colors change with

general discussion of what constitutes a

patterns, textures and

natural resources. This is preceded by a

concept was further articulated by John R.

stant flux, its

followed by a description of its scenic and

critical aspect of "landscape". This

both natural and artificial. In a state of con-

town of Yates County is introduced,

interaction between man and land is a

infinite spectrum of elements with origins

own quality of place. In this section, each

the human worid. In his definition, the

landscape of rural America contains an

features which, together, contribute to its

natural worid to the exclusion of those of

in visual, spatial terms. The collective

convergence of land uses and natural

the latter contains only the systems of the

issues regarding the larger rural landscape

one has a unique landscape character and

between landscape and wilderness, where

developing an understanding of certain

from north to south, east to west. Each

spaces on the land", indicating a distinction

The notion of a scenic resource involves

landscape and natural resource variation

What is a Scenic
Resource?

display an impressive degree of scenic

landscape as "a composition of man-made

Stilgoe in Common

The interaction between
nature and human activity
begins to define the essence of
a rural landscape.

Landscapes of

America. For
Sti|goei

is the realm of

A landscape happens not by
chance but by contrivance, by premedita-

of all living creatures.

tion, by design; a forest or swamp or
prairie no more constitutes a landscape
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detailed analysis and investigation into the

1982).

publication contains the product of a

than does a chain o1 mountains. (Stilgoe,

So in both of these references it is not

Judgements were mode about
which components, taken
together, form a scenic vista.

scenic resources of Yates County.

The Scenic Resource
Study

nature alone, but the interaction or common ground between nature and human

theoretical concept and iconographic place

a rural landscape.

Although arcadia has existed primarily as a

activity that begins to define the essence of

in literature, there are actual landscapes

descriptions of Virgil and Homer.

shepherds of classical literature played

its striking resemblance to the bucolic

once included the quiet knoll where the

County is unmatched in its rich beauty and

and the paradise of the Middle Ages. It

region, the area encompassed by Yates

Times, the Arcadia and Elysium of antiquity

country of the Rnger Lakes. Within this

tion. It has existed as the Eden of Biblical

of such a realm is the valley and hill

and art throughout the history of civiliza-

elements. In New York State, the epitome

pastoral, has appeared in literature, music

which exhibit that rare convergence of

This common ground, agrarian and

their "rustic flutes' while the flocks grazed

The process of documenting and evaluating the scenic resources in Yates County
involved field data-gathering through "windshield surveys" and interpretation or judgements about various components which together form a scenic vista. In each of the
nine towns, a local representative,
frequently a long-time resident of the area,
was consulted. In this way, the cultural
values of the resident population have
become an integral part of the process and
product of this scenic inventory.

area. The following section of this

refuge, an arcadia, will become even more

described as the scenic resource of that

the threshold of a new century, such a

places in a particular region can be

and depletion of vital natural resources at

scenery. The bundle of such exceptional

complexities of life, increasing urbanization

is said to possess exceptional or beautiful

inspire the inhabitants of our age. With the

experiencing scenery. That which is scenic

concertos of Debussy and it continues to

upon the features of a landscape, we are

Impressionists and the misty piano

through the visual sense. When we look

inspired the paintings of the French

Our surroundings-are experienced primarily

contentiy. The pastoral landscape had

Initially, seven general criteria were
identified in the project for assessing
scenic resources. These were gleaned
from other scenic resource studies,
including the U.S. Soil Conservation
Service Scenic Assessment Program of the
early 80's, adapted to the Yates County
context.

valued.
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Views/Vistas from travel corridors—what

LANDFORM

WATER

Rivers

Rolling hills of moderate height with moder-

versus distant views.

Major lakes

Level to gently sloping hills

is seen and how often; near

Unique Character of Landforms— visual

ate-to-steep slopes

North-south U-shaped glacial valleys

and scale

Prominent landmark hills

congruency, height, profile, texture

Unique Landscape Elements—rare to
ordinary

Streams
Waterfalls
Farm ponds

East-West V-shaped gorges
Fan-shaped alluvial deltas

Countryside Structure — edges,
enclosures, openness
Scenic Resource Meaning — history,
symbolic value, educational value
Fragility — capacity to absorb visual
change
Fitness — human care versus dereliction,
maintenance

The specific landscape components that

HUMAN ACTIVITY

Picturesque settlement areas
VEGETATION

I. Non-crop:
Mixed deciduous/coniferous forest

Historic/contextual architectural elements
Compatible/integral country roads
Old rail lines

Small woodlots

along with notes and photographs

Object trees

quality were documented on field maps,

Conifer plantations

districts and corridors of superior visual

Wetland/swamps

From the "windshield survey" the points,

Hedgerows

II. Crop:

depicting the character and expanse of

place to view from (such as a promentory

Pastureland with farm animals

standing scenic resources were repre-

a primary factor in scenery either as a

Grass/Grain crops

was factored into the assessment. Out-

township, as steep topography functions as

Vegetable crops

including view accessibility and frequency,

ated the significant landform in each

Orchards

listed below. The "publicness" of the view,

each view. In addition, the maps deline-

Vineyards

were sought in the scenic inventory are

dramatic topographic relief for each town

components.

distant hillside). A delineation of the most

well as the convergence of several

or hilltop) or the receiver of one's view (a

sented by unique single components as

thus illustrated a scenic resource element
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m
m

worthy of consideration and protection.
Areas which encompass several view
points or a corridor of high visual quality
were studied with respect to the character
and sensitivity of the foreground, middle
and distant ground.

Once the scenic data had been collected
and recorded on-site and panoramic photo-

m

sweeps processed, the information was
then assembled and analyzed in the studio
to generate district delineations within and
from which scenic vistas were exceptional.
Within these districts, individual point
locations of highest scenic value were
noted along with historic building and site
designations provided by the Yates County
Historian, which were documented on the
maps and number-referenced to a list.

i
a
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Computer-Generated
Resource Maps

crossroads, lakeshore residential, highway

to accommodating development such as

commercial, industrial, institutional.

the existing settlement areas and transitional fields. The fundamental characteris-

In addition to the scenic resource inventory, several categories of geographicallyreference area resource data were mapped

Computer Map Three: Road

tics of these resources is described in the

system with road names and public water

next section of this report, Part VI, Growth

and sewer service areas.

Management Districts.

and digitized on an ARC/INFO computer
graphics mapping system. Three computer
resource maps (at T=2000' in full color
separation) were generated for each town
containing the following area resource
information.

Computer Map One: Steep slopes
of 15% and greater over a continuous
running distance of 500'; publically owned
lands including parks, wildlife management
areas and other public open spaces and

Primary sources of
information included
Department of

Three computer resource
maps were generated for each
of the nine towns in Yates
County.

Each town will now
be introduced
followed by a

Environmental

summary of its

Conservation (DEC)

scenic and natural

maps of wetlands 1 2.4 acres and larger,

resources. These have been keyed to

1985 aerial photographs at a scale of 1" =

planimetric and photographic representa-

1000' and New York State Department of

tions of the most important vistas, scenic

Transportation 1977 planimetric/topo-

districts and historic and natural resources

graphic "strip" maps at 1" = 2000' based on

in each town.

the USGS quadrangles.

preserves; classified wetlands; surface
water, rivers and streams; cemeteries;
roads and municipal boundaries.

Some of these data categories (like steep
slopes, wetlands and prime agricultural
land) clustered into protection oriented

Computer Map Two: Forestlands of
groupings Or Critically Sensitive resources

5 acres and larger; prime agricultural lands;
Open and semi-open transitional fields (i.e.
old pasturelands/brushlands); settlement
areas: villages, hamlets, linear places,

that need to be guarded when considering
development propositions in the future.
Other data clusters indicated "receiver"
groupings, or resources that are more akin
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AUTHOR'S CORRECTION
Aii graphic map scales in Chapter V
and Appendix are labeled incorrectly
and should read 7000 (not 700) feet.

Harrington

HARRINGTON

The land in Harrington is
made up of a matrix of
sloping hills and valleys.

Figure 12. Town of Harrington Existing Conditions Map.

N

TOO
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Barrington

THE NINE TOWNS OF YATES COUNTY
BARRINGTON
I

he Town of Barrington was originally

established in 1822 as part of Steuben
County. With the creation of Yates County
in 1823, Barrington was eventually
annexed to become a part of Yates County
in January of 1826. Located in the south
central portion of the county, Barrington
covers approximately 37.4 square miles or
about 23,957 acres. This roughly 6x61/2
mile town accounts for about 9% of the
county's total land area. The Town is
bordered by Keuka Lake to the west, Milo
to the north, Starkey to the east, Schuyler
County to the south and a small segment
of Steuben County on the southwest
comer.

The land in Barrington is made up of a
matrix of sloping hills and valleys. In the
central and western sections of the town,
Figure 13. Town of Barrington Scenic
Resources Map. Views/vistas are indicated
with arrows andO, scenic districts are in
dashed lines, slope structure shaded, and
historic sites are numbered in the boxes
and coded to a listing for each town.

many spectacular views of both Keuka

The overall character of
Barrington is pervasively rural

Lake and Bluff Point can be seen. To the
east are two valleys, Chubb Hollow and
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Crystal Valley which direct water into the

former community in the small hamlet of

Big Stream, flowing east into Seneca Lake.

Crystal Springs, although a modest com-

The land elevation above sea level varies

mercial springwater operation still exists.

from a low of 715 feet at Keuka Lake to a

The only present-day hamlet in Barrington

high of 1674 feet at Barrington Hill.

is Warsaw, a very small settlement which is
located roughly in the geographic center of

The major land uses in the town are com-

the township. The largest concentrations

prised of forest and agricultural based ac-

of seasonal and year-round residents can

tivities. Forestlands occupy over 50% of

be found along the shoreline of Keuka

the town's land area. Much of the

Lake. However, the overall character of

remaining agricultural land is in transition

Barrington is pervasively rural, with most

and significant portions are being re-

people spread out over the entire township.

Scenic Resources in
Barrington
This town is characterized by a vigorous
rolling topographic condition. The
dominant physical landmarks include the
1600 foot high Barrington Hill, the "U"shaped Crystal Valley (Figure 14) and
Eggleston Gully which is a major "Vshaped gorge formation that terminates
with an extensive outwash delta at
Eggleston Point. It is in the south part of
this valley that Crystal Springs once thrived

claimed as woodlots and forest. The active
as a major resort.
agricultural lands are used as cropland,
pastureland and vineyards.
Significant vistas on the west side of this
Along with the Town of Italy, Barrington is
one of the least developed and populated
towns in Yates County at approximately

town include excellent views to Bluff Point

Significant vistas exist from
the west slope of Barrington
toward Bluff Point.

in the Town of Jerusalem and in the southeast section, from the east flank of
Barrington Hill into Crystal Valley (Figure

1,090 permanent residents, a population

14).

figure which reflects a 17% increase from
1970-80.

Years ago, Barrington was known for its
mineral springs and was a popular resort
destination with a large hotel and auxiliary
facilities. Today, not much remains of this
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Barrington Scenic
Districts

III. West Barrington Scenic
District
This district contains an area representa-

Three districts have been delineated for the

tive of Barrington's steeply sloped lakeside

Town of Barrington which possess out-

scenery. The rapid drop in elevations

standing scenic attributes. Note that the

allows views to project out toward the lake.

scenic districts refer to areas from which
impressive views are composed and
accessible. The districts are not deline-

Town of Barrington:
Preliminary List of Scenic
and Historic Resources

ations of the viewshed actually visible, but
represent locations in which the visual
resource is a dominant one(Figure 13).

1. Crystal Spring, Crystal Springs Road
and Charley Brace Road.
2. John Spicer brick house (1819), Route

I.

Crystal Valley Scenic District

This district encompasses the west slope
of Crystal Valley. The area contains

I

230.

3. Ira Chubb farm (1815-1820), Chubb
Hollow Road.
4. McDowell farm (1814), Bath Road.

panoramic views across and down the

5. Eggleston Glen, Route 54.

valley (Figure 14).

6. Lake Keuka Community Baptist
Church (1888), E. Lake Road.

II. Bath Road Scenic Corridor
Including the area on the west flank of Barrington Hill, this district contains exceptional views across Keuka Lake toward
Bluff Point, especially as one descends the
-Si

1

I
00

slope. A section of the district approaches
the crest zone of Barrington Hill.
Note: The numbers on the scenic and
historic resources list to the right
correspond to those in boxes on the map in
Figure 13.
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7. George W. Finton house (1870s), 661
E. Lake Road.
8. Joseph Finton house (1806),
Sturdevant Road.
9. Barrington Baptist Church (1867), Bath
Road, Warsaw.
10. Amos Bellis house (1820), Bath Road.
11. Warsaw hamlet (1830s), Bath Road.
12. Miller's house (1840s), Pre-emption
Road at Big Stream Bridge.

Harrington

Harrington Computer
Map One
The Town of Barrington contains a number
of natural resource features which must be
taken into consideration in developing a
plan for its future. The most spectacular of
these features is the glacier-formed Keuka
Lake which serves as the western
boundary of the township. Adjacent to the
lake is a continuous band of steep slopes
and a pattern of streams that carry surface
waters westward to the Lake. The stream
system in the eastern half of Barrington
includes the Crystal Valley wetland and
drains eastward into Seneca Lake.
Adjacent to these wetlands are the steep
slopes of Barrington Hill. There are no
public lands located within the Town of
Barrington.

Figure 15. Town ofBarrington Computer Map One.
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Barrington

Figure 16. Town of Barrington Computer Map Two.
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Barrington Computer
Map Two
The primary land resource in Barrington is
forest. Large blocks of forested land
spread to all comers of the town, appearing
to engulf the few remaining productive

agricultural plots. This transformation from

Barrington. The only hamlet is Warsaw,

agriculture to forest is likely to continue as

which is a small settlement located in

transitional fields persistently revert to

roughly the geographic center of the

woodlands. However, existing agriculture

township, but the largest concentration of

still remains active and major farmsteads

people reside along the shoreline of Keuka

complexes are well distributed throughout

Lake.
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Benton

BENTON
SENECA
LAKE

7oo

Benton ranks second in
geographic size to Jerusalem.

Figure 17. Town ofBenton Existing Conditions Map.
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Benton

BENTON

SENECA
LAKE

Benton's tabletop landscape is
punctuated by orderly
farmstead establishments.

TOO

Figure 18. Town ofBenton Scenic Resources Map.

32,345 acres. Seneca Lake forms the
I he Town of Benton contains the

throughout much of the Town, it is almost

eastern border of the town, Torrey to the

highest concentration of agricultural land

entirely designated as part of 1 of 2

southeast, Milo and Jerusalem to the

and ranks second to Jerusalem in

agricultural districts. Situated in the north-

south, Potter along the west and Ontario

geographic size within Yates County. Due

eastern comer of the county, Benton is ap-

County marks the northern boundary. The

to the presence of excellent soils found

proximately 50 square miles in area, about

village of Penn Van is located near the
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south central border.

range from a high of 1100 feet in the

Benton settlement was originally plotted at

western hills to a low of 445 feet at Seneca

a crossroads location in the geographic

Lake. A number of small communities can

center of the Town and was appropriately

be found at various crossroads including

named Benton Center. Farming and

Ferguson's Corners, Bellona Station and

related agricultural businesses have

Angus Station. With the arrival, over the

always been important economic activities

past twenty years, of many Mennonite

in Benton. The many farmsteads that

families into the Town of Benton, the popu-

spread out across the township are proof of

lation has reached 1,980 persons and the

the excellent soils that make for excep-

community continues to reflect its enduring

tional cropland, orchards, vineyards and

agricultural traditions.

pasturelands. Interspersed with the active
agricultural lands are woodlots, forests and
wetlands. Other important activities in the

Scenic Resource in
Benton

early development of the town include
brick making, fruit farming (especially
apples) and the milling of flour and wood
from water power on the Kashong Creek.
Much of this mill activity occurred in the
little hamlet of Bellona in the northeast
section of Benton.

The plateau-like topography in Benton with
its gently rolling agricultural fields is the site
of many extensive farm complexes with
their barns, silos and outbuildings (Figure
23). The southwest quadrant of the town is
characterized by low relief and numerous
wetland areas. Benton contains two signifi-

Today, the overall character of Benton's
landscape is one of vast open space with
gently rolling hills and valleys, overlaid by
an irregular grid network of roads and farm
plots (Figure 19). The surface elevations
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cant valleys, that of Kashong Creek and
the Flat Street Valley though which runs
Jacob's Brook. This region also has a
significant number of Mennonite farm-

Benton

steads and institutional buildings. Together

Benton Scenic Districts

with the tabletop landscape, these orderly
establishments contribute to a strong

Four scenic districts have been established

midwestern flavor (Rgure 21). Where the

for the Town of Benton (Rgure 18).

topography does fall away, distant views
are possible, but still retain a relatively fiat
character. The surrounding landscape in
this region is of similar low elevation, like
the hills across Seneca Lake in Seneca
County.

I

Another area of scenic interest in Benton,

lona Station area. These hamlets possess

^

Flat Street Valley Scenic
District

This area follows the Flat Road and
Havens Comers Road corridors. It permits
views down into the agricultural landscape
of the valley.

more urban in character, is the Bellona/Bel-

fa,

I.

an above-average stock of historic architecture which should be considered an
integral component of the landscape
(Figure 22). Benton also contains four of

II.

Johnson Road Scenic
District

This area responds to the notable lake
views possible from this eastern section of
Benton. The view includes a background
of the low hills in Seneca County.

the more significant cobblestone houses,

III. Baldwin/Lovejoy Road
Scenic District

an architectural style unique to the Finger

These corridors comprise a scenic area di-

Lakes and surrounding regions.

rectly northwest of Penn Van (Figure 20).
Included are vistas of the flat agricultural
fields and the gently undulating topography
of the Flat Street Valley, in addition to a

1
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cluster of Mennonite farmsteads and
buildings.
IV. Kashong Creek Scenic
District
This district seeks to protect the typical, but
noteworthy, agrarian landscape of Benton.
Of special interest here is the coarser
texture and visually "busier" character of
the site owing in part to smaller fields, more
hedgerows and a slightly more varied
topography.

k »!.
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Town of Benton:
Preliminary List of Scenic
& Historic Resources
1. Drovers' tavern at Ferguson's
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Comers (c. 1835).
William Nichols cobblestone house
(1844), Alexander Road.
Bellona Mill (1823) and store (early
1800s), Pre-emption Road.
Bellona Presbyterian Church
(1894), Pre-emption Road.
Eli Wood Y-shaped house (1849),
Pre-emption Road.
Kashong Glen, Route 14.
DeBartzch-Barton house (17871792), Old Route 14.
Jepthah Earl cobblestone house
(1845-50), Old Route 14.
Angus family cobblestone house
(1831-34), 612 Route 14.
Mennonite Church, Baldwins Comers
Road.
Benton Methodist Church (1855),
Route 14A.
Abner Woodworth farm (1820s), Rat

Benton's rural architecture
dignified and functional serves to complement the
agricultural landscape.

Figure 22. Bellona Presbyterian Church, a principal feature of the hamlet's historic
architectural inventory.

Street.
13. Jonathan Whitaker farm (bams c.
1800), Townline Road.
14. Jeremiah Finger house (c. 1825),

Note: The numbers on the scenic and
historic resources list to the left correspond
to those in boxes on map in figure 18.

1556 Carroll Road.
15. McAlpine farm (barns c. 1800), E.
Havens Comers Road.
George
Harden cobblestone house
16.

(1843), 2492 Fergusons Comers

Road.
17. Farm and bam with double cupol-

as (1880s), E. Havens Corners
Road.
18. David Brenton tavern (1790s), 430
Pre-emption Road.
19. Lovejoy farm (1820s on), Lovejoy
Road.

Figure 23. Typical farmstead complex in Bentonfrom which the pattern of fields emanate.
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Figure24.

TawnofBentonComputerMapOne.
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Benton Computer Map
One

of steep slopes along the Kashong Creek
and Sucker Brook. The entire system of

The most visible natural features in the

streams and wetlands drains eastward into

Town of Benton are the dendretic patterns

Seneca Lake, which also marks the

of streams and wetlands which slice diago-

northeast town border. This largely

nally through the landscape. The predomi-

agricultural community is further confirmed

nanf/y flat topography contains a few areas

in the regularized grid structure of roads
which criss-cross Benton.
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Non-agricultural lands in
Benton are commonly found in
the centers of land blocks
defined by the gridiron road
pattern.

Benton
Figure 25. Town ofBenton Computer Map Two.
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Benton Computer Map
Two

in with existing forests. The combined non-

At the center of town is the hamlet of

agricultural lands are commonly found in

Benton Center and south of it is the Village

The dominant resource in Benton is pro-

the centers of the large land blocks as

of Penn Van. Bellona, another notable set-

ductive farmland on excellent soil condi-

defined by the gridiron road pattern. The

tlement, is sited in the northeast sector of

tions. Forestlands, although sparse, are

intensity of farming activities is visible in

the township.

generally located in the western and
eastern portion of town. The relatively

the large numbers of farmsteads that are
dotted along state, county and town roads.

small amount of transitional land is mixed
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Italy

ITALY

N

7OO

Legendary Clark's Gully is
located in the northern section
of Italy.
Figure 26. Town of Italy Existing Conditions Map.

Figure 27. An unspoiled landscape. From Sunnnyside Point looking Southwest to the West River and High Tor Wildlife Management Area.
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N

is the Town of Middlesex. Italy Hill
contains the highest elevation above sea
level in the county at 2,145 feet, offering
dramatic views to the glaciated hills and
valleys. Canandaigua Lake, the low point
in the town, is situated at 686 feet above
sea level.

Italy is somewhat unique in Yates County
because it has the lowest population and
therefore is the least developed of any of
the nine towns. It also has the largest
acreage of forestland, floodplain and public
recreational lands in the county with the
least amount of agriculture. The Finger
Lakes trail, a network of paths running east
and west throughout the region, extends to
the north into Yates County at Italy Hill.

Figure 28. Town of Italy Scenic Resources Map.

During the 1930's the town was the focus

ITALY

over 5,000 acres. Italy also includes the

of government efforts to purchase and

HP he Town of Italy, which once attracted

largest concentration of wetlands in the

remove submarginal farms from cultivation

settlers to its forests for timber harvesting

county. The township is roughly a 6 mile

and return these lands to their original

is today enticing people to come and visit

by 6 mile square covering approximately

condition. Today, much of the east side of

the beauty of its forests and valleys.

38.6 square miles or 24,694 acres. The

Italy Valley is evidence of this successful

Located in the southwest comer of Yates

bordering communities are Jerusalem to

reforestation project.

County, Italy is home to the High Tor

the east, Steuben County to the south,

Although sparsely populated today, Italy

Wildlife Management Area, a preserve of

Ontario County to the west and to the north

was once the home of a sizeable Seneca
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Indian population. Many legends and

feeling of natural "wilderness" than in other

Because of these unique features, the

Indian tales talk about the region and the

more cultivated sectors of the county

scenic resource protection issues raised in

birth of the Seneca people, which is

(Figure 27). This is combined with perhaps

Italy differ from the other townships. For

believed to have occurred at an opening in

the most striking feature of Italy which is its

example, while the considerable topo-

the earth at the foot of Clark's Gully. In

dramatic topography and some of the

graphic relief would amplify the visibility of

more recent times, the population of the

highest elevations in Yates County. The

development, the heavy forest cover

town is the lowest in the county and

hillsides are generally steep and rise

provides a medium within which it can be

estimated to be about 950 people, most of

quickly out of the two major U-shaped

concealed.

whom live in either of two small hamlets,

valleys, Italy Valley and the southern

Italy and Italy Hill.

portion of Middlesex Valley (Figure 30).

Italy's Scenic Districts

These linear topographic features tend to

Italy's Scenic Resources

structure the perceptual experience of Italy
and are constantly referred back to as one

The Town of Italy contains some of the
most rural and remote areas among Yates
County towns. As a considerably high
percentage of the Italy landscape is
forested as compared to other townships

moves over the rugged landscape. The
Middlesex Valley contains an extensive

Six scenic districts have been established
for the Town of Italy (Figure 28).
I.

Prattsburg Road Scenic
District

wetland area with swampy fields dissected

This area is characteristic of the intimate

by meandering streams, adding a valuable

scale of agrarian landscape in Italy. The

dimension to the visual experience.

small farm fields in the foreground of many

in the county, its visual character is

of the views are balanced by long, distant

somewhat different and conveys a stronger

views across Italy Valley to Italy Hill

Figure 29. The heavily forested wildness of Italy. View from Emerson Road to West Italy Hill.
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II. Emerson Road Scenic
Corridor

southwest one can see far into Ontario

This corridor traverses some of the higher

County. Directly below and to the south,

elevations of Yates County, and offers a

one has an aerial view of the lower

continuous, high-quality visual experience.

Middlesex Valley wetlands. The marsh

The elevated perspective allows dramatic

area is tinted a sepia color with a fine

views north to the higher elevations of Italy

texture, presenting a pleasant contrast to

Hill. Figure 29 captures one of the most

the verdure of the surrounding hills.

impressive vistas in the county.

Through the wetland winds the West River
as it heads toward the south end of

III. West Italy Hill Scenic
District
Views from this area project from the steep

Canandaigua Lake.

hillside as one descends and emerges

VI. Parish Hill Road Scenic
Corridor

from the heavily forested slope. The result

This area contains significant views to the

is an exciting spatial and visual experience.

north and northwest and across Canandaigua Lake to farms on the hills of eastern

I

I

IV. Shay Road Scenic Corridor

Ontario County. Much of the corridor

This corridor runs along the spine of Italy's

passes through dense second-growth

main hill. Views are possible along its

forest and where the vegetative cover

entire length, especially north across

ends, a distant vista suddenly bursts open,

Middlesex Valley to South Hill.

creating a memorable cinematic progression.

V. Sunnyside Point Scenic
District
The views attainable from South Hill Road
as one approaches the tip of the promontory offer a 270 degree sweep of the sur-

ci
"I

I

rounding landscape. To the south/

Ofl

I*,
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Figure 31. Town of Italy Computer Map One.
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Wilderness areas in the form of
steep hills and extensive
wetlands comprise a substantial
portion of Italy's landscape.
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Town of Italy:
Preliminary List of Scenic
& Historic Resources
1.
2.
3.

High Tor Game Management Area.
Italy Valley Methodist Church
(1856), Italy Valley Road.
Jeremiah Fox farm (1815), Italy
Valley Road.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Parish farm buildings (mid-1800's),
Route 245 and Parrish Hill Road.
Clark's Gulley.
Earthen arc-henge.
Big Rock.

8.
9.

Italy Valley.
Italy Hill Baptist Church (1844), Italy

Turnpike.
10. Smith McCloud stone house (18251830), Italy Turnpike.
Note: For resource location refer to
numbers in boxes, Figure 28.

Italy Computer Map One

south and east and by the West River
Valley to the north. This landscape is

The Town of Italy has the largest concentration of publicly owned lands, steep
slopes and wetlands in Yates County. At
the geographic center of the Town is Italy
Hill which is bordered by Italy Valley to the
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further articulated by a complex pattern of
valleys and streams. The High Tor Game
Management Area located in the northwestern corner of Italy, contains the
majority of the wetlands found in Italy.

Italy
Figure 32. Town of Italy Computer Map Two.

Other significant public lands are part of
the State's Reforestation Program of the
1930s including some of the steep slopes
that form the east and west boundaries of
Italy Valley. Additional steep slopes occur
on South Hill and on the slopes facing it.
Due to dramatic grade changes along the
hills and valleys of Italy, relatively few
roads traverse this spectacular terrain.
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Italy Computer Map Two

forested over time, are also concentrated in
the above mentioned areas. The small

Forestland is the predominant natural re-

remaining open lands to the south and

source in Italy. The largest concentrations

northeast are the last pockets of agriculture

are found on Italy Hill, South Hill and on

in Italy. Existing settlements are comprised

the upland hills east of Italy Valley. The

of small hamlets located in Italy Valley and

transitional lands, which typically become

in the eastern portion of the township.
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Jerusalem

Jerusalem is almost twice the
size of its township neighbors
in Yates County.

Figure 33. Town of Jerusalem Existing Conditions Map.
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Jerusalem

JERUSALEM
Another significant landscape feature is the
glacially eroded Guyanoga Valley. This
HP he Town of Jerusalem has been

broad, north-south valley cuts the town into

A wide range of settlement types and ac-

the location and home of many important

tivities can be found within Jerusalem. The

two and contains a Iar9e *&&*• The

events and people. From the early Indian

Village of Penn Van is located at the north-

vallevis

settlements, ruins and artifacts can be

east corner of the township and provides

uses includin9

°rcnaris, vineyards,

found near Friend and Indian Pines.

many social and commercial services. The

cr°P|and and

Pasture- The forested

Historic sites of significance include the

hamlet of Keuka Park on the east branch of

^0™ ™s[of *» G"van°9a Valley are

Jemimah Wilkinson home, the Wagener

the lake is home to Keuka College. Over

Partof the government's reforestation

Mansion, Esperanza Mansion and Garrett

the past thirty years considerable develop-

efforts of the 193°'s-

Memorial Chapel.

ment has occurred along the town's

of

shoreline of Keuka Lake, usually in the

*» site of avarietv of agricultural

™»overal1character

"»town is Predominantly rural: crop-

land' farmsteads,

forestland and wetlands,

Jerusalem is the largest town in Yates

form of seasonal and

with small centers

County. Covering over 63 square miles, or

year-round homes.

approximately 40,146 acres, the town is

The hamlet of Bran-

located in the south central section of the

chport is another

county. It is perhaps most recognizable by

popular seasonal

its seven mile long peninsula, Bluff Point,

destination with summer camps and other

the landscape. The year-round population

or by the unsurpassed scenic vista area at

recreational opportunities along Keuka

of Jerusalem is around 3,900 persons and

the Pinnacle. This view southward over

Lake. Small crossroad communities and

is second only to Milo which includes a

the west branch of Keuka Lake, includes

farmsteads are common throughout the

larger portion of the Village of Penn Van.

Bluff Point, Keuka Lake State Park and the

township.

From Jerusalem some of the
most important scenic vistas in
Yates County can be seen.
J

of development.

Villages, hamlets,
,
and comers are

distributed across

surrounding hills and valleys of the Finger
Lakes Region.
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Jerusalem
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1

Jerusalem's Scenic
Resources

/.,„•

With a large amount of lake frontage and
to.

considerable topographic relief, Jerusalem

*

contains some of the most significant vistas
in Yates County. It also contains the only
State Park in the county and perhaps its
most prominent institution in Keuka
College. Jerusalem, geographically larger

-a
•5

than the other towns, contains two
promontory points from which breathtaking

a

i

"postcard" views are possible. One such
place, the Pinnacle above the old Esper-

a

anza Mansion, is a point to which many
first-time visitors to the area are taken by
local residents. This location, at about
1300 feet elevation, allows a vista which
eloquently defines the Finger Lakes image

o

I

and sense of place (Figure 34). The views

I

attainable from Bluff Point contain a
harmonious

balance between landform,

agricultural pattern and large expanse of
water; the critical elements which unite to
compose the "classic" Finger Lakes vista
(Figure 37). On the east flank of the Point
is the Garret! Memorial Chapel, a substan-

I

-SP
fa.
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Jerusalem

Figure 35. Town of Jerusalem Scenic Resources Map.
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Jerusalem

tial stone building open to the public from

combination of endless rows of grapevines,

known roadside spot from which one of the

which significant views are possible across

a middle-ground of farm complexes and a

most popular vistas in Yates County is

Keuka Lake and to the west shore of

background of distant hills and valleys.

viewed (Figure 34).

Jerusalem Scenic Districts

II. County House Road
Scenic Corridor

Barrington (Figure 36).

Also of note is the linear visual experience
along Skyline Drive. As the name
suggests, this roadway follows the spine of
Bluff Point and offers a continual highelevation visual experience of the surrounding countyside. The foreground
along the road is frequently in cultivation,
which occurs against a backdrop of sky.
The experience is literally that of traveling
on the rooftop of the county.

Four scenic areas have been designated
as most significant in the Town of
Jerusalem (Figure 35).

This corridor contains many outstanding
vistas projecting to the southeast across
agricultural fields terminated by a background of distant hillsides in the town of

I.

Esperanza Scenic District

Milo.

This district contains the flanks of the
Pinnacle and a portion of Esperanza Road
which approaches the district from the
north. Contained here is the Esperanza
mansion, a Greek Revival structure of
monumental proportions and the well-

III. Bluff Point Scenic Area
The area incorporates both the Bluff Point
promontory zone and a long corridor following the north/south stretch of Skyline
Drive. Within this area is the Greek

Although overshadowed by the southern
sector of the town, the northern areas of
Jerusalem offer a different but equally appealing scenic experience. The landscapes here are of a more agricultural
variety, with significant areas in vineyard
and crop production. For example, aboveaverage agrarian landscape views are
possible from Com stock Road down to and
across the Guyanoga Valley. Vistas along
County House Road contain the satisfying
Figure 36. The "flying buttresses" on the terrace ofGarrett Memorial Chapel.
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Jerusalem

Revival Wagener Mansion and the Garrett
Memorial Chapel (Figures 36 and 37).

IV. Comstock/Lounsberry Scenic
District
This small district attempts to recognize

16. Friend home (1814), 3912 Friend Hill
Road.

some of the notable pastoral scenes in the

17. James Brown Jr. house (1820), Friend

northern section of Jerusalem. The
landscape here is open and spacious, yet
with a high degree of foreground-middleground agricultural detail.

I

Town of Jerusalem:
Preliminary List of Scenic
& Historic Resources
1.

1

2.

js

•5

•§

C!

3.
4.
5.

Wagener Mansion (1833), Skyline
Drive.
Garrett Memorial Chapel (1933),
Skyline Drive.
Bluff Point ruins, Skyline Drive.
Keuka Lake State Park, Skyline Drive.
Esperanza (1838), Route 54A.

6. Keuka College (1892), Keuka Park.
7. Main Street, Branchport.
8.

1

I
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13. Larzelere's Tavern (1826),
Hemlock and Back Roads.
14. Evans stone house and farm
(1870s), Belknap Hill Road.
15. Dean farm (1840s), Corwin Road.

St. Luke's Episcopal Church (1867),
Branchport..
9. Verdi Burtch bird sanctuary, Route
54A.
10. Williams farm (1840s), 2854 Route
54A.
11. Botsford stone house (1868), 3830
County House Road.
12. George Adam s stone house (1872),
E. Valley Road.
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18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

and Shanty Plains Road.
Old Fort, Friend Road.
Friend Methodist Church (1888),
Friend Road.
Scofield house (1860s), Friend Road.
Big Gully, Guyanoga Road.
Jubertown Swamp, Five Mile Creek.
Hayes farm (1873), 2505 County
House Road.
Hampstead (1840), Route 54A.
Samuel Hartshorn house (1820s),
2756 Choates Road.
Sill tenant house (1881), Route 54A.
Uriah Hanford house (1825), 125A W.
Lake Road.

28. Red Jacket's Mother's monument,
Route 54A.
29. Former generating plant for the
Penn Van, Keuka Park & Branch
port Electric Railway (1898), 367 W.
Lake Road.
30. Isaac Walton League property,
Guyanoga Road.

Note: For resource location refer to
numbers in boxes, Figure 35.

Jerusalem

Jerusalem Computer Map
One

people. Another significant natural
landform is the Guyanoga Valley, stretch-

The most unique natural feature in the

ing along a north-south axis through the

Town of Jerusalem is the seven mile long

center of the township. The Valley

peninsula, Bluff Point, a regional phenome-

contains a number of variable sized

non of unsurpassed beauty. Surrounded

wetlands and is contained by a significant

by Keuka Lake on the east, south and west

band of steep terrain to the east and west.

sides, this impressive landform projection

A somewhat overlooked, but equally

is accentuated by a linear configuration of

important natural feature, is the intricate

steep slopes on either side. The Public

system of streams and minor tributaries

Lands of Keuka Lake State Park, which

that thread their way through the landscape

anchor the west branch of Keuka Lake,

directing surface waters into Keuka Lake.

^

and some State Reforestation lands on the

The road system gives way to nature and

western border of Jerusalem are forever-

is subservient to the strong landforms

protected resources made available to the

found in Jerusalem.

The Bluff Point landform is
accentuated by steep, linear
slope conditions on either side.
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Figure 38. Town of Jerusalem Computer Map One.
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Jerusalem

Jerusalem Computer Map
Two
The present day land resource pattern
throughout Jerusalem has become a gentle
weave between agriculture and forest landscapes. The largest concentrations of forested lands are found in the northwest section of the township and along the edges of
the Guyanoga Valley and on most of the
lands adjacent to Keuka Lake. The prime
agricultural lands make up a significant
portion of the total land area and are
distributed across the town, with the
biggest acreages occurring in the southwest and northeast sections. Although not
as large as the previous two land resources, the transitional lands represent
important changes in the rural character
and are potential sites for new development, especially if they are located near
existing settlements like Penn Van, Keuka
Park, Branchport or Guyanoga.
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Figure 39. Town of Jerusalem Computer Map Two.
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Middlesex

MIDDLESEX

Figure 40. Town of Middlesex Existing Conditions Map.

N
i

Landscape diversity inform
and use is the hallmark of
Middlesex

o

township.
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Middlesex

MIDDLESEX
N

^ Cowtyt-

The town contains a diverse range of

/-

environments which include bare hill tops,
steep slopes, gorges, forests, wetlands,
gently rolling hills, cropland, vineyards,
orchards, glacial outwash deltas and
streams. The views to and from these
locations are equally diverse and outstanding. In particular, the rural character of
Middlesex can best be viewed from any of
the following: Bare Hill, South Hill, Vine
Valley or East Hill.

Like its southern neighbor Italy, this area
was the location of many Seneca Indian
celebrations and legends. For example,
Bare Hill was the site of the slaying of the
Great Serpent, which tells the story of a
young Indian boy that kills the great snake
Figure 41. Town of Middlesex Scenic Resources Map.

I he Town of Middlesex was originally

with his bow and the eventual clearing of

em comer of the county, Middlesex

plotted as the Town of Augusta in 1797. In

borders Italy to the south and Ontario

the years following the establishment of

County to the north. Situated along the

Yates County in 1823, Augusta was

shores of Canandaigua Lake, Middlesex is

divided to make the present day Town of

geographically the smallest town in Yates

Middlesex and its neighboring township to

County, covering an area of 35 square

the east, Potter. Located in the northwest-

miles or about 22,500 acres.
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the hill by the withering and dying reptile.
Thus the name given by the Senecas.'Bare
Hill: Other Indian stories include tales
about Vine Valley and whaleback - better
known as South Hill or Sunnyside. The
last Seneca Indian settlement left the
region in 1815.

Middlesex

Today, small communities can be found
throughout Middlesex, like Vine Valley,
built on the sites of former Indian villages.
Another type of settlement can be found at
crossroads, such as Williams Comers,
Overacker's Corners and Pine Comers.
The largest population center in this town
of close to 1,130 people is the hamlet of
Middlesex, located roughly in the geographic center of the town. The township
of Middlesex witnessed a 22% jump in
population figures between 1970-80, an
indication of the town's continuing attrac-

:§
§
.5

tiveness.

I

Scenic Resources Of
Middlesex

3

i
t

i
i
>

g

The Town of Middlesex is characterized by

1

some of the most impressive scenery in
Yates County. The topography is of a big
scale and is less fragmented than some of

a

i

the other townships. The landforms in
Middlesex are massive and are uninterrupted, except by major valleys, resulting in

o

3

I

a clearly ordered landscape. There is little
interpretive ambiguity in the landscape of
Middlesex (Figure 42).
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Middlesex

The long, steeply sloping hillsides project
viewlines and allow broad vistas to distant
landforms of equal height and slope. The
foreground views of many of these vistas
often include picturesque vineyards. The
strong linear quality of such plantations accentuate the contours of the hills. When
combined with the steep hills and views of
the lake, the resulting composition is
memorable and epitomizes the image of
the Finger Lakes Region.

The western boundary of the town is
formed by Canandaigua Lake. With significant topography on both sides of this

.3

waterbody frequently approaching 2000
1

feet, the lake corridor creates a dramatic
sense of spatial enclosure. This spatial
definition, when joined with an intimately-

I

scaled shoreline with projections and

•

coves, creates a very appealing spatial

I

experience varying from open to closed
(Figure 45).

"a
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Middlesex

The major hills in Middlesex, in addition to

a more wild face of Yates County. In

III. Bagley Road Scenic
Corridor

their height, differ from others in the county

contrast to this are quiet, pastoral scenes

Views from this corridor capture the

in that they are more heavily forested. Ag-

such as that of Middlesex Valley taken

essence of a pastoral, agrarian landscape.

ricultural uses in the town are concentrated

from Bagley Road (Figure 44).

The gently rolling hills are checkered with

in the triangular area between Vine Valley,
the hamlet of Middlesex and Pine Corners,

Middlesex Scenic Districts

and on the eastern flank of Bare Hill. The
landscape in this area is characterized by
picturesque farmsteads against a backdrop
of tall hills.

Middlesex can therefore be thought of as
being composed of two different landscapes: hills and agriculture, each with
distinct scenic characteristics. The
boundaries between the two are not clearly
demarcated and many areas can be

Five areas have been delineated in
Middlesex which possess outstanding
scenic attributes and therefore need to be

hedgerows. Occasional solitary trees of
advanced age punctuate the fields(Figure
43).

considered as resources worthy of protec-

IV. East Hill/ Upper Hill Road
Scenic Corridor

tive measures (Figure 41).

This corridor is characterized by views
across Middlesex and Middlesex Valley to

I.

Bare Hill Crest Districts

South Hill. The vistas contain impressive

Although of smaller scale than South Hill,

and well defined foreground, middleground

Bare Hill offers more accessible views to

and background components(Figure 44).

Canandaigua Lake and a more immediate
and varied foreground (Figure 42).

described as transition zones with
attributes of each.

patterns of fields and pastures defined by

II.

South Hill Crest District

This area is characterized by some of the
The photo in Figure 42, taken from a point

highest elevations in the county, offering

along Bare Hill road, illustrates the more

major long distance views to the surround-

pristine, natural aspect of the town. Except

ing landscape. The background of many of

for the foreground, there is little evidence of

the views "borrows" landscape elements

major human intervention or agricultural

from neighboring towns and counties. The

activities. Similarly, the view from South

crest of South Hill is open and relatively

Hill's Vlewboard Road (Figure 43) displays

free of tall vegetation.
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V. County Line Road Scenic
Corridor (east and west
sections)
This corridor allows projected views south
across the lower elevations of Middlesex.
The broad, open views here in the fore and
middleground occur in front of a dramatic
backdrop of the higher topography of the
western side of the district.

Middlesex

Figure 46. Town of Middlesex Computer Map One.

Town of Middlesex:
Preliminary List of Scenic
& Historic Resources
1.
2.

N

Vine Valley store (1890s).
Vine Valley Methodist Church
(1891).
Indian site in Vine Valley.
Overackers schoolhouse (1874), Vine

3.
4.

Valley Road at Rout.e 364.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Button Century Farm (1885present), Vine Valley Road.
Bare Hill stone/earthworks.
Pine Comers Cemetery (1797present), Gray Road at Route 245.
Log houses of the Fuller sisters
(two; 1840s), South Lake Road near
Whiskey Point.
Polly Bates cobblestone house
(1836), Route 364 at Townline Road.
Luther Mather house (1815-20),
Route 364.
South Hill.
Middlesex Center: proposed Historic
District.
John Blair house (1810-30), Route

Middlesex Computer
Map One

all sides, these hills have relatively flat tops

245.

14. Saltbox house (c. 1800), Gray Road.
Note: For resource location refer to
numbers in boxes, Figure 41.
W/M

STSEP SLOPES. 15V
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Lake. Wrapped by steep slopes on almost

The Town of Middlesex is probably the

with sparse vegetation. Portions of these

most diverse landscape in the county, the

lands are publicly owned and therefore pro-

result of glacially configured hills and

tected from development. Other areas of

valleys. The most outstanding natural

steep slopes present a natural facade to

features are Bare Hill and South Hill, which

the east of West River Valley. This north-

are bordered to the west by Canandaigua

south valley axis with its streams and
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Middlesex
Figure 47. Town of Middlesex Computer Map Two.
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wetlands, represents the major drainage
system in the township. The local road

Middlesex Computer
Map Two

South Hill. The remaining prime agricultural lands are located in the central and

system is forced to conform to this organic
composition of natural resources.

7OO

Due in large part to the presence of Bare

northern sections of the township. As

and South Hills, much of the Town of

expected, this area is dotted with farm-

Middlesex is covered by forest. Embedded

steads and also includes the hamlets of

in many of the forestlands are transitional

Middlesex and Vine Valley. Another

fields that were formerly in agricultural

populated area occurs along the southern

production. This pattern is most evident on

lakeshore of Canandaigua Lake.
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MILO

As land became available following the
Revolutionary War, early settlers from
Pennsylvania and New England migrated

T n e Town of Milo has the largest

acres. It is the only town in Yates County

to Milo. The first wood frame house in

population of Yates County at 6,750 people

that borders both Seneca and Keuka

Penn Yan was built by Abraham Wagener

and includes most of the Village of Penn

Lakes. Milo's neighbors to the north are

in 1800. Much of the development that

Yan. Milo is located in the eastern half of

Benton and Torrey and to the south

followed occurred along the Keuka Lake

the county, occupying a land area of 48

Barrington and Starkey.

Outlet as water powered mills processed
locally grown raw materials: corn, wheat,

square miles or approximately 31,166

Including a large portion of
Penn Yan, Milo has the most
developed land in the county.

Figure 48. Town of Milo Existing Conditions Map.
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Milo

timber, flaxseed and wool. As advances in

Milo's Scenic Resources

transport technology took place in the
1800's, Penn Van and the surrounding

The town of Milo is characterized by a

countryside continued to prosper and grow.

largely agricultural landscape. There are
numerous prime Mennonite farms

Today, Milo has the largest amount of de-

scattered across the countryside, which

veloped land in the county. Although most

have revitalized the agrarian nature of the

of this is attributed to Penn Van, there are

town. A unique element in this landscape

many small hamlets, crossroad communi-

is the abandoned Morton salt mine in the

ties and lakefront residential developments

southeast section (Figure 52). With 25

including Himrod, Second Milo, Milo

miles of underground tunnels and two tall

Center, Thayer's Comers and Willow

elevator towers, the complex forms a

Grove.

dominant landmark in the landscape visible
for miles around.

Agriculture continues to remain an
important part of Milo's local economy, with

Perhaps one of the most breathtaking

moderately flat to sloping lands ideally

scenic experiences in the area occurs

suited for general crops, livestock grazing,

along Bath Road. Traveling south from

grape production, fruit trees and woodlots.

Penn Van, the views begin to develop

The highest elevation above sea level in

shortly after the Penn Van airport. The

the town is 1256 feet and the lowest at

route passes through classic compositions

Seneca Lake is 445 feet. Forestlands are

of rolling farmland, bam/silo complexes

normally found on the steepest slopes

and distant views out over Keuka Lake.

adjacent to the two lakes and along the

Although the scene is constantly changing,

Keuka Lake Outlet.

it occurs along the consistent datum of
Bath Road, a clearly defined cinematic corridor along which the many "frames" are at-
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Milo

Figure 50. Sugar Maples along Bath Road add to the visual quality of this corridor.

Figure 51. Town of Milo Scenic Resources Map.
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Milo

tached. Many of the east-west crossroads

II. Milo Farmstead Scenic
District

rather than surrounded by a parking lot,

which head down to the lakeshore offer

This district is characterized by the neatly

contains stables and hitching posts!

spectacular views projecting out across the

ordered agrarian efforts of the Mennonite

water.

farmers. The farmstead complexes of
these people are exceptionally well cared-

Milo also contains part of the Keuka Lake

for. The district also contains a Mennonite

Outlet, a waterway through which runs

school, harness-maker shop and church.

Keuka Lake's overflow into Seneca Lake.

The details in this landscape differ

The already established Keuka Outlet Trail,

considerably from a typical rural New York

a local model of a greenway corridor, links

scene. For example, the church grounds,

together numerous historic resources in a

III. Bath Road Scenic Corridor
As mentioned before, this is the premier
scenic corridor in the township and one of
the county's notable routes of consistently
high scenic quality. The district includes
both the principle corridor, as well as the
major crossroads leading to the lakeshore
(Figures 49 and 50).

multi-recreational/scenic {railway (Figure
53). The educational opportunities
occurring along this route are discussed in
pamphlets published by the Yates County
Historian.

Milo Scenic Districts
Three scenic districts have been established for the Town of Milo (Figure 51).
I.

Hall Road Scenic Corridor

This district represents the gently descending lake view possible from the east-west
crossroads off route 14 on the east side of
the township. The corridor is also notable
for the Four Chimneys Winery.
Figure 52. Imposing towers of the abandoned salt mines offSeverne Road near Himrod.
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Town of Milo:
Preliminary Listing of
Scenic & Historic
Resources
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
•S

1

I
a

14.
15.
16.
17.

.53

18.
19.
20.
21.

King farm (1830s), 2386 Ridge Road.
Swarthout farm (1830s), 3115 Bath
Road.
Indian burial ground, Swarthout Farm.
Keuke Lake Outlet Trail and mill sites.
Blacksmith shed for canal (1833),
Outlet Road.
Jonathan Bailey house (1820's), Bath
Road.
Stage Stop (1825), 3648 Bath Road.
George Goundry farm (1803). 3667
Chubb Hollow Road.
Francis Goundry saltbox house
(1803), Chubb Hollow Road.
Saltbox Houses (two), Milo Center.
Stephen Card house (c. 1800),
Himrod/Lakemont Road.
Bath Road packing houses (1880s).
Rapalee farm (1807-1845), Randall
Road.
Hall farm (1870s), Hall Road.
Silas Hunt farm (1790; housed.
1815), 1556 Milo Center Road.
Hollowell farm (1790s; house much
later), Milo Center Road.
Milo Center: proposed Historic
District.
Stephen Cleveland house (1850), Old
Route 14A.
George Shearman house (18251868), 190 E. Lake Road.
David B. Aspell house (1862), 1180
Leach Road.
Himrod Baptist Church (1868),
Himrod.

Note: For resource location refer to
numbers in boxes, Figure 51.
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Milo
Figure 54. Town ofMilo Computer Map One.
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Milo Computer Map One

layer of bedrock, this waterway cradled by

power of surface water drainage in

a narrow valley provided power to many of

sculpting the landscape. This pattern of

Some of the most significant natural

the early industries that located in Milo.

streams is particularly concentrated on the

features in the Town of Milo are the

The lakeshores which divide the east and

shores of Seneca Lake where, within less

previously mentioned Keuka Lake Outlet

west boundaries of Milo, show the

than a mile, seven gorges carve their paths

and the shorelines of Keuka and Seneca

influence of hillside erosion and sediment

to the lake. It is interesting to note that

Lakes. Serving as the drainage corridor for

deposition in the lakes. The resulting

although these water features clearly

Keuka Lake, the Outlet crosses the

shoreline landscape is one of the undulat-

influence the natural landscape, they

northern section of the Town in an east-

ing alluvial deltas reaching out into the

appear to have little or no impact on the

west direction. Having cut through the

lake. It is these locations that reflect the

rectilinear order of land parcels and roads.
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Milo
Figure 55. Town ofMilo Computer Map Two.

Milo Computer Map Two
Prime agricultural lands represent the
largest natural resource in the Town of
Milo. Major farming concentrations are
located in the central and northern sections
of the town. These lands are also
complimented by the many farmstead
clusters which are organized around the

grid system of roads. Areas of forest are

Van in the northwest comer, followed by

commonly associated with the streams,

the two linear lakefront communities along

gullies and other small drainage swales.

Keuka and Seneca.

As was the case in Benton, much of the
forested lands occupy the less-accessible,

|

|

central portions of large land parcels.
vitj-iM^ myi»f^ uxm PLUX& f

Many of the transitional lands can be found
close to existing settlements. The largest
settlement areas are the Village of Penn
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POTTER

N
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Figure 56. Town of Potter Existing Conditions Map.
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Potter

POTTER
he Town of Potter was established

portion of "Potterstown," named after the

to the north. Potter is the only town in

former landowner Arnold Potter, the current

Yates County that doesn't have direct land

land area of Potter is approximately 40

frontage on any of the Finger Lakes.

square miles or about 26,020 acres. Potter

in 1832 by subdividing the Town of

is located in the north-central section of

The town is well known for the excellent,

Middlesex. An additional 1,000 acres of

Yates County and is bounded by Benton

nutrient-rich soils found in Potter Swamp,

land was transferred in 1856 to complete

to the east, Jerusalem to the south,

called Carlisle Muck. A large portion,

the present day boundaries. Originally a

Middlesex to the west and Ontario County

roughly 2,000 acres, of this former wetland
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Figure 57. Town of Potter Scenic Resources Map.
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Potter

has been cleared of trees and drained so

and 1980, the largest increase during that

noted bird and wildlife habitats. Although

that local farmers can grow moisture-

time of any town in the county. The

the town contains some moderate

intensive crops like onions, carrots, celery,

statistic, which may be surprising to some,

topographic relief, its landscape is

lettuce, spinach, corn and other vege-

indicates that even Potter, without any

dominated by this valley/swamp corridor

tables. The swamp is located in the center

shoreline on one of the 3 major Finger

which opens up views in all directions. The

of the town and runs roughly in a south-

Lakes of Yates County, has growth

area is peaceful and arcadian in character.

west-to-northwest direction. Potter Swamp

potential. The Village of Rushville, located

Moving away from the Potter Swamp, the

is also the lowest point in the town, 880

in the northwest comer of the town, is split

countryside takes on a gently rolling

feet above sea level. The highest elevation

between Yates and Ontario County and is

nature, a more variegated landscape often

is in the western hills at an elevation of

Potter's most sizeable settlement concen-

with views to surrounding landmarks such

1380 feet. The town also contains signifi-

tration.

as Bare Hill (Figure 58). Potter differs

cant areas of forest and undisturbed

from the other townships of the county in

wetlands.

that it is the only town without lakeshore
frontage on one of the region's Finger

The population of Potter is about 1,450

Scenic Resources in
Potter

Lakes.

with the majority of the residents living in
rural hamlets such as Yatesville, Cole's
Comers, East Potter and Potter. In Potter,
the population grew by 33% between 1970

Potter's Scenic Districts
Central to this township's scenic resource
base is the Potter Swamp, a large lowland
area which contains agriculture, but also

Figure 58. A characteristic view from the Mothersill Road Scenic District.
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Three scenic districts have been established in the Town of Potter (Figure 57).

Potter

I.

Lazarus Hill Scenic District

The views here along Ferguson's Corners
Road as it descends into Rushville provide
a balance of fore, middle and background
components. The backdrop of the directed
view from the road corridor is Middlesex's
Bare Hill.

III. Mothersill Road Scenic
District
This district reflects the visually attractive
area north of the hamlet of Potter. It is
characterized by a less open and more
spatially enclosed landscape, but with
enough elevation to generate views to
distant hills (Figure 58).

II. West Swamp Road Scenic
District
This district consists of a segment of West
Swamp Road which parallels Potter
Swamp and a section of Ferguson's
Comers Road as it drops off to cross the
valley. Together, they capture vistas of the
Swamp's quiet beauty and the rich, black

Potter is the only town in the
county without lakeshore
frontage.

earth of the crop fields.

Town of Potter:
Preliminary List of Scenic
& Historic Resources
1. James Hobart farm (1850), Italy
Valley Road.
2. Yatesville Methodist Church (1837).
3. Potter Mansion (1790), Voak Road.
4. French Cemetery (1802), Harvey
Road.
5. Potter Swamp/Wildlife Sanctuary, Flint
Creek.
6. Thomas Smith house (c. 1800), Voak
Road.
7. Rushville: proposed Historic District.
8. Abraham Lain house (1810), Route
364.
9. George Green house (1810), Route
364.

10. Philander Woodworth house (1815),
19 N. Main St. Rushville.

Note: For resource location refer to
numbers in boxes, Figure 57.
Figure 59. Boots Road, where the landscape rolls down to meet Potter Swamp.
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Potter
Figure 60. Town of Potter Computer Map One.
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Potter Computer
Map One

pattern of streams in the geographic center

drainage system which flows north and

of the township represent the man-made

eventually into Canandaigua Lake,

system of waterways used to drain the
Natural features in the Town of Potter are
dominated by the impressive Potter
Swamp although most of it is barely
noticeable on the resource map because it
is used for agriculture and is no longer
classified wetland. The straight east-west

TOO

wetland. The remaining undeveloped
portions of Potter Swamp are located in the
southwest corner of the township and are
bounded by steep slopes. Other smaller
wetlands and streams also feed into this
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Potter
Figure 61. Town of Potter Computer Map Two.
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Potter Computer
Map Two

within their boundaries. Forest resources
are also scattered across the landscape of
Potter and are mostly concentrated in the

With the continued draining and cultivation
of Potter Swamp, agriculture remains as
the primary land resource in the Town of
Potter. These prime agricultural lands are
distributed throughout the town and
normally contain one or more farmsteads

southwest. Another important resource
includes former agricultural lands that are
now transitional fields. Those with the
highest development potential are located
adjacent to the hamlet of Potter (center)
and the Village of Rushville (in the upper
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left-hand comer of the map).

Starkey

STARKEY

The Seneca Lake shoreline
with its many gorges and deltas
forms the eastern side of
Starkey.

N

700

Figure 62. Town of Starkey Existing Conditions Map.
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Starkey

STARKEY
I

ike Barrington to the west, the town

of Starkey was originally part of Steuben
County prior to annexation and became a
part of Yates County in 1826. The town
was named after John Starkey. Starkey is
located in the southeast corner of Yates
County and is approximately 40 square
miles or about 25,450 acres. The Town is
bordered by Seneca Lake to the east,
Schuyler County on the south and west,
and Milo to the north.

The topography of Starkey slopes from
west to east, with a high elevation in the
southwest uplands of 1500 feet to a low of
445 feet at Seneca Lake. Most of the town
is characterized as gently sloping hills with
progressively steeper slopes on the
hillsides immediately adjacent to Seneca
Lake. Both Big Stream and Rock Stream
cut across the southern part of Starkey and
were water resources used to power early
Figure 63. Town of Starkey Scenic Resources Map

industries that settled in the town.
r

o
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Starkey
Figure 64. Hamlet ofGlenora Point in Starkey.

The predominant land use in Starkey is agriculture and related activities such as
general farming, vineyards and pastureland. This pattern of use is also reflected
in the designation of large portions of the
town within the county's agricultural district
# I. Forests and woodlots are generally
found on the steepest slopes and adjacent
to the streams, gullies and gorges.

The largest settlement within the township
is the Village of Dundee, which was incor-

Scenic Resources of
Starkey

porated in 1848. The village is a large
producer of grape juice and fruit based
products from local growers. Other
communities in Starkey include the hamlets

outwash delta of Big Stream, lies below a
major gorge containing Glenora Falls

Like the Town of Torrey, Starkey exhibits

(Figure 64). Although on private property,

two laces", one which fronts Seneca Lake,

the waterfall is visible from a public road.

and one which lies inland. The lakeshore

of Rock Stream, Lakemont, Starkey,

section contains dramatic topography,

Starkey contains the hamlet of Dundee,

Shannon's Comers and Glenora - formerly

while the interior section has a more subtle,

with its picturesque collection of nineteenth

called Big Stream. In recent years new

rolling character.

century commercial architecture. Traveling

development has occurred along the
Seneca Lakefront. Today, the population
of Starkey is 2,870.

on Route 14A from the south, the corridor
Some of the most spectacular topography

provides the visitor with a stimulating intro-

in Starkey can be found in the area below

duction to Yates County. The inland

the Glenora Winery. Much of the steep

section of Starkey contains numerous

cliff-like hillside contains small residences;

highpoints such as Sprout Hill, from which

however, the drop-off is significant enough

pleasant, pastoral vistas are possible

to enable views out to the lake. Glenora

(Figure 65) . On the east side of Starkey

Point, a small community built on the

the majority of Route 14 contains a
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Starkey

vigorous sequence of views out across

III. Sprout Hill Scenic District

Seneca Lake. The road follows the brim of

This area includes Shannon's Corners

the plateau and is one of the more heavily

Road as it approaches the crest of Sprout

used routes in the county. The township

Hill. Views from this point provide

also contains Rock Stream, a picturesque

coverage back across a large part of the

little hamlet which adds immeasurably to

township with its blend of agriculture and

the rural character of the region.

wooded landscapes (Figure 65).

Starkey Scenic Districts

IV. Dundee Gateway Scenic
Corridor
This linear district reflects another inten-

Three scenic districts have been established for the Town of Starkey (Figure 63).

I.

East Starkey Scenic Corridor

sively-used corridor with exceptional scenic
quality, which also functions as the
gateway to Dundee from the south.

Organized primarily along Route 14, this
-S

1
5

extensive district seeks to protect an impor-

V. Dundee/Lakemont Road
Scenic Corridor

tant, heavily used scenic resource.

This corridor is another fine example of the
gently rolling landscape character of inland
Starkey.

I
9

a
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n. Glenora Point Scenic District
This district includes dramatic views of
Glenora Falls as the water of Big Stream is
powerfully released before entering
Seneca Lake. The charm of Glenora Point
community can be also appreciated while
experiencing this district, and from the
Point itself, one can view the enormity of
the Seneca Lake basin.

Starkey
Figure 66. Town of Starkey Computer Map One.

Town of Starkey:
Preliminary List of Scenic
& Historic Resources
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Starkey Methodist Church and
cemetery (1822), Lakemont/Himrod
Road.
Dr. Henry Spence cobblestone
house (1848), 4306 Lakemont/
Himrod Road.
Daniel Supplee cobblestone house
(1844-5), Dundee/Himrod Road.
Big Stream Gully/Glenora Falls.
Rock Stream Gully.
Rock Stream Presbyterian Church
and Memorial Hall (1865 and 1931).
Hamlet of Rock Stream: Proposed
Historic District.
Enos Allen house (1815), Old Lake
Road.
Peleg Briggs Wildlife Sanctuary, Log

STOP SLOPE IMt

warn aim urns
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City Road.
10. Lakemont: Proposed Historic District
including Benjamin French house.

mias
suit, COTOTT, ran. muc* ox rmm sans

11. Simeon Royce house (1825),
Lakemont/Himrod Road at Hayes
Road.

N

12. Timothy Hard house (1810; altered),
Lakemont/Himrod Road.
13. Log cabin (1810; encapsulated), 467
Shannons Comers Road.
14. Daniel Shannon house (1825) and
millsite, Lakemont/Himrod Road.
15. Pierce-Mitchell houses (1820's40's), Route 14A.
Note: For resource location refer to
numbers in boxes, Figure 63.

Starkey Computer Map
One

found in the Finger Lakes Region. The
most ubiquitous is Seneca Lake, which
forms the eastern border of the township.

The Town of Starkey contains a variety of

This great basin is complimented by the

outstanding natural features that are only

many streams that are flowing perpendicu-
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Starkey
Figure 67. Town of Starkey Computer Map Two.

lar to the lake. Of these narrow east-west
valleys, one is especially dramatic and
contains the Big Stream. The beauty and
power of Big Stream is most evident at
Glenora Falls and Glenora Point, which

Ig

was created by the depositing of watercarried sediments into Seneca Lake. This

s

area is further distinguished by the steep

tq

slopes that occur along the water's edge.
Although Starkey contains no public lands,
initiative needs to be taken to conserve and
provide public access to many of these
scenic resources.
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Starkey Computer Map
Two
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The existing land resources in the Town of
Starkey include significant concentrations

N

of prime agricultural lands, forest and transitional lands. Each of these three land
uses is distributed throughout the town.

TOO

Primary agricultural lands are predomi-

found in areas that are characterized by

certain transitional lands, representing de-

nantly located in the central and western

steep slopes, narrow valleys or gullies,

velopment potential, stand alone near the

parts of town closely following the pattern

wetlands or other unbuildable terrain. The

shoreline in the northeast quadrant of

of farmsteads clustered along the state,

prevalence of forests in Starkey reflects the

Starkey.

county and town roads. Forestlands are

occurrence of these land types. However,
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Torrey

TORREY

The Keuka Lake Outlet slices
through the center ofTorrey,
emptying into Seneca Lake.

N

S E N E C A LAKE

loo

Figure 68. Town ofTorrey Existing Conditions Map.
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Torrey

TORREY
r

rYie Town of Torrey is located in the

eventually to Seneca Lake. The Outlet

1833, influenced the prosperity of the

was the site of many historic events and

Village of Dresden and much of the

activities. The completion of the Outlet

surrounding agricultural community. In

(originally called Crooked Lake Canal) in

1867, Dresden became an incorporated

northeastern portion of Yates County and
has a population of approximately 1,360
people. Covering an area of approximately
40 square miles, Torrey shares a border
with Benton to the west, Seneca Lake to
the east and Milo to the south.

The character of the land is of gently
sloping hills tapering off toward the shores
of Seneca Lake. Farmsteads are scattered

S E N E C A LAKE

across the landscape and fields of corn,
wheat, alfalfa and oats are occasionally
interrupted by woodlots, orchards, or
vineyards. Many memorable views of
Seneca Lake and beyond can be had from
the upland hills. The topography ranges
from a high of 900 feet in the western parts
of the town, to a low of 445 feet at Seneca
Lake.

The Keuka Lake Outlet bisects Torrey in
two as it winds through Dresden and
Figure 69. Town ofTorrey Scenic Resources Map.
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Torrey
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village and eventually (in 1884) the

segments is the Keuka Outlet, containing

railroads replaced the canal locks. Today,

the interpretive trail system described in

the Outlet Trail provides recreational and

the Milo summary.

open space opportunities for hikers,

Torrey can be diagrammatically divided

runners and those interested in learning

into two different landscape types; the

about the historic sites along the way.

eastern lakeshore section, with moderate

Dresden continues to be the home of some

topographic relief and distant views across

important industries and commerce in

the water (Figure 70), and the western

Yates County. Besides business activities,

section of comparatively flat topography.

Dresden is the largest residential settle-

The latter contains large agricultural

ment in Torrey. Other residential areas

operations and farmsteads, the former

include the small crossroad communities of

containing many of the vineyards, smaller

Townsend Comers and Ryal's Comers and

parcels and residential properties in the

the Seneca lakefront communities of Long

township.

Point and Perry Point.

Torrey Scenic Districts
Torrey's Scenic Resources

I

•c

Two scenic districts have been established
Torrey is one of the smaller townships of

for the Town of Torrey (Figure 69).

Yates County. However, it contains a significant amount of frontage on Seneca
Lake relative to its land area. The eastern
flank of the township is characterized by
typical vineyard/hedgerow/lake/hill
compositions commonly associated with
the Finger Lakes Region (Figure 70).
Bisecting the township into north and south
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I.

Travis Road Scenic District

This area contains a notable view across
Seneca Lake. Travis Road also contains a
picturesque Greek Revival Mansion.

Torrey

II. Torrey Scenic Corridor
This corridor follows Route 14, offering
many scenic opportunities to the east
toward Seneca County (Rgure 70). This

Town of Torrey:
Preliminary List of Scenic
& Historic Resources
1.

designation is particularly important due to

Olney-Ryal cobblestone house
(1835), Route 14.

the intensive use of Route 14 and its ac-

Youngs-Leach cobblestone house

cessibility to a large percentage of the

(1836), Route 14.
Keuka Lake Outlet Trail and millsites.
Nutt farm (1820s), 1160 Nutt Road.
Whitaker farm (c. 1800), Townline
Road.
City Hill Cemetery (1789-present),
City Hill Road.

population.
*£. i.-tfM.:
•-'rf*!^ .'tV*.--

«T

Bruce's Gully (flows into Outlet).
Harris Rats and Indian burial
ground, Dresden along Outlet.
Kalorama (1849), Route 54.
10. Hopeton Mill foundations (1794),
Outlet at Hopeton Road.
-a
ft!

Note: For resource location refer to
numbers in boxes, Figure 69.

t\
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Torrey

Torrey Computer Map
One
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The Town of Torrey's generally flat to
rolling landscape, with broad scenic vistas,

STXEAH3
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is very much one with Seneca Lake and

BJHIOm BOUMUHES

the hills beyond. Even though there are no
publicly-owned lands, many exceptional
views can be seen from the town, village,
county and state road corridors. In the
middle of Torrey, the open landscape is
interrupted by steep slopes of the Keuka
Lake Outlet which flows eastward into Seneca Lake. Other steep slopes are found
along the streams and shorelines near
Long Point in the southeast section of
Torrey. The township also includes some
significant wetlands near its western
border.

Figure 72. Town ofTorrey Computer Map One.
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Torrey

Torrey Computer Map
Two
|
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Prime agricultural land is the most
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land is exceptionally noteworthy and is only
broken by occasional farmstead complexes, woodlots and non-cultivated fields.
Forests are usually located along the
Keuka Lake Outlet, in wetlands and
adjacent to major streams which occasionally intercept the continuity of agriculture.
This strongly rural character is further
supported by the fact that the majority of
people living in Torrey are concentrated in
the Village of Dresden and along the lakeshore of Seneca Lake. However, this land
use pattern is slowly changing as more
transitional lands adjacent to settlements
o

the lands west and south of Dresden and
the transitional lands close to Seneca

stmmnT utus

__-_-

prevalent resource in the Town of Torrey.

become developed. Some examples are

TRAH9HQIUL

•

Figure 73. Town ofTorrey Computer Map Two.

Lake, especially to the north.
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Conclusion

The existing conditions in each of the nine
towns of Yates County provided the
essential data basis for preparing growth
management plans. In the next section,
the plan-making methodology and how it
was applied to each town is described.
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Growth Management Plan

VI. GROWTH MANAGEMENT PLAN

linear patterns along rivers, streams and
gullies; woodlots of 20-50 acres surrounded on at least 3 sides by active

Plan-Making Method
L^ five-step methodology was
developed to extract "layers" of area
resource data from the computer maps and
to derive the data combinations appropriate
for constructing growth management plans.
The steps are described linearly below, but
in fact the process was iterative and done
in cycles. During each pass taken through
the synthesis procedure, new relationships
were discovered among data and planning
decisions were made. Concurrent with
overlay map manipulations, the development guidelines chart (Figure 74) was
created as a means of recording and
presenting development requirements.
The plan synthesis process is elaborated
below in the following five steps.

Step Two

agricultural uses, and transitional fields or

The most sensitive resources were

areas of scrub growth in early stages of

aggregated and documented including

succession. All forestJand was placed in

steep slopes of 15% and greater, surface

one of these four classification types and

water and classified wetlands, publically-

each became a potential residential growth

owned open space preserves and

management district with different site

cemeteries. These were seen as potential

requirements.

"no-build" areas or severely restricted
protection zones and became the Natural

Step Four

Resource Protection (NRP) growth man-

Prime agricultural land and farmsteads

agement districts. Other land classifica-

were recorded (constituting essentially all

tions (i.e. forest and agricultural uses)

remaining land areas in the town with a few

falling within these most sensitive areas

unordinary land-use exceptions, such as

were incorporated in the NRP districts as

the salt mines in Milo). It was postulated

they were superceded by the more

that these areas could probably receive a

restrictive data categories.

limited amount of development if carefully
planned. They became a separate

Step Three

Agriculture/Farmstead growth management

All remaining forestlands were then

distict.

extracted from the computer maps and
Step One
Existing settlement areas were plotted as
potential future growth centers and significant "receiver" zones.

differentiated by type: upland forest on

Step Five

higher elevations with mature stands of

Scenic resource zones and important

continuous vegetation of over 50 acres;

historic sites were then added from

valley forest on lower elevations following

previous inventory work as possible
overlay districts.
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described later in this section of the

this reason, it is unwise to think of the

A comprehensive, county-wide system of

guidebook.

growth management district locations as

greenways was determined and plotted

Growth Management Districts

utilizing existing linear features in the

1.

Natural Resource Protection

Periodically the towns will have to update

landscape. It was conceived as a

2.

Agriculture/Farmstead

the district boundaries as the landscape

continuous, unbroken system connecting

3.

Upland Forest Residential

configuration changes over time as a result

important resources and settlement areas

4.

Valley Forest Residential

of human use and the forces of nature.

throughout the county, buffering and

5.

Transitional Field Residential

In the plan-making process, the Growth

mediating between disparate land-use

6.

Woodlot Residential

Management Districts were "passed

areas, and conceived as a network of trails

7.

Lakeshore Development

through" a framework of development

for recreation and protective corridors for

8.

Growth Centers

planning guidelines, which were in large

Step Six

part formulated along with the districts

wildlife.

From this procedure of "sandwiching" area
resource data and interjecting the impor-

Special Overlay Districts

themselves. These guidelines (including

1.

Scenic Resource Overlay District

amounts and sizes of things) have been

2.

Greenways Overlay District.

summarized in the Development Guidelines Chart (Figure 74) and described

tant planning concepts of scenic and
greenway amenities, small-scale residential pockets and mixed land-uses, the
following 8 Growth Management Districts
were formed. They are listed from the
most to least restrictive in terms of future
development density. Two Special Overlay
Districts were also formed to address the
future of scenic and greenway zones
throughout the county. The growth

forever fixed, physically and/or legislatively.

The towns must realize that the landscape
is in a state of constant flux with nature
exerting its ubiquitous forces of change on
the land. An agricultural plot, if not farmed,
will soon become a transitional field which
will one day transform into a woodlot. This
aspect of dynamic change has to be dealt
with in the ongoing planning and development review activities in each town. For

management and overlay districts are fully
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below.

Growth Management Plan

Development Planning
Guidelines

bedrock, slope, depth to watertable and
quality and quantity of groundwater. Site

Suitability for
Development

characteristics are the important elements
found above the goundline that determine
a district's ability to accommodate develop-

In order to assess the suitability for
development, each growth management
district has been evaluated for: access,
proximity, subsurface conditions and site
characteristics. Access is defined as the

ment. These include wooded/forest cover,
open hilltop, valley floor, ability to conceal
or absorb development, wildlife, view from
site and a site's susceptibility to impacts
from adjacent land uses.

ability to link or connect private property to
public and/or private roads and in some

The guidelines must
continually adapt to a changing
landscape over time.

cases to navigatabte waterways. Proximity
is the relative distance and location of a

Sites were evaluated for
their development
suitability and ranked
accordingly.

given growth management district to any of
the County's villages, hamlets, comers,
and linear places and to other adjacent
land uses. The proximity to existing
settlements is an important factor in
determining the ability of government and
related private entities to provide facilities
and services for development that occurs
in any of the growth management districts.
Subsurface conditions refers to soil and
rock characteristics found in Yates County
and includes the following features: soil
drainage capacity/percolation rate, depth to

a
u
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Each growth management district has been
evaluated according to the criteria in the
above four categories (Figure 74), Development Guidelines Chart). The districts
are ranked according to their appropriateness for development with a check-plus
indicating very suitable and a check-minus
representing an unsuitable condition for
development. Bracketed marks are
intermediate ratings.

Growth Management Plan

Compatible Uses

considered as more or less desirable, but if

Average Parcel Size

not handled in a particular way could
In the interest of promoting the sound and

create negative impacts on the landscape

This figure refers to the typical existing

productive use of land which benefits the

or surrounding community. The review

average parcel size (in acres) found in the

community, two categories of compatible

process can result in requiring certain

growth management districts. In all cases

uses have been introduced for each of the

equipment or structures to be incorporated

a range is given so as to accurately reflect

growth management districts: primary

into the project to mitigate any undesirable

the thresholds of parcel ownership within

uses and special permit uses.

impacts, which might include fences,

the county.

safety devices, landscaping, access roads,
screening, outdoor

More importantly, the average parcel size

lighting, handicap

was a significant factor in defining growth

ramps, or special

management districts themselves and

equipment that limits

determining their Development Intensity

the excessive

Ratings (DIR) described below. A

emission of odors,

sampling of landholdings from the various

given district. For example, in the Woodlot

dust, smoke, garbage and noise. In the

districts yielded mean and median parcel

Residential district, primary uses include

case of the Woodlot Residential district, the

sizes which were applied to determine the

woodland agriculture and accessory uses,

special permit uses are agricultural service

DIR of the growth management districts.

forestry uses and structures, open space/

uses, multiple family dwellings, tourist

recreation uses and structures and single

camping areas, and mobile home parks (of

family dwellings.

50 units or less). These are considered to

Primary uses are
those which most
significantly
contribute to the
development

Each growth management
district in the plan has a set of
primary and special permit
uses.

suitability of a

be special permit uses because of the
Special permit uses are also appropriate,

potential increase in traffic and congestion,

but because of their unique character are

need for access road(s), fresh water and

subjected to planning board review and

septic systems and their impact on the

approval. The special permit use is

woodlot environment.

intended to control activities that may be
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Under this system it allows the landowner

example, if the landowner chose the

an option of clustering units onto the most

minimum lot size (in Transitional Field),

Residential density guidelines include three

appropriate areas of the site, retaining

then the actual developed area of the 30

sub-categories: development intensity

open land in current use as agriculture or

acre parcel would be 41/2 acres (3/4 acre

ratings, lot size (minimum and maximum)

forest at a lower tax rate. DIR establishes

x 6 units) and the remaining 25 1/2 acres

and maximum subdivision size.

an equitable development potential in

could become access roads, common

response to various site conditions. As an

open space or be retained in its pre-

The Development Intensity Rating (DIR)

example of how DIR works, the Transi-

development land use.

determines the amount of new develop-

tional Field Residential district calls for one

ment that can occur on land located in

principal residential

The minimum lot

each growth management district. The

building for each five

size is the smallest

required for each principal building. DIR

typical parcel of 30

parcel to be

goes hand-in-hand with lot size guidelines

acres would yield a

subdivided in a

and is an important tool in rural planning.

maximum of six residential units (30 acres

given growth management district.

In an urban or suburban context, the

+ 5 = 6 units). However, each unit does

Minimum lot sizes ensure that each

presumption is that all land will be built

not need to be built on a five acre parcel,

principal building and accessory structure

upon and minimum lot size guidelines

but instead could be sited on the minimum

will have adequate space for off-street

alone are sufficient to regulate a desired

lot size of 3/4 of an acre (or on any lot size

parking, septic systems, fresh water wells,

pattern of development. However, in rural

up to 5 acres). By grouping the units

open space and other needs.

areas like Yates County involving large

together on smaller lots, considerable cost

tracts of undeveloped land and a desire to

savings can be achieved in a more

The maximum tot size refers to the

preserve the existing character of open

compact development and the remaining

maximum allowable area fora subdivided

space, DIR is an important planning

land can be set aside as common open

parcel of land. It only applies to the

concept because it encourages a more

space or be used for agricultural or

Agricultural/Farmstead district and was

consolidated pattern of development.

forestland production. In the above

mainly intended to limit the loss of prime

Residential Density

Development Intensity Rating is expressed
as a ratio of how many acres of land are

In the plan, future residential
acres of transitional densities are controlled by setting acceptable area for
land. Therefore, a development intensity ratings, lot an indivjdua, ,and
size and subdivision size.
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agricultural land'to over-sized lots and to

Maximum subdivision size is another factor

encourage the location of larger residential

which effects perceived residential density.

lots on non-agricultural lands.

This requirement is designed to limit the
total number of lots that can be subdivided

It is important to note that in the growth

and developed from one original parcel. It

management system proposed for Yates

is intended to give landowners the

County, the DIP guideline is critical in
controlling the overall maximum density in
each growth management district and that
minimum lot sizes are intentionally small

Large DIR's and small lot
sizes promotes a cluster
development pattern with open
spaces preserved.

(especially in woodlot and lakeshore
districts) in order to promote open space

maximum development potential for their

preservation of undeveloped land.

property, but to also minimize the impact

However, it is understood that this

on the rural landscape of excessively large

approach will not always meet New York

subdivisions. For example, the Agriculture/

State standard water and sanitary

Farmstead district has a maximum

treatment regulations and will require in

subdivision size of 10 and a Development

many instances common utility systems

Intensity Rating of 1 principal building for

where water supply and septic disposal will

every 12 acres. A hypothetical 288 acre

need to be shared by several residential

parcel can therefore yield a maximum of 10

units. This could also facilitate the need for

contiguous development tots, even though

alternative and/or innovative waste water

this 288 acre parcel could theoretically

treatment facilities involving aeration and

yield 24 development parcels in the

organic decomposition (ie., Clivus Multrum

absence of a maximum subdivision size.

or comparable facilities).
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Dimensional
Requirements
The dimensional regulations that are
recommended in the growth management

Like frontage, it too determines the
character of a neighborhood as perceived
from the road—the larger the setback
minimum, the more rural in character.

plan include minimum frontage, minimum
setback, minimum side/rear yard, and
maximum building height.

Similar to the minimum frontage, the
minimum side/rear yard requirement is the
unobstructed open space that extends

The minimum frontage is the dimension of
the front property line as measured along a
road, street, highway, or shoreline. It is
used to ensure that land owners have
ample access to public right-of-ways, that
the desired character of the street is
maintained (i.e., number of driveways), and
that land parcels be of more or less uniform
shape within a development area.

between the principal building and the
perimeter of the lot or property line. It is
measured at the nearest distance from the
primary building to the side or rear property
lines to assure a desired degree of privacy.
In a "zero-lot-line" condition, the exterior
building wall can rest directly on the
property line and be attached to a
neighboring building as in a duplex, linked
or rowhouse type of development.

The minimum setback, also commonly
called the front yard, is the open space
area that extends for the entire length of
the lot from the front property line to the
principal building. The space is to be
unoccupied of all structures and is
measured at the least distance from the
primary building to the front property line.

The maximum building height is the vertical
distance, measured in feet, from average
grade level to the highest point of a flat
roof, or to the average height of a pitched,
gable, hip or gambrel roof excluding
bulkheads, penthouses, towers, silos and
other similar structures which are not
intended for human occupancy. The intent
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Dimensional requirements
will dictate the visual
character and "feeling" of
a new development area.
behind using the maximum building height
is to maintain the scale of new development with that of neighboring buildings and
to protect views from adjacent properties.
It also ensures that new structures do not
excessively distrupt the surrounding scenic
landscape by limiting their height above
adjacent vegetation. In most cases, frees
are able to minimize the impact of new and
existing buildings by proper site planning
and landscaping.

Growth Management Plan

Special Guidelines
In an area as diverse and complex as

These development planning guidelines

Yates County, no single rule or regulation

will be discussed vis-a-vis each of the

can include all the potential development

growth management districts in the plan.

scenarios and protect the public's interest.
Therefore, special guidelines are needed to
direct future development in areas that
need additional oversight. If followed,
these guidelines will insure that appropriate
and compatible development will be carried
out in each of the growth management
districts. Special guidelines help promote
high quality, sensitive development
appropriate to a site, while maintaining the
rural character and stablizing the tax base
by protecting adjacent property values. For
example, homes along the shoreline are
highly desirable in Yates County, however
without special guidelines in place to
ensure that new development follows
regulations pertaining to septic systems,
fresh water wells and the cutting of
vegetation, existing homes and businesses
could be negatively impacted by unsupervised shorefront development.
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Special guidelines help promote
high quality development
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Natural Resource Protection

Growth Management
Districts

NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTION
DISTRICT
building, operating and maintaining year-

The text and diagrams to follow describe
J^ he Natural Resource Protection (NRP)

round roads. These roads must perform

management district in the plan. Each

district is formed from a combination of five

under harsh conditions that range from

district is discussed for its suitability for

distinct and important land/water types:

excessively steep grades cut into bedrock

certain kinds of development, compatibility

D.E.C. classified wetlands of 12.4 acres or

subjected to erosion and runoff, to soft

of land uses that could occur in the district,

larger, lakes and other surface waters,

organic soils that are periodically inundated

and special guidelines that should be

steep slopes of 15%+gradients over a

by flood waters. Therefore, roads within

adhered to when developing within the

continuous run of 500 feet or more; public

this zone are typically very costly to

boundaries of the district. They are first

lands in open space and those held in the

construct and require frequent repairs and

presented generically, then referenced to

public trust by not-for-profit corporations,

monitoring to ensure their safe use.

site application in the towns. The districts

and cemeteries.

Another access-related problem in NRP

the salient characteristics of each growth

districts is the difficulty in getting to publicly

are organized from the most to the least
restrictive in their ability to accommodate

The NRP district is characterized by

owned land. With an estimated 98% of all

future development. The district descrip-

sensitive resource conditions that are not

the land around the Finger Lakes held

tions summarize the main points and

appropriate for conventional development

privately, accessibility to these resources is

should be referenced to the growth

or standard agricultural/cultivation

significantly restricted.

management Development Guidelines

practices. These areas are generally not

Chart (Figure 74).

suitable for development because of

Proximity is another issue in NRP Districts.

severe limitations on access, proximity,

The majority of wetlands, steep slopes and

subsurface condition and site characteris-

public land in Yates County are relatively

tics.

isolated from the villages, hamlets and
other small crossroad communities.

Access via roads into most of these NRP

Therefore, the ability to connect to public

districts is limited due to the difficulty in

and/or private utilities is limited and usually
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NRP districts are
characterized by sensitive
resource conditions that are
not appropriate for
conventional development
practices.

exceedingly high. Typically, professional

significant wildlife habitats for birds,

services are needed to design and carry

mammals, amphibians, reptiles and

out specialty construction techniques

insects, some of which are difficult to

related to foundations, drainage, septic and

control and pose potential hazards for

water systems, and also to insure that the

inhabitants of these areas.

more expensive to provide on-site.

structure can adequately perform in these

Common amenities such as septic and

environments.

fresh water systems, electricity, heating

Wetlands and steep slopes pose the

fuels or natural gas must be acquired

The site characteristics of the NRP district

greatest obstacles to developing in the

privately at greater cost.

varies from open valley lowlands-normally

NRP district. Preserving water quality of

associated with wetlands, to densely

wetlands and preventing erosion on steep

Subsurface soils present in the natural

forested hillsides commonly found on steep

slopes are unquestionable goals. These

resource protection districts are the most

slopes. This diverse area has the ability to

two critical resources have been therefore

difficult and inappropriate for conventional

conceal certain types of development,

singled out for further discussion below.

development strategies. Some of the

usually those of a small scale such as

obstacles to overcome in building in these

recreational or educational activities which

areas include highly erodible land, poorly

can be hidden in wooded or forested sites.

drained soils, shallow depth to bedrock-

Certain site features including vegetation

especially in areas with steep slopes, high

can serve as buffers from winter winds and

water tables and the potential for seasonal

provide shade in summer. The lowland

flooding. Inadequate soil-bearing capaci-

areas either adjacent to or within wetlands

ties and sheer strengths and the potential

do occasionally have the potential for

for settling and land movement are also of

screening new development, but are

considerable concern. Although in some

somewhat more susceptible to odors such

cases these physical constraints can be

as methane (swamp gas) that are given off

minimized or surmounted, the costs

in these very dynamic ecosystems. In

associated with this type of development is

addition, wetlands and adjacent lands are
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3) Forested wetlands, are dominated

Wetlands
Wetlands are transitional lands that occur
between the terrestrial and aquatic

by trees 20 feet high or taller (red maple,

of water and remove impurities, more

ashes, black spruce and larch) and water

organic nutrients and contaminants would

levels/flooding is extremely variable due to

flow directly into lakes, streams and

seasonal changes and local hydrology.

groundwater, posing potential health

systems where the water table is usually at
or near the surface or is covered by
shallow water. Wetlands are ecologically
critical zones which perform functions vital
to humans and wildlife.

Wetlands found in Yates County are
commonly one of the following three types:
1) emergent wetlands, open lands
that are dominated by herbaceous (nonwoody) vegetation (cattails, waterlily and

hazards to humans and death to fish and
Potter Swamp (Flint Creek) is the largest

margins of streams and lakes,
2) shrub wetlands, are freshwater
wetlands that are composed of woody
vegetation less than 20 feet tall and
although they contain highly saturated
organic soils, rarely flood, even through the
water table is at or near the surface for

the wildlife that feed on the fish.

wetland in the county, though much of it
has been converted to agriculture pur-

Socioeconomic Value of Wetlands

poses. West River Valley in the Town of

•flood control

Italy is another significant wetland,

•erosion control

however still in its natural state. Other

•groundwater recharge

wetlands can be found in Middlesex, (West

•timber & natural resources

River), Jerusalem (Guyanoga Valley),

•livestock grazing

Benton (Kashong Creek) and Starkey

•fishing and shellfishing

(north of Dundee).

•hunting and trapping

duckweed) and are normally flooded
throughout the year and occur along the

Without wetlands to retard the movement

•recreation
One of the most important functions of

•aesthetics

wetlands is pollution control, specifically

•education & scientific research

the purification of surface and ground
waters by plants and microbes. Such
filtration is especially critical near agricultural lands, pastures and other settled
areas where fertilizers, manure and human
wastes are carried in runoff waters.

most of the year,
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Steep Slopes

Compatible Uses

•pollution filter

Steep slope conditions are present in all

Due to the sensitivity of lands within the

•sediment removal

the towns of the county, but the largest

Natural Resources Protection zone no

•oxygen production

areas of steep terrain are found along the

primary uses are recommended. All uses,

•nutrient recycling

shorelines of Keuka, Canandaigua and

including a limited amount of residential

•chemical and nutrient absorption

Seneca Lakes and in the large hills in the

construction, are classified as special

•microclimate regulator

western part of Yates County in the towns

permit uses requiring review and approval

of Italy, Middlesex, Jerusalem and Potter.

by the local planning board.

Environmental Quality Values of Wetlands
•water quality maintenance

Fish and Wildlife Values of Wetlands

While in the days when farming relied on

•fish and shellfish habitat

animals for plowing, harvesting and

Special permit uses in Natural Resouce

•waterfowl and other bird habitat

transportation, these steep hillsides were

Protection districts include:

commonly used for cropland. However,

•agriculture and accessory uses (specialty

with the advances in agricultural technol-

farming, aquaculture, grazing, wetlands,

ogy and increased yields, much of the

outdoor plant nurseries, etc.)

marginal lands (usually found on steep

•recreational uses and accessory struc-

slopes) were taken out of production.

tures (hiking and riding trails, hunting and

Today, most of the steep slopes in Yates

fishing areas, game farms, fish hatcheries,

County have been returned to forest lands.

wildlife sanctuaries, nature preserves, boat

They are often purchased with residential

launch sites, footbridges, observation

development objectives in mind, but need

decks and shelters, piers, etc.)

to be approached with extreme caution

•education and scientific research uses

(see Special Guidelines pertaining to steep

•forestry uses and accessory structures

slopes).

•public and private roads

Wetlands and slopes pose the
greatest obstacles to developing
in the NRP district.

•single-family dwellings at a DIR of one
building in 14 acres and a minimum lot size
of 3 acres.
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Special Guidelines for
Natural Resource
Protection Districts

Other Special Guidelines
Pertaining Only to
Wetlands

ecology and wildlife.

• Development should be severely

•Follow state wetland regulations (DEC) as

•Encourage the use of conservation

restricted on steep slopes of 15-25%

minimum guidelines for protecting wetlands

easements and other land donations in

grades, which are particularly fragile for

and consider local regulation of wetlands

order to preserve natural wetland habitats

reasons of safety, ecology and aesthetics.

smaller than 12.4 acres (the minimum size

for open space and educational opportuni-

•Slopes of 25% grade or greater should

for state regulation).

ties.

preclude development altogether.

•Monitor all on-site sewage treatment

•To protect natural vegetation and water

systems for residential development

quality and to reduce erosion during

adjacent to or within wetland areas.

construction, the use of hay bales, fences,

•Promote viable commercial uses that are

hydro-mulch and other fast growing ground

not destructive to the wetland ecology,

cover should be employed, and removal of

such as fish hatcheries.

existing trees minimized.

•Limit intensive resource extraction, i.e.

•A minimum setback of 100' should be

mining of sand, gravel, soils, peat and

established for development that occurs

other materials.

adjacent to wetlands or streams.

•Monitor water entering wetlands for

•The filling, draining and dredging of

pollutants: pesticides, herbicides, exces-

wetlands for municipal infrastructure,

sive nutrients, sediment, salts, etc.

especially in sensitives areas (roads, dikes,

•In reviewing potential projects, the

dams, levees, bridges, etc.) should be

developer/landowner should demonstrate

avoided.

the need to locate a proposed use in a

•Where disruption of vegetation cannot be

wetland and prove that no reasonable or

avoided, the replanting of native vegetation

feasible alternative site (non-wetland) is

should be required.

available. In cases of approved uses,
activities should result in only minimal
alterations or disruptions to the topography,
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hydrology, natural vegetation, aquatic

Agriculture/Farmstead

AGRICULTURE/FARMSTEAD
DISTRICT

normally flat to gently sloping, well drained
with deep soils that are not easily eroded,
and a wide variety of vegetation grows

I

he preservation and enhancement of past 200 years, much of the landscape and

easily. These conditions allow for

the Agriculture/Farmstead district is vitally

roadways have been influenced by its

considerable flexibility in site planning and

important to the cultural, economic and

needs and activities. The resulting pattern

layout because constraints such as depth

aesthetic character of Yates County. It

is one that gives farmers easy access to

to bedrock, soil bearing and flooding

represents the principal livelihood of many

existing roads and highways. Also, any

potential are all minimized or eliminated.

long-term residents, as well as the growing

future development that occurs can be

Mennonite populations. Many farmers

easily connected to this road network.

The Agriculture/Farmstead site characteristics are typically a mix of open fields,

have made major capital investments in
land, buildings, equipment, fertilizers,

Although agricultural farmsteads tend to be

hedgerows, or other larger windbreaks,

seeds and livestock in order to earn a

almost self-sustaining communities, they

woodlots and farmstead buildings - set into

living. The agricultural community together

are relatively close to the largest villages

a grid of public and private roads. Many

represents a multi-million dollar per-year

within Yates County and are thus able to

sites possess spectacular views of the

industry and provides a variety of employ-

receive a number of important agriculture-

Finger Lakes and the hills beyond.

ment opportunities within the county, while

related services. However, certain site

However, new development in this

producing a wide range of agricultural

development features such as water supply

generally open setting is initially difficult to

products for use locally and throughout the

and septic systems must be provided

conceal and requires significant time and

country. The district is defined as the

privately from individual on-site conditions.

vegetative growth to blend in development

active farmlands (on slopes of 15% or

with the landscape. Also potentially

less), including barns, silos, farmhouses

problematic is the site's susceptibility to

and related structures and lands such as

Subsurface soils in the Agriculture/

developing tensions, resulting from

hedgerows and windbreaks.

Farmstead district are generally good to

agricultural activities, between farmers and

excellent. Soil characteristics that are

adjacent residents over noise, odors,

Owing to the strong presence of the

conducive for growing crops also tend to

pesticide use, dust and trespassing.

farming community in Yates County for the

make good building sites. The land is
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•cemeteries

terrain and if rolling hills and valleys are

•in-home businesses

present, buildings should be sited so as to

Due to the importance of preserving

•campgrounds

minimize the visual impact on the land-

farmland and the agricultural economy in

•group camps

scape.

Compatible Uses

Yates County, only those uses directly

primary uses in Agriculture/Farmstead

Special Guidelines for
Agriculture/Farmstead
Districts

districts. These include:

•In the interest of preventing the loss of

•agriculture, viticulture, horticulture,

prime agricultural lands, all possible

floriculture, including accessory uses and

development alternatives which utilize

structures.

marginal or non-productive lands should be

•forestry uses and structures

encouraged. These might include the

•open space/recreation uses

siting of new structures within woodlots,

•private service roads

close to existing farmsteads, or near

related to agriculture are considered as

crossroads and linear places.
Spec/a/ perm/fuses in Agriculture/

•Where possible screen development with

Farmstead districts include:

natural landscape elements: trees

•single-family dwellings at a DIR of 1

(windbreaks, woodlots, forests), shrub and

building in 12 acres and a minimum lot size

hedgerows and wooden fences which

of 1/4 acre.

adopt the design character of the farm-

•agriculture service uses

stead landscape.

•sawmills and other similar wood process-

•New roads should follow the natural

ing uses

contours of the land.

•commercial mineral, sand and gravel

•Parking areas should be concealed where

operations

possible behind structures or vegetation

•public utility uses

and not be visible from the roadway.

•municipal roads

•Development should respond to the
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It is in everyone's interest to
prevent the loss of prime
agricultural lands to
development.

Valley Forest

VALLEY FOREST RESIDENTIAL
DISTRICT

eroded landforms. This area receives
runoff from surrounding hills and channels
it back into the streams and lakes.
Forested sections in these areas are

Although the Valley Forest Residential

capable of absorbing and concealing new

is formed from a combination of three

districts are widely distributed across the

development; however, the principal

natural features: valleys, forests and water

county, these areas are somewhat isolated

constraints on development are flood

elements (streams, gullies, gorges). They

from existing settlements and services.

hazards and wet soils, which are conditions

are further defined as narrow, linear

Thus, new development in this district

unsuited to on-site sewage treatment and

foresfland sites on slopes not greater than

requires its own water and septic systems

disposal facilities as well as building

15%. Valley forests are found in both "U"

to be provided for on-site.

construction. Therefore, careful site

he Valley Forest Residential district

and "V-shaped valleys and serve as the

selection is critically important to insure •

water drainage corridors for the local

The subsurface soils in this district are

proper soil bearing and drainage, while

watersheds. This district is also home to a

extremely variable and can range from

also reducing the potential of flooding and

variety of wildlife species and provides

impervious fine clays and silts to well

erosion.

shade for light and heat sensitive plants

drained sands and coarse gravels. The

and animals.

changing soil structure is also reflected by
uneven soil bearing, especially in soils with

Access to valley forests is extremely

high clay or organic content, which are

variable due to the presence of water

generally unsuitable for development or

courses, irregular topography and the

septic systems. Slope and depth to

potential for flooding or rapid water flow.

bedrock are also typically inconsistent and

New access roads require careful site

tend to be steep and shallow near streams,

planning to ensure that drainage corridors

gullies and other small watercourses.

remain unobstructed and soil erosion be

The dominant site characteristics of the

kept to a minimum.

valley forest district are the natural
drainage systems, forest-cover and
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Valley forest sites are
invariably near drainage
corridors and local watersheds.

Valley Forest

Compatible Uses

•agricultural and accessory uses and

Special permit uses in Valley Forest

The primary uses in the Valley Forest

structures

Residential districts include:

Residential district are:

•forestry uses and structures

•public utility uses

•single-family dwellings at a DIR of 1

•open space/recreation uses and structures

-public and private roads
•agricultural service uses

building in 6 acres and a minimum lot size
of 2 acres
2 ACRE TYPE: VALLEY FOREST RESIDENTIAL
5-LOT SUBDIVISION W/GREENWAY

Figure 75. Typical Valley Forest Residential lotting scheme which follows the proposed requirements.
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Valley Forest/Upland Forest

•sewage treatment plants
•watershed management and flood control

UPLAND FOREST RESIDENTIAL
DISTRICT

projects
•multiple-family dwellings

he Upland Forest Residential district

Subsurface rock and soil characteristics in

represents lands that are predominately

this district are similar to those found on

forested and occur on the relatively higher

more steeply sloping hillsides-. Being

elevations or "upland" portions of Yates

mostly composed of a shallow sand and

•Maintain building setbacks of at least 100

County. To distinguish this district from

silty loam,these soils are moderately

feet from all surface water sources

woodlots or upland valleys, Upland Forest

susceptible to erosion especially during

including rivers, streams and creeks.

Residential is defined by a minimum of 50

periods of construction when trees and

•Avoid on-site waste disposal treatment in

acres of continuous forest with a 15% or

surface vegetation are removed. Depth to

wet soils and consider alternative such as

less slope gradient.

bedrock is irregular as is the capacity for

the Clivus Multrum organic systems.

Access to upland forests via state, county,

septic systems. Both the quantity and

•Where possible screen development with

and town roads is fair to poor with some

quality of the ground-water supply in this

native vegetation and trees.

limitations in areas of higher elevation due

area is considered to be adequate for low

•Focus development at the edges of the

to the seasonal nature of these roads.

intensity development.

valley floor, along the lower slopes of the

New roads for proposed development(s)

adjacent hillside.

are constrained by slopes that commonly

This site character of the Upland Forest

•Minimize the clearing of natural vegetation

fall into the 10-15% range.

Residential district is one of varied

Special Guidelines for
Valley Forest Residential
Districts

along all water courses especially within 50

vegetative cover, ranging from mature

feet.

The Upland Forest Residential districts are

woods to patches of early successional

•In areas adjacent to water features that

generally located in the more remote

forest. These gently to steeply sloping

have no pre-existing vegetation, efforts

western and southern portions of Yates

hillsides are common features in the Yates

should be made to reduce potential erosion

County with somewhat greater distances

County landscape. They occasionally

by re-introducing native vegetation.

from existing settlements. On-site sewage

afford striking panoramic views, while

treatment and water supply would be

providing a strong sense of enclosure to

required for all new development.

the adjacent valley areas. The upland
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Upland Forest

forests also provide a variety of habitats for
small animals and birds. While this district
is not capable of absorbing high densities,

Upland Forest Residential
Districts are generally located
in the more remote western
and southern portions of
Yates County.

its varied character and forested cover
lends itself to a variety of building types
and siting options. New development may
be wholly or partially concealed within trees
or situated behind intermediate ridges or

Compatible Uses

operations
•tourist accommodations

saddles. Due to the highly visible profile of
the Upland Forest Residential district,

Primary uses in the Upland Forest

•public/private roads

considerable care is needed to ensure that

Residential district include:

•mobile home parks (of 50 or less units)

future development does not negatively

•single-family dwellings at a DIR of 1

impact this aesthetically vulnerable area.

building in 6 acres and a minimum lot size
of 3 acres

Special Guidelines for
Upland Forest Residential
Districts

•agricultural and accessory uses and

•All new roads should follow the land's

structures

natural contours rather than cutting straight

•forestry uses and structures

across the hillside.

•open space/recreation uses and structures

•Parking areas should be separated into

•group camps and campgrounds.

small, discrete lots and concealed by
vegetation.
•During and after construction, drainage

Special permit uses in Upland Forest

should be tied in with existing patterns

Residential districts are:

through swales and/or culverts.

•multiple-family dwellings

•Thinning of trees to enhance views should

•agricultural service uses

be done selectively so as to reduce the

•commercial mineral, sand and gravel

visual impact on the landscape.
•Building heights should not exceed 30'
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Upland Forest

and natural colors and building materials

with the profile of surrounding hilltops,

constaiction, hay bales, sediment fences,

should be used.

*To protect natural vegetation and water

hydro-mulch and other fast growing ground

•Design of roof lines should be in harmony

quality and minimize erosion during

cover should be used.

J
ACRE TYPE: UPLAND OR NRP ZONES
4-LOT SUBDIVISION

Figure 76. Typical Upland Forest Residential lotting plan based on the proposed guidelines.
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Transitional Field

TRANSITIONAL FIELD
RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT

The dominant site characteristic of the
Transitional Field Residential district is that
of open land with or without some

Hj he Transitional Field Residential

The Transitional Field Residential districts

vegetative ground cover. The absence of

district is defined as previously active

are distributed throughout Yates County

dense trees or high shrubs occasionally

farmlands, on slopes of 15% grade or less,

with the largest concentrations located in

provides for spectacular views of adjacent

which, due to a number of factors, are

the towns of Starkey, Jerusalem, Barring-

hills, valleys and lakes. However, the

today no longer economically feasible for

ton, Italy and Middlesex. These lands are

highly visible quality of this district can be

agricultural production. Over the past

typically reverting to forestlands, with some

adversely affected by inappropriate

decades, Yates County farmers have

of them being utilized for single family

buildings and structures that are not

removed significant amounts of marginal

home building sites. Unless they are

responsive to the constraints of the site.

land from active cultivation and allowed

located adjacent to existing villages, the

Where development does occur, it should

much of these areas to return to some form

ability of most of these sites to acquire

take advantage of adjacent hedgerows,

of natural succession: grassland, wetland,

public services is limited and results in the

windbreaks, woodlots, forests or vineyards,

brush, woodland or forest. Evidence of this

use of on-site water and septic systems.

and be located close to them. Good site

pattern can be seen in almost all areas of

planning and design involves minimal

the county and especially on Bare Hill,

Although the subsurface soil and rock

clearing and alteration of the existing

South Hill, Italy Hill and in parts of

characteristics of the transitional fields are

vegetation; buildings of low profile,

Barrington Township.

no longer suitable for the growing of certain

constructed of natural materials to visually

crops, these lands do have the qualities

blend in with their surroundings.

Access to and from transitional fields is

that are needed for good building sites.

similar to that of the agricultural farm-

With low to moderate slopes, deep soils,

steads. Located close to existing roads

good soil bearing and adequate water

and highways, the district has good access

quality and quantity, these lands can

potential for new service roads into

support a modest level of properly

proposed development sites.

designed development without impacting
the rural character of Yates County.
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Transitional Field

Compatible Uses

Special permit uses in Transitional Reid

proposed development should respond by

Residential districts include:

following the established patterns of

The primary uses in the Transitional Field

•agricultural retail uses (roadside stands)

homes, businesses and roads.

Residential district are:

•golf courses and other active recreational

•After development has occurred in open

•single-family dwellings with a DIR of 1

uses (i.e. ball fields, athletic fields, etc.)

fields, efforts should be made to screen

building on 5 acres and a minimum lot size

•multiple-family dwellings

new structures by replanting the site with

of 3/4 acre.

native vegetation.

structures

Special Guidelines for
Transitional Field
Residential Districts

edges of fields which are adjacent to

•forestry uses and structures

•In cases where transitional lands are

woodlots, forests, hedgerows or vineyards.

•agricultural service uses

adjacent or close to existing settlements,

•The height of proposed developments

•agricultural and accessory uses and

•When possible, locate new buildings at the

should not exceed 25 feet and be constructed of natural materials using colors
that are in harmony with the surrounding
rural character.

Because of the openness of
transitional fields, new
development should be tucked
off to the side.

3/4 ACRE TYPE - 4 LOT SUBDIVISION
TRANSITIONAL FIELD CONDITION

Figure 77. Typical proposed layout of lots in a Transitional Field Residential District.
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Woodlot

WOODLOT RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT
The subsurface soil and rock conditions
are supportive of moderate levels of
Woodlots are generally accessible to the

development. Soils typically present in

of generally 20-50 acres in size on slopes

network of public and private roads which

woodlots are not suitable for most

not greater than 15% over a continuous run

were traditionally used to transport the cut

agriculture uses, but are relatively well

of 500'. Woodlots are usually associated

wood and other harvested resources back

drained, have good soil bearing capacity,

with agricultural farmsteads and are small

to the farmsteads. In many cases, roads to

are fairly resistant to erosion and are

blocks of forested land that are composed

and through the various woodlots are still in

normally located on low to moderately

of mainly young to mature trees, with an

active use by local farmers.

steep slopes. Site selection within a

his district is comprised of woodlots

woodlot is especially critical if seasonal or

average height of 25 feet and a variety of
smaller forms of vegetation. They are

The woodlots that are distributed through-

year-round water features are present

differentiated from upland forest when

out Yates County are generally as

which could contribute to potential flooding.

surrounded on three sides by actively

accessible as farmsteads to existing

In addition, access to groundwater supplies

farmed croplands. Traditionally, woodlots

settlements and their related services and

are generally plentiful and of good quality.

were periodically harvested for their timber

utilities. To achieve the

and in some cases are still used for the

optimum pattern of

seasonal harvesting of maple syrup. They

development in woodlots, a

also provide a year-round habitat for

clustering of units and the

wildlife and some value for recreational

use of common fresh water

activities. Besides the economic and

supply and waste water

ecological benefits of woodlots, these

treatment systems is the

expanses of small blocks of forest set

most desirable means of

amidst acres of open fields and pasture-

reducing environmental

land, contribute variety and scenic beauty

impact.

1/4 ACRE TYPE:
AG. OR WOODLOT

1/8 TYPE - ZERO-LOT LINE
WOODLOT OR GROWTH CENTERS

to the rural landscape.

figure 78. Development parcel guidelines in the Woodlot
Residential District.
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Woodlot

The site characteristics of a
woodlot provide unique
opportunities for
development.

The site characteristics of the Woodlot
Residential district provide a unique
opportunity for development to occur with
only minimal impact to the rural context.
These small, forested sites have the
capacity to conceal and absorb development while also allowing for easy access to
existing settlements. By locating clusters
of buildings in the central portions of the
woodlot, a natural buffer of trees screen
the potentially problematic aspects of
adjacent agricultural activities (noise,
odors, dust, chemical sprays and fertilizers). By grouping the building together and
establishing common utilities, less
woodland needs to be disturbed which
benefits the native wildlife population and

f--\. *+*&&$&&'J
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its ecosystem and also provides for
common open space for residents while
reducing building costs.

TYPICAL WOODLOT CONDITION
1/4 & 1/8 ACRE TYPE, ZERO-LOT-LINE
14-LOT SUBDIVISION
ffe

200.

Figure 79. A proposed sample layout of residential sites in a typical woodlot condition.
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Woodlot

between the water's edge and proposed
structures, and natural drainage patterns
maintained.
•Cluster new buildings within the center of
the woodlot and provide a common
driveway to reduce the excessive cutting
down of trees.
1/4 & 1/8 ACRE TYPE AT CORNER CONDITION
12-LOT SUBDIVISION
i

1
2-60

I? 50

•J

r ,
-fffC

Figure 80. A. typical "Corners" residential layout guided by the growth management plan.

Compatible Uses

Spec/a/ permit uses in Woodlot Residential districts are:

Primary uses within the Woodlot Residen-

•agricultural service uses

tial district include:

•multiple family dwellings

•single-family dwellings with a DIR of 1

•tourist camping areas

building on 4 acres and a minimum lot size

•mobile home parks (of 50 units or less)

of 1/8 acre if utilizing the zero lot-line option

•woodland agriculture and accessory uses

Special Guidelines for
Woodlot Residential
Districts

and structures

•To reduce the impact of development on

•forestry uses and structures

streambeds and other water features in

•open space/recreation uses and structures

woodlots, a buffer zone of 50 feet of trees

{or 1/4 acre lot size with side-yard space)

and other vegetation should be preserved
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•Careful site planning and construction
supervision is required so as to retain the
greatest number of healthy trees and to

protect their roots and branches.

Lakeshore

LAKESHORE DEVELOPMENT
DISTRICT

within the borders of the largest villages in
Yates County and others located on
isolated sections of shorefront. However,

Due to the popularity and high demand for

the majority of those living at the water's

amount of iakeshore (approximately 72

shorefront property, most lakeshore

edge are relatively removed from the larger

miles of shore frontage), that provide some

residential areas have fair to good road

urban settlements and its services.

of the most beautiful scenery in the state.

access. However, in some shorefront

However, development pressures on the

areas like Bluff Point, steep slopes have

The subsurface soil and rock conditions

shorelines of Keuka, Seneca and Canan-

significantly restricted the width of public

are barely adequate to handle the intense

daigua Lakes in recent years have caused

roads and forced many private driveways

demands placed on them from both

considerable concern about disruption to

to be built on grades of 15% and greater.

seasonal and permanent residents and

this beauty and to the water and land

The majority of remaining undeveloped

their homes. Due to the steep slopes that

ecology. All future development must be

lakeshore residential land is difficult to

are commonly found at the shorelines, soil

responsive to the limitations and require-

access and build on because of steep

erosion is a major threat to the water

ments of shoreline areas so that this

slopes and bedrock close to the surface.

quality of the Finger Lakes. The potential

ates County contains a significant

for flooding, plus a high water table and a

valuable resource can continue to be
enjoyed by both visitors and permanent

The Lakeshore Development district is

shallow depth to bedrock, make individual

residents of the county.

highly variable, with some portions of it

home septic systems almost certain to fail.
-r-—So'MA

The lakeshore residential district which
contains most of the country's shoreline, is

rrres-^?

;

!

•. I

defined by a narrow band of land which
varies from 500' to 1500' from the high

LAKESHORE RESIDENTIAL
4-LOT SUBDIVISION
15000 S.F. TYPE

water mark. This district includes all
alluvial outwash peninsulas and related

i—i

1

waterfront land with the exception of
wetlands.

Figure 81. A lotting scheme adhering to the rules along a typical Yates County lakeshore.
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Lakeshore

The combination of soil runoff and

Compatible Uses

malfunctioning waste water systems loads
the lakes with nutrients that encourage the

Primary uses within the Lakeshore

growth of algae and aquatic weeds. These

Development district include:

plants in turn rob the water of oxygen,

•single-family dwellings on minimum lot

contributing to the loss of valuable fish and

sizes of 15,000 square feet,

other aquatic life. This condition is further

•tourist accommodations

aggravated by the large number of

•marinas, boat launching sites

shoreline residents who rely on the Finger

•campgrounds

Lakes as their primary source of water.

•group camps
•open space/recreation uses

The site character of the Lakeshore

Development pressures are
tremendous on the shorelines
ofKeuka, Seneca and
Canandaigua Lakes.

Development district is of lands scattered

Special permit uses in Lakeshore Devel-

over terrain that is alternatively flat, rolling

opment districts include:

or steeply sloped. Although these

•waterfront commercial uses

shorelines are highly attractive to develop-

•private roads, driveways, and parking lots

ers and homebuyers, they are also

•multiple-family dwellings

extremely fragile environments. Visual and

•public and semi-public buildings

ecological vulnerability argue strongly for

•boatyards (for storage, maintenance and

limiting development near the water. The

repair)

risks of increasing erosion, siltatjon and

•sewage treatment facilities

water pollution are great, especially on

•tourist attractions

steeply sloping and sparsely vegetated

•public and semi-public recreational

lakeshores. In addition, shorelines are

facilities

exposed and highly visible from the water,
from the opposite shore and from the
surrounding hillsides.
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Lakeshore

Special Guidelines for
Lakeshore Development
Districts

als shall not project into the water more
than 30 feet from the high water mark,

•To protect water quality, a minimum

have a total surface area of not more than

setback of at least 100 feet is required for

500 square feet and be no higher than 12

any building or on-site sewage drainage

feet from the water's surface.

field or seepage pit.

•Proposed new roads should not be

•Removal of native vegetation is prohibited

aligned continuously along the water, but

within 50 feet of the high water mark.

should weave inland and out again,

•Where mature trees are present, buildings

creating pockets of land where residents or

should be set back in the trees or at the

common open spaces can be created.

edge of the wooded area, with building
heights no higher than 25 feet.
•Parking should never be placed right on
the shore, and should be screened where
possible from the road, water and/or
structures.
•Driveways and parking areas should be
made of previous material to limit the
amount of surface water runoff (and with it
road salt, oil, gasoline and other automo-

Water quality must be protected
at all costs.

bile products) into the lake.
•In order for buildings to blend into their
surroundings, colors and building materials
that are compatible with the shoreline
environment should be used.
•All docks, floats, piers and other water
related structures used by private individu-
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Growth Centers

GROWTH CENTERS

of the larger communities are located on
flat or gently sloping lands that are well
drained, have good soil bearing capacity,

( T rowth Centers consist of the various

operate and maintain.

low erosion potential and adequate depth
to bedrock. Most of the existing settle-

existing settlements that are distributed
throughout Yates County. These include a

In designating existing settlements and

ments have access to significant ground-

broad range of communities, such as the

certain adjacent lands as Growth Centers

water supplies and the larger villages and

Village of Penn Van with its diverse

in the plan, the existing network of state

hamlets are serviced by public water

industrial, commercial and residential areas

county, town and village roads becomes a

treatment facilities.

with high levels of public services and

practical, efficient means of tieing each of

facilities, to small comer-communities such

them together. Of the eight growth

The predominately urban site characteris-

as Rock Stream, with a smaller population

management districts, new Growth Centers

tics of Growth Centers can be seen at

and lower level of accompanying services

are the only ones capable of being directly

several levels. Growth Centers ranges

and facilities. By channeling new develop-

accessible to existing settlements. In

from very small clustered houses in a

ment and growth into the present pattern of

terms of proximity, the existing settlements

crossroad community to the larger villages

small settlements, substantial benefits can

clearly have the greatest ability to provide

with their residential, commercial and

be gained from a compact form of

health and educational facilities, services,

institutional buildings set into a grid of tree-

development which includes preservation

employment opportunities and other needs

lined streets and sidewalks. New develop-

of farmland and rural lifestyles, energy

of a growing and diverse population in the

ment, if sensitively carried out, can be

conservation, protection of the environment

county.

easily accommodated on vacant or

and maintenance of open space and

underutilized sites within the settlements or

wildlife habitats. In addition to having a

The subsurface soil and rock characteris-

directly adjacent to them. By infilling the

less significant impact on the scenic beauty

tics found within the Growth Centers

empty lots on a block or on the main street

and rural character of Yates County,

districts are generally suitable for develop-

of a town, the resulting compact urban

development located near existing utilities,

ment and were originally selected by the

pattern encourages a richer variety of

roads, sewers and water systems will be

earliest settlers to be the centers of

activities downtown that helps attract more

substantially more economical to construct,

commerce, industry and government. Most

people within walking distance to frie core
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Growth Centers

of the community. However, infill develop-

agricultural lands. For this reason, any use

which make an important contribution to

ment requires a greater effort on the part of

is permissible in a Growth Center as long

the visual character of the community.

communities to assure that new construc-

as it is compatible with adjacent uses and

•The design and maintenance of outdoor

tion is consistent and compatible with the

conforms to the character of the surround-

public spaces (parks, squares, village

existing neighborhood or downtown

ing neighborhood. For specific density and

greens) provide a focus and contribute to

character.

dimensional requirements, refer to the

the quality of life in Growth Centers thus,

Development Guidelines Chart (Figure 74).

deserving special attention.

Compatible Uses
With the existing settlement areas and
some adjacent lands serving as the Growth
Centers for Yates County, these communities will accommodate a large portion of the
necessary and natural expansion of the
County's housing, commercial and
industrial activities. It is in the villages and
hamlets that a wide variety of single and
multi-family and/or apartment housing,
commercial, recreational, social and
professional needs of the County's
permanent, seasonal and visiting populations will be met. By designating a
relatively high building density and a broad
range of possible uses in Growth Centers,
it will discourage sprawl and the haphazard
location and dispersion of intense construction activity on the County's prime

•The edges between Growth Centers and

Special Guidelines for
Growth Centers
•When planning and designing new roads,
buildings or landscape, the preservation
and enhancement of views to important
buildings and landmarks should be

surrounding rural landscape should be
well-defined and protected from uncontrolled sprawl.
•Points of entry and arrival to a Growth
Center should be made attractive as they
create the "place image" of a community.

maintained.
•Historic buildings, architecturally distinct
structures and natural features are a
settlements' unique landmarks; they should
be enhanced and made the focus of pride
and community identity.
•Infill development in Growth Centers
should be consistent with the scale, style
and materials of adjacent or other
important buildings in the community.
•When restoring or rehabilitating existing
structures, it is important to preserve the
architectural detailing of building facades
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•Parking lots should be sited out of public
view and properly landscaped.
•Sidewalks and other walkways in a
Growth Center should provide for safe
crossroads and comfortable pedestrian
access.

Overlay Districts

OVERLAY DISTRICTS

restrictive as they are geared toward
environmental protection. Property owners
within Scenic Resource Overlay districts

I n addition to the 8 growth management districts discussed above, there are 2

Scenic Resource Overlay
District

development rights to other parcels in their

overlay zones which complete the palatte
of districts in the plan. As a zone which
floats over one or more of the 8 main
districts in the plan, the overlay district
triggers a design review of any and all
development proposals as a way of
retaining the integrity of the site in
question. Scenic resources and greenways have been targeted as overlay
districts and because of their widespread
importance to the county as a whole, need
to be carefully reviewed on a case-by-case
basis.

An overlay district "floats"
over one or more of the 8 main
districts in the plan.

should be encouraged to transfer their

As previously discussed in section V of this
report, an assessment of scenic resources
led to the designation of several scenic
districts in each town. These districts call
out the most significant visual qualities in

ownership outside the overlay district. In
so doing, the scenic beauty of the area can
be retained.

Greenways Overlay
District

the town as they represent a convergence
of near and distant elements of the

A greenwaycan be defined as a system of

landscape and/or important architecture of

"green fingers" encompassing networks of

the area. Improper new development

walkways, bicycle trails and refuges for

within these areas could quickly destroy

wildlife interwoven with forestlands or river

the character of the town and county

corridors (Udall 1988). The varied and

resulting in a much less attractive environ-

unspoiled landscape of Yates County

ment. The economic repercussions would

renders it a prime candidate for the

also be felt in making it more difficult to

creation of an extensive linear greenway

attract newcomers to the area. For these

system of preserved open space, inte-

reasons all proposed development within a

grated with other land use recommenda-

Scenic Resource Overlay district should fall

tions.

under special permit procedures and the
acreage requirement of the Development

As a product of the natural resource

Intensity Rating should automatically

identification and overlay process, certain

double except in NRP and Agriculture/

patterns of linear open space distribution

Farmstead districts which are already

emerge. For example, in a particular place
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Greenways

SENECA LAKE

CANANDAIGUA LAKE

—o

Figure 82. Proposed County-wide greemvays plan.
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Greenways

there may be a convergence of several

1990). The essential characteristic of an

or cultural interest (the Keuka Outlet Trail is

natural conditions, each meriting open

effective greenway system is an unbroken,

a good illustration). Such an amenity can

space status and protection. Dense forest,

linear structure of open spaces and natural

become a valued educational and

a steep slope condition, or a critical wildlife

areas.

recreational resource for the community to
be used for instances by school groups

habitat may occur together along a
steambed or wetland. When such areas of

For the Yates County Growth Management

where local children can leam about their

convergence are identified, the "strands"

Plan, the principal benefit of an extensive,

environment. Greenway Overlay districts

may be linked together in order to form a

well established greenway system will be

can consist of a combination of public and

larger system of contiguous open space.

its effect on larger land use patterns. The

private land and can be used for many

In some places, the

Greenway Overlay

diverse activities such as horseback riding

Effective greenway systems
consist of unbroken linear open
become narrow and
spaces which connect natural
be reduced to an
features between towns.

districts will fracture

(and horse-drawn vehicles), cross-country

extensive areas

skiing, birdwatching, picnicking, jogging or

potentially open to

casual strolling. They can also increase

abandoned

development or act

land values in an area, promote volunteer-

corridors may

trackbed. In others, the greenway may

as containers of development at the edges

ism and help build new partnerships

incorporate large existing parks or wildlife

of settlements. These natural barriers tend

among groups of people.

management areas." The Greenway

to preserve the existing historic patterns

Overlay districts can include both areas of

essential to the character and appearance

As a potential system of valued resources,

pristine natural qualities, as well as those

of the county's rural landscape.

greenways like scenic areas need special

with historic cultural remnants such as old

attention and have therefore been

railways, roads or mills. They can connect

Once the larger system is identified and

designated in the plan as an overlay district

settlements and engage scenic districts or

delineated, opportunities emerge for limited

with the same restrictions previously

can be purely natural corridors which filter

development to increase access and

mentioned: a doubling of the development

surface water runoff and protect wildlife

encourage use. For example, the

intensity rating and special permit proce-

habitat. They can also act as air filters

greenway sections can accommodate a

dures for all proposed uses within a

when agricultural chemicals blow across

bicycle/hiking trail with identified "stops"

Greenway Overlay district.

the land during application (Foreman,

providing interpretive information of natural
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Barrington Growth Management Plan

BARRINGTON

Growth Management
Plans
The growth management plans illustrate

tion purposes and may be difficult to read

the distribution of districts over the

because of the amount of detailed

ton's land in the Growth Management Plan

geography of each town and are intended

information contained in each. For further

falls within the Upland Forest Residential

to be the principal guide to future land

clarification, these reproduced plans should

district. Although Barrington contains the

development in the county. The district

be augmented with the larger, 1" = 2000'

largest concentration of upland forest in the

boundaries have been tied as accurately

full color, official county Growth Manage-

county, existing pockets of Agriculture/

as possible to physical features or slope

ment Plan prepared by this project team.

Farmstead uses weave their way through

I

he majority of the Town of Barring-

thresholds. In some instances property
lines or municipal boundaries become
growth management district boundaries.
The plans presented in this report have

KEY
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Figure 83. Town of Barrington Growth Management Plan.
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Barrington Growth Management Plan

the Barrington landscape. Transitional

The Growth Center districts, which are

and Crystal Valley, the greenway splits in

Field Residential districts also dominate the

located at the hamlets of Crystal Springs,

two and a section of it turns northerly

land-use pattern in Barrington resulting in a

Warsaw, and along portions of Route 14A,

through upland forest and agricultural

patch-work quilt of these 3 types of

occupy only a small area of Barrington.

lands. As mentioned earlier, the second

districts. The equal distribution of land

Potential development in these hamlets

greenway connects the hamlet of Warsaw

uses results in a highly textured, visually

can be accommodated on the adjacent

with Seneca Lake via Eggleston Glen.

interesting landscape development plan.

transitional lands to the north and south of

The entire shoreline along Keuka Lake is

Warsaw and to the southwest of Crystal

To preserve the spectacular views of

designated in the Lakeshore Development

Springs, however, the absence of public

Keuka Lake and the surrounding rural

district. This narrow band of low-lying

water and sewer is a limiting factor. Other

character of Barrington, three Scenic

shoreland is adjacent to the Natural

areas of further development are likely to

Overlay districts are highlighted. Two of

Resources Protection (NRP) zone which

occur in the Lakeshore Development

them focus on the views and land charac-

represents the steep hillsides that are

district along Keuka Lake and on the

teristics present on the east shores of

common features near the Finger Lakes.

transitional lands near Route 14A.

Keuka Lake. These are located along

The NRP zone neatly contains the

portions of the following roads: Gray,

lakeshore providing a natural transition to

Two Greenway Overlay districts have been

Bellis, Ballard, Knapp, Bill Bailey, and the

the upland areas. The NRP district also

introduced to take advantage of the unique

Bath Road. The remaining Scenic Overlay

includes a number of spurs that continue

valleys in Barrington. The larger of the two

district encompasses the glaciated Crystal

up the narrow V-shaped valleys and

greenways runs the entire length of the

Valley and includes parts of Crystal

gorges. The largest of these NRP spurs is

town in a north-south direction with an

Springs, John Green and Ellis Roads.

part of the Eggleston Glen and one of the

eastern spur going into the Village of

two greenways that are proposed for the

Dundee in Starkey. Starting at the hamlet

Town. Additional large NRP districts are

of Crystal Springs in the south, the

located on the eastern and southern slopes

greenway follows the Big Stream through

neatly contains the lakeshore

of Barrington Hill and on the hillsides of

Crystal Valley as it heads east to Seneca

providing a natural transition
to upland areas.

Crystal Valley.

Lake. At the intersection of Chubb Hollow
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In Barrington, the NRP zone

Benton Growth Management Plan

significantly effecting the rural character of

BENTON

Benton. The Town also contains a Natural
Resources Protection district which
T h e plan for the Town of Benton

town and are interrupted by large expanses

includes the steep slopes and gullies of the

reflects the presence of excellent and

of agricultural land. These include Woodlot

Kashong Creek and Sucker Brook. The

highly productive soils and thus has been

Residential, Transitional Field Residential,

numerous D.E.C. classified wetlands that

classified as predominantly an Agriculture/

and Upland Forest Residential districts.

are found throughout the town are also part

Farmstead district. Other smaller concen-

Each of these districts represent the

of this environmental protection district.

trations of land-use and development

potential for low density development to

The relatively short length of shoreline

zones are evenly distributed throughout the

occur within the agricultural context without

along Seneca Lake is designated as the

\A
LAKE
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Figure 84. Town of Benton Growth Management Plan.
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Benton Growth Management Plan

Lakeshore Development district. This

Ferguson's Corners and Benton Center.

narrow land area and the Transitional Field

district overlays were formed. The majority
of the scenic views focus on agricultural

and Woodlot Residential districts next to it

The growth management plans call for the

activities and farmsteads that are most

are highly desirable locations for new

creation of two north-south running

significant to the Town's character

development.

Greenway Overlays. By utilizing the

including some of the finest Mennonite

existing natural and man-made features of

farm complexes in the county. These

The primary Growth Center district occurs

the streams, wetlands, woodlands, and

districts contain sections along Baldwin,

along the southern boundary of Benton in

railroad grades, the proposed system of

Lovejoy, Stape, Maiden Lane, Rasmussen,

the Village of Penn Van. With a relatively

greenways in Benton connects rural and

Flat Street, Johnson, Earls Hill and Routes

high level of

urban communities

commercial,

together. The

institutional and
governmental

Benton includes some of the
finest Mennonite farm
complexes in the county.

14and14A.

eastern-most
greenway links the

services along with

Village of Penn Van

substantial public

together with the

water and sewer facilities already in place,

northern hamlet of Bellona via portions of

new development is most appropriate for

the Jacobs Brook Valley system and other

Penn Van.

small streams eventually connecting to a

KEY
MAUA6El-1E(4T
NATURAL e£50UR£.& PKOTECTIOU
A6RJ6ULTUK.&/ FARMSTEAD
UPLAUD FOR-g-^T P££|D£UTIAL-

branch of the Kashong, south of Bellona.
Additional lands for future growth and

In Bellona, several historic buildings are

expansion can also be accommodated to

highlighted as part of the system. The

the northwest of Penn Van in transitional

greenway to the west extends southward

and woodlot districts. However, portions

from Ferguson Corners along the Kashong

of this area are influenced by a Scenic

Creek and swamp into the Town of Potter.

Overlay zone. The remaining Growth

VAU-Ef
TKAkfttTlOWW- FIEUD
WOOPU.OT

OV&FLLAV
IMFOK-HATIOU

6EMETERJ&6

Centers include the small hamlets and

In order to conserve and enhance the

crossroad communities of Bellona,

unique rural qualities of Benton, four scenic

OWW&D L-AWD6
t MUU\C1PAL BOUUDARA&b
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Italy Growth Management Plan

ITALY

Creek, the proposed greenway system
links together the following communities
and natural resource areas: the hamlets of
Augmenting these growth management

Potter, Italy and Italy Hill; the High Tor

nated as Natural Resource Protection

districts, a network of Greenway and

Game Management Area and State

districts made up of either steep hillsides or

Scenic Overlays has been introduced to

Reforestation Areas; and the Jubertown

wetlands unsuited for intensive develop-

facilitate the enjoyment and appreciation of

Swamp in the Town of Jerusalem. A

ment. Although farming activities continue

the outstanding landscape features present

northern spur of the Finger Lakes Trail has

on the flatter lands in Italy and are included

in Italy and adjacent towns. Largely

also been incorporated in the Italy

in the Agricultural/Farmstead district, they

following the Italy Valley and the Rint

greenway system.

|\/| uch of the land in Italy is desig-

are naturally being converted into the
Transition Field Residential and Upland
Forest Residential districts. This pattern of
land use is evident on Italy Hill and
throughout the southern portions of the
Town, representing two major areas of
development potential. A significantly
smaller, but important land category is the
Valley Forest Residential district found
along the wooded areas of Italy Valley.
This zone is capable of supporting low
density residential development without
altering the rural character. In order to
accommodate greater levels of development in the township, proposed Growth
Centers are located along Italy Valley
Road, in Italy Valley and in the hamlet of
Italy Hill.

Figure 85. Townof Italy Growth Management Plan.
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Italy/Jerusalem Growth Management Plans

The six proposed Scenic Overlays contain

JERUSALEM

a variety of complex and diverse landscape
features. Many of these areas include
alternating blocks or patches of agricultural

I

n the Town of Jerusalem, the Growth

significantly altering the landscape. The

crop- land, forest, transitional land and

Management Plan represents some of the

Upland Forest Residential district forms a

farmsteads, all set against the larger

most complex and interesting land-use re-

large, continuous pattern of districts west of

pattern of glacially carved hills, valleys and

lationships in the county. Containing the

the Guyanoga Valley. Other important

lakes. The Scenic Overlays are located

largest land area and the second highest

concentrations of Upland Forest zones are

along portion of the following roads:

concentration of people in Yates County,

along Bluff Point north of the pinnacle and

Emerson, Wells, Prattsburg, Wood Hill,

Jerusalem has the

adjacent to Keuka

Shay, Lower, Parrish Hill, South Hill and

greatest demand for

Park.

Sunnyside.

new development.

Jerusalem's Lakeshore
Development district is the
longest one in Yates County.

To help guide the

The Natural

future development

Resource Protection

patterns in Jerusa-

(NRP) district

lem, all lands were designated into one of

surrounds both Bluff Point and the Pinnacle

eight possible growth management

area to the north of it, reflecting the

districts. The Agriculture/Farmstead district

existence of steep slopes and forested

is found throughout the Town and has the

hillsides. Other NRP areas include

largest concentrations in the southwest and

portions of the Guyanoga Valley where

northeast sections, as well as the Guyan-

wetlands and steep slopes come together,

oga Valley and Bluff Point peninsula. A

Keuka Lake State Park and the State

significantly smaller zone, the Woodlot

Reforestation Lands. With the exception of

Residential district commonly set into the

some NRP lands on the west branch of

agricultural areas, provide a place for

Keuka Lake, the entire shoreline is part of

small clusters of housing to be built without

the Lakeshore Development district, the
largest one in Yates County. Over the past
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Jerusalem Growth Management Plan
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Figure 86. Town of Jerusalem Growth Management Plan.
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Jerusalem Growth Management Plan

few decades, most of the accessible

include many historic sites: Jemimah

shorefront lands have been built upon. In

Wilkinson House, the Esperanza, Garrett

addition to the remaining undeveloped

Memorial Chapel and Wagener Mansion.

lakeshore tots, the Growth Centers of Penn

These Scenic Overlays are located along

Van, Keuka Park, Branchport and

portions of Esperanza, James, County

Guyanoga represent ideal locations for

House, Comstock, Sisson, Friend, East

future development. The Transitional Field

Bluff and West Bluff Roads.

Residential district is another possible site
for new building construction. Some of the

The proposed system of greenways links

best Transitional Field Residential lands

together many of the most important

are on Skyline Drive from Keuka Park to

Growth Centers and landscape features of

the southern tip of Bluff Point, along

Jerusalem with those of the surrounding

County House and Sisson Roads and on

townships. One leg of the system extends

the Guyanoga Road (north and south of

northerly through the Guyanoga Valley with

Branchport). Potential development on

branches reaching out to the west,

Skyline Drive, although somewhat reduced

connecting natural features in the western

by the presence of the Scenic Overlay, still

portion of Town. It wraps around the base

requires careful site plan review. Other

of the Pinnacle and includes a link up

large concentrations of Transitional Field

Esperanza Road to the scenic vista at "The

Residential are in the western half of

Rock". From here it extends in two

Jerusalem.

directions, one in a southerly route along

KEY
MAUA6EMEMT
WATURAL

UPLAUD

PROTECTION

TOR-E^T

VALLEY FOR^^T KE^IDEUTIAL.

the edge of Keuka Lake State Park onto
The four Scenic Overlay districts proposed

Skyline Drive ending at the Bluffs

for the Town include some of the finest and

outermost point; the other northerly past

most unique vistas to be found in New York

Keuka College along Route 54A into Penn

State. These districts, besides containing

Van.

TKAWTIOWM- FIEUD
V/OOPt-OT

PI /iliOWTH
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dramatic and varied landscapes, also
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Middlesex Growth Management Plan

very large district of Transitional Field

MIDDLESEX

Residential effected by a Scenic Overlay
designation. Even with the doubly
I he Middlesex Growth Management

Van Epps Road and another to the south

stringent intensity rating imposed by the

Plan is one of the more varied in the

and east of Williams Corner. In both of

overlay, this area can potentially generate

county. The incredible diversity of land-

these target areas, close proximity to NRP

a sizeable amount of new residential

scape condition yields a richness in land

and Scenic Overlay districts will influence

construction. Careful site plan review

use relationships characteristic of the

future development strategies. Another

based on the guidelines in this report will

varied natural features found in the

prime development area exists on the

be essential. Most of the waterfront

township itself. The Natural Resource

upper elevations of South Hill which has a

geography along Canandaigua Lake has

Protection (NRP) districts dominate the
western portions which reflect the presence
of South Hill and Bare Hill — the two major
landforms in the town. The NRP also
frames the West River Valley corridor as it
cuts through the town in a northeastsouthwest path. The Agriculture/ Farmstead zone forms a more or less continuous backdrop in the northern portion of
town, commonly punctuated by pockets of
potential Woodlot, Upland and Transitional
Field Residential districts. In addition to
the two Growth Centers at Middlesex
Hamlet and Vine Valley, there are other
prospective development concentrations
worthy of note, one located to the immediate north of the intersection of Bare Hill and
Figure 87. Town of Middlesex Growth Management Plan.
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Middlesex Growth Management Plan

been designated Lakeshore Development

to the east and west connect Vine Valley

with the exception of the shoreline to the

and Potter engaging several historic sites

north where NRP (steep slopes) occur.

along its path.

Growth Center expansion possibilities exist
on lands adjacent to both Vine Valley and

To encourage the preservation of the many

Middlesex Hamlets. Middlesex hamlet was

outstanding visual resources in the Town of

KEY
HAUA6EMEUT PI«TK46T6

Middlesex, several

selected as a
representative site
for design illustration and is elabo-

Land areas located on the
upper elevations of South Hill
require careful site plan
review.

NATURAL E£60UI^-& PROTECTION
AiSR.16ULTUR.E-/

Scenic Overlay

UPLAUD FOR-E^T

districts are

VAUL-EY f-OV&rf

KE5IDEUT1AU

TRADITIONAL- F1EUD

proposed. The

WOOPUOT

range of views

rated in drawing
and text in the next section of this report.

present in Middlesex is exceptional and in-

The Route 245 corridor is, along with the

cludes many dramatic vistas of the

hamlet itself, a public water service area

surrounding hills, valleys, settlements and

and can also accommodate future, well-

water features. Scenic Overlay districts

planned, highway-related commercial

have been designated on the crests of

development.

Bare and South Hills; along portions of the
Bagley, East and Upper Hill Road

The recommended system of greenways

corridors, as well as two sections of County

takes advantage of the diverse and unique

Line Road.

character of Middlesex. These greenways
link the Growth Centers together with those
of adjacent townships by following the key
topographic features. The backbone of the
Middlesex greenway network runs along
the West River to Rushville in the north and
High Tor in the south. Additional branches
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Milo Growth Management Plan

MILO
residential construction. The entire
shoreline along both Seneca and Keuka
Lakes is designated as a Lakeshore
Development district. However, the Keuka
Lake Outlet that flows from Penn Van to
Dresden is part of the Natural Resource
Protection district as are the upper portions
of Plum Point Creek and the steep hillsides
in the southwest corner of Milo. Areas of
potential new development are anticipated

w

u
w
w
*
co

Figure 88. Town of Milo Growth Management Plan.

mostly concentrated at the higher eleva-

to occur in the Transitional Field Residen-

represents the largest land-use category in

tions along the southern half of the Town.

tial district, especially in those areas near

the Town of Milo. The prevalence of

The Woodlot Residential districts are

the shores of both Keuka and Seneca

agriculture is especially evident in the

commonly intermixed with Agriculture/

Lakes where significant blocks of transi-

central and northern sections of Milo.

Farmstead areas and is often located near

tional lands exist with outstanding views.

Another significantly large zone is the

upland forests. Together these districts

Upland Forest Residential district which is

comprise a number of opportunities for

T^ he Agriculture/Farmstead district
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Milo Growth Management Plan

The primary Growth Center districts are

interpreted and presented by the county

Another important feature of Milo's plan is

located in the northwest corner of the Town

historian in a series of guidebooks

the establishment of three Scenic Overlay

of Milo. The largest of these is the Village

available to the public. Although a trail has

districts which include views of two of the

of Penn Van, which functions as the central

already been established here, the

Finger Lakes, as well as some of the finest

community for all of Yates County and is

designation as part of a larger system of

rural countryside vistas in Yates County.

an appropriate location for new develop-

greenways makes it even more accessible

The scenic districts include portions of

ment to take place. Other Growth Center

to greater numbers of people. There is

Bath, Second Milo, G. Fullagar, Sisson,

districts in Milo include the small hamlets of

also a greenway connection between

Baker, Hoyt, Sutherland, Chubb Hollow,

Himrod, Milo Center and Second Milo. If

Second Milo and Milo Center featuring

Hall and Plum Point Roads.

additional land is needed for future growth,

several historic sites along its way,

each of these communities has adjacent to

intersecting with the to-be-abandoned

it Transitional Field Residential or Woodlot

Conrail tracks proposed as a link in the

Residential districts.

future greenway system.

In addition to the existing pattern of roads

KEY
MAUA6EMEMT PI<bTK-ICT6

and highways that connect the Growth

UATURAL

Centers together, a network of greenways

A6K.I6UL.TUK.E-/ ? AKM'S'TEAP
UPL-AUD

has been developed in Milo as an
alternative way of linking communities.
Most of Milo's greenways run in an eastwest direction and follow the existing
pattern of hanging valleys, streams, ponds

Milo's Scenic Overlay districts
include some of the finest rural
countryside vistas in Yates
County.

and wetlands. One of the most significant

WOOPUOT

6EUTER6
OV&KLAr t7l4TK.IC.T-6>

OYERJ-AV

greenways connects Penn Yan with
Dresden in the Town of Torrey via the
OWM&D L-M4D6

Keuka Outlet. Along its length are many

MUNICIPAL F50UUDAK1E-6

historic industrial sites which have been
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Potter Growth Management Plan

POTTER

continue to be the primary means of
employment and income in Potter. This
condition is reflected in the large land
Creek, to the northeast section of the

areas that are dedicated to the Agriculture/

plan for the Town of Potter includes all but

Town. These wetlands represent one of

Farmstead district. Mixed in with the farm

Lakeshore Development districts. Three

the largest contiguous land use areas in

land are Woodlot Residential and Upland

Scenic Overlay districts are proposed and

the county districts and over the years,

Forest Residential districts. Both of these

sections of it have been drained and

zones allow for low to moderate levels of

brought into intensive agricultural produc-

development to be situated within the

tion. Agriculture and related activities

predominantly agricultural landscape

he proposed growth management

a network of linear greenways.
i

The most dominant landform in the Town is
Potter Swamp, which is part of the Natural
Resources Protection district. This relative
flat and wide area extends from the
southwest corner of Potter along the Flint

Figure 89. Town of Potter Growth Management Plan.
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Potter Growth Management Plan

without excessively disturbing the rural

Upland use areas stretches in a northerly

and Potter Swamp. The other district

setting. The Transitional Reid Residential

direction to offer significant Growth Center

provides excellent views from Mothersill,

district has significant development

expansion possibilities,

Middle and Boots Roads of both Potter
hamlet, the swamp and beyond.

potential, especially in the larger concentrations located in the southern portions of

A system of greenways was laid out to take

Potter. In many instances these adjoin

advantage of the unique valley characteristics in Potter and

Upland Forest
Residential areas
and together form a
rather sizeable land

provide additional

Potter's greenways take
advantage of unique valley
characteristics.

mass in this section

open space
opportunities. The
easternmost

of town. The Valley Forest Residential

greenway runs north-south connecting the

district makes up a small percentage of the

Guyanoga Valley in Jerusalem with

Town's area and provides opportunities for

Ferguson's Comers in Benton. The larger

lower intensity development.

greenway to the west intersects at the

KEY

Potter hamlet and makes connections with
The Growth Centers of the township

Middlesex to the west, Italy to the south-

include the hamlets of Potter, Yatesville

west and Jerusalem to the south.

tJATURAL

PROTECTION

UPLAUD

and the Village of Rushville. With the

VAULEf FOK£>&T KE^IDEUTIAU

exception of Potter, these settlements are

To encourage the conservation of

bordered by either Agriculture/Farmstead

significant or outstanding landscapes, three

or Natural Resource Protection districts,

Scenic Overlay districts are proposed for

thus limiting their ability to expand onto

the Town of Potter. The two northern

adjacent lands. However in Potter hamlet,

districts along portions of Ferguson's

a fairly large zone of Transitional and

Comers Road include views of Lazarus Hill

TRADITIONAL, f\&U>
WOOPUOT
R£/7lDEUTIAU

OV&Ki-AY
OV&RLAV
IMFOK.MATIOU
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Starkey Growth Management Plan

STARKEY
1 he distribution of growth management districts in the Town of Starkey
includes all major types as well as a
number of scenic and greenway overlays.
The predominant district is Agriculture/
Farmstead, which can be found throughout
the town. A large concentration of
Transitional Field Residential is located in
the northeastern corner of town. Most of
the shoreline along Seneca Lake is
designated as a narrow band of Lakeshore
Development. The Natural Resource
Protection district runs adjacent to Big
Stream and Rock Stream, and parallel to
S E N E C A LAKE

the lakeshore on the steep hillsides
overlooking Seneca Lake to the south.
The largest conglomeration of Woodlot and
Upland Forest Residential are located in
the northern and southern areas of
Starkey, with occasional woodlots dotting
the central section.

The Growth Centers are mostly located in
the center of the town; the largest of these
Figure 90. Town of Starkey Growth Management Plan.
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Starkey Growth Management Plan

is the Village of Dundee. A number of

maximum allowable density. A sensitive

for the community.

smaller growth centers occur along the

approach to site planning and building

In addition to the greenway, five Scenic

Route 14 corridor and include the hamlets

location are critical on this sloping land, to

Overlay districts are designated in areas of

of Rock Stream, Glenora, Lakemont,

respect scenic vistas of Seneca Lake and

exceptional scenic value. These districts

Starkey and Shannon's Comers. Most of

distant hills.

are located along Route 14A south of
Dundee, Route 14 at Glenora and north of

the land adjacent to the Growth Centers is
proposed as Agriculture/ Farmstead

To help tie a number of the important

the hamlet of Starkey, the western section

zones, which makes for a strong edge to

natural resources together the greenway

of Shannon's Corners road and the

the urbanized areas. However, some key

system loops through the center of

Dundee-Lakemont Road east of Dundee.

lands in the Transitional Reid Residential

Starkey. The greenway enters the Town

district are strong possibilities for future

from Barrington along the Big Stream,

expansions of Growth Centers. These

proceeds to Dundee and continues all the

include transitional lands, both north and

way to Glenora Falls. It then shifts course

south of Dundee, and east and west of

and heads north along the top of steep

Lakemont and Rock Stream. Another area

slopes in the Natural Resource Protection

of high development potential is the large

district. The greenway bends to the west

KEY
MAUA6EHEMT
NATURAL e£50UR6& PKOTgCTlOU

UPUAUD FOR-E5T ££.£IDEUT1AL-

and passes through

concentration of
Transitional Field
Residential in the
northeast comer of

Transitional field districts in
the northeast corner of Starkey
offer the potential for
residential development

the hamlet of

Starkey, then
westerly following a

town, adjacent to

small stream and a

the Lakeshore De-

few wetlands before

velopment district. Most of these transi-

returning to Dundee. This greenway loop

tional lands are not included in Yates

is approximately 12 miles long and

County's agricultural district # 1. However,

provides a valuable open space resource

some of them are included in the proposed
Scenic Overlay district which reduces the
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Torrey Growth Management Plan

TORREY

Protection district runs adjacent to the
Keuka Lake Outlet and requires thorough
and sensitive development that will have

T

n the Town of Torrey, the Growth

potential locations for residential develop-

minimal negative environmental impact.

Management Plan includes all eight

ment include the Upland Forest and

district-types, a Greenway and two Scenic

Woodlot districts sprinkled throughout the

A more appropriate setting for future

Overlay areas. The largest of the eight

agricultural plain. A Natural Resource

expansion and development is within the

zones is the Agriculture/Farmstead district
stretching continuously from the southern
to northern borders of town. This agricultural expanse is carved in half by the
Keuka Outlet gorge.
With a large percentage of Torrey
designated for farming and other related
activities, this encourages the continued
S E N E C A LAKE

use of these areas as highly productive
agricultural lands. Other important areas in
the plan include the Valley Forest and
Transitional Field Residential districts.
Each has high potential for development
and is commonly located adjacent to
existing settlements. The Lakeshore
Development district occupies the majority
of the shoreline along Seneca Lake and
represents an area of high demand for
seasonal and permanent housing. Other

Figure 91. Town of Torrey Growth Management Plan.
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Torrey Growth Management Plan

major Growth Center in Torrey, the Village

Trail one can learn about the industrial

of Dresden. Because of the existing

history of the mills, foundries and the

infrastructure (public water) and services

hydro-power that ran them, and see

already present in the village, it is an

several historic sites and remnants of these

attractive location for future growth. In

industrial works. There is also a small

The town growth management plans

addition to any vacant or under utilized

piece of the proposed greenway located

provide a structural framework for

lands in the Growth Center, the transitional

along the not yet abandoned Conrail line in

channeling future development to the most

lands to the south and west of Dresden

the southwest corner of the town.

appropriate sites in the county. The plans

allow for possible expansion opportunities.

COUNTY-WIDE
FRAMEWORK

include guidelines and requirements to
minimize environmental impact and to

In the interests of preserving some of the

promote functional efficiency and aesthetic

best examples of the rural character in

compatibility of new development on the

Torrey, two Scenic Overlay districts were

landscape. In order to test the guidelines
and illustrate their effectiveness, several

Dresden and adjacent sites
comprise Torrey's most
significant Growth Center in
the plan.

representative sites in Yates County have
been selected as development case
studies for more detailed site design
investigation. Presented in the next

identified; both include outstanding vistas

section, they intend to apply, in a prototypi-

of active agricultural farmsteads set against

cal sense, to most site conditions found in

the beauty of Seneca Lake. The scenic

different parts of the county.

areas occur along parts of Route 14 in the
south and Travis Road in the north.
Another feature of Torre/s Growth
Management Plan is the greenway system
that links Dresden with Penn Yan following
the Keuka Lake Outlet. Along the Outlet
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Figure 92. County-wide Growth Management Plan - an assemblage of the 9 townplans.
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VII. DESIGN PRINCIPLES INTO PRACTICE
A Land-Sensitive
Approach

their imprint of domination as pioneers who
tamed the wild.

process of land speculation. The tradition

he landscape of Yates County is a

of land ownership and freedom to do as

rich tapestry of patterns, forms, colors and

However, in recent years, we have come to

textures. Its hills, valleys and lakes are

understand more fully the vast implications

monumental inscriptions of the last Ice

that our activities have on the natural

Age, a physical record of natural forces

world. Where once exploitation was

which have been at work for thousands of

considered appropriate and necessary for

years.

survival, today it is inexcusable. The
lessons of history demonstrate clearly that

More recently but with equal drama has
been the impact of humans on these
ancient hills. Virtually every comer of
Yates County exhibits the marks of human

human efforts have shaped this memorable
landscape. Unfortunately, we also possess
the capability to destroy it. The record of

What is essential is to do
correct development which is
productive and land-sensitive.

attitudes of pre-ordained dominion over the
role of nature. Throughout the history of
North America our ancestors have left

basic right not to be questioned. But there
is an even greater issue at stake involving
the larger landscape within which each
individual must function. To destroy this is
to ruin the very basis for our existence.
And it is this realm which is often most

agricultural land is sacrificed for a noisome
collection of fastfood restaurants, when a
hillside vineyard overlooking a lake is

we must adopt practices which enhance
rather than impede our relationship with the
landscape and its infinite network of

carved up senselessly for a dozen
condominiums, ruining the view for all but a
handful of owners, everyone becomes a
little poorer.

ecosystems.

interaction between Western man and the
natural world has often been tarnished by

one sees fit with his or her property is a

vulnerable. When a strip of prime

activity, the most pervasive being agricultural. Together with the natural forces,

so many years that gets caught up in the

In rural America, land speculation has
frequently consumed vast tracts of farm
and woodland. Ironically, in many cases it
is the farmer who has worked the land for

The identity of the American people has
historically rested upon a magnificent
natural heritage. Two centuries ago the
great canyons, forests, and mountain
ranges represented the very essence of
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the New World; to Old World eyes an

land- sensitive. The biggest change that

unspoiled Arcadia on the other side of the

Yates County will experience over the next

Atlantic. What Europe possessed in the

decade will be from a low-density commu-

accumulated cultural achievement of

nity of land-intensive agricultural and forest

centuries, America equalled in natural

activity to more of a year-round and

wonders.

seasonal residential environment. The site
development principles to follow have

We are the inheritors of this treasure, one

accepted this assumption focusing

which includes the hills and vineyards of

primarily on how this transformation can be

Milo, Italy and Jerusalem as surely as it

successfully accommodated. Toward this

does the Rocky Mountains, Yosemite and

end, they serve to inform the process of

the Everglades. With every piece of this

future development in the County so that

heritage that is stripped or paved over, it is

its outstanding beauty may be preserved

our legacy and that of our children's

for posterity.

Site Design Principles
I. Accommodation of
new development
within existing landscape features and
patterns.

• New development should take advantage
of natural terrain so that the least amount
of landscape modification is necessary. Be
aware of the existing natural systems
which have evolved over many years.
When siting new buildings be responsive to
features of drainage patterns, vegetation,
views, wind and sun exposure.

children that is forever tost.
The site design principles have been
The critical task then is to establish an

generated through field analysis, examina-

ethic which enhances our relationship with

tion of regional history, precedent research,

the natural world, striking a balance

site-design investigations and common

between the worlds of humanity and

sense. They have been developed for

economics. In areas of predicted future

uniform, county-wide application. Illustra-

growth such as Yates County, an attitude

tive case-studies showing how the

of coexistence is crucially important. It is

development principles are put into

impossible and undesirable to STOP

practice on various sites in the County are

growth and development in its tracks.

also offered in this section of the workbook.

What is essential, is to do correct develop-

• Cluster new development to prevent the
visual monotony of houses spaced equally
on uniformly sized lots. This traditional
approach to subdivision development tends
to destroy the original open character of
the land. By clustering development
instead, open space is preserved for the
enjoyment of all residents and visitors.
Further, such new development will recall
the image of accumulated structures which
typifies the region's farmsteads, hamlets

ment in a way which is both productive and

and linear places.
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• Successful grading will imitate the

• Refer to old land patterns to inspire the

subdued and of a uniform size, color and

existing slopes and blend smoothly with the

new. For example, a rectilinear scheme is

design.

surrounding natural topography. Take

more appropriate among the geometric

measures to minimize cut and fill.

fields of an agricultural and woodlot zone,

• New plantings should contain a mixture

whereas in an upland forest area or gorge/

of plant species and sizes reflecting the

• "Carve out" woodlots to accommodate

gully situation a more organic system could

diversity of native, naturally vegetated

structures, rather than replanting a clearcut

be accommodated.

areas. Avoid the use of showy, non-native
ornamental species. Often the plant

site. The edges of such openings inside
the woodlot should be naturally "scalloped1'

• Architecture which is introduced should

material for new plantings and revegetation

to avoid appearing artificial. Construction

follow a common theme and attempt to

of disturbed areas can be selected from

should be cognizant of the need to save as

reflect a scale, profile and massing that is

parts of the site which will be cleared for

many of the existing trees on a building site

not alien to the vernacular construction of

construction.

as possible.

the region. New signage should be

Figure 93. In the plan, new buildings are tucked into existing landforms, hedgerows and wooded areas along the edges of vineyards and
open fields — thus preserving the foreground and distant views.
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roads across large agricultural parcels and

n. Preservation of
significant historic and
natural features

HI. Application of
critical existing landscape
components

utilize existing roads as much as possible.

on a site. Such an ethic continues the

which comprise the unique vocabulary of

historic legacy of an area by adding new

the region's landscape.

• Avoid introducing too many connector

• When planning the extension of existing

value to elements which have helped form

hamlet areas, establish development

the character of a region. It is important to

• Establish "hedgerows" along entrance

terminus zones which enframe growth,

remember that such cultural and natural

roads and driveways when crossing open

concentrating it in the hamlet and prevent-

treasures are often what sparked interest in

fields. In addition to the visual benefits,

ing sprawl. Protecting the character of a

an area in the first place, hence even more

such plantations provide important wildlife

harmonious transition from hamlet to

worthy of protection.

habitat.

issues of visitor perception of "gateway"

• Judiciously protect sites which fall in

• Employ existing edge conditions to

and "introduction" to the hamlet area on

Scenic Overlay districts such as the

define new development areas.

major road corridors.

Pinnacle and the Bluff Point promontory

surrounding landscape is important, as are

area.

• Retain vineyards as foreground features
in the landscape.

• Promote the adaptive reuse of a site's

Refer to old land patterns to
inspire the new.

extant structures such as the Esperanza

• Establish tree plantations and orchards

Mansion on the Pinnacle.

to interrupt continuous development areas.

• New development should respect the
existing character and density of areas
adjacent and peripheral to historic sites as
integral parts of the historic feature itself.
Such sites should not be overcrowded.
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IV. Visually screening
new development to
preserve the rural image
of the countryside, while accommodating

• Place structures on the flanks rather than

• Avoid the use of forms, colors and

the crest of hills where they are silhouetted

materials which are alien to the surround-

against the sky.

ing landscape. Encourage the application

development in a sensitive manner. In the

of colors which blend in with those of the

reverse, buffer residences from offensive

• Incorporate existing vegetation as

surrounding landscape, considering the

noises and smells associated with roads

buffers or use new plantings.

variation in pallette throughout the
seasons.

and some agricultural activities.
• Employ site topography to "tuck away"
structures.

Figure 94. The site design principles applied to a typical valley condition positions the new development away from the roads and water
course, respecting existing landscape patterns.
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• Place new utilities underground to avoid

can occur along the edges of agricultural

infrastructure patterns of the historic

hazards and improve visual appearance.

fields, in which case they will conform to

landscape.

They should be located so that they can be

the patterns of the landscape.

easily accessed for repair.

V. Contouring new roads
to harmonize with the form of the land.

• Avoid cul-de-sacs and other dead end

VI .Adaptation of
existing roads
and other infrastructure improvements to
service new development

roads. Rather, encourage the connection
of new development to the infrastructural
patterns of the existing landscape. In this
way it does not become isolated, but rather

• Work in roads parallel to slope contours
rather than perpendicular.

• Guide site development to take advantage of existing points of access. This

• Where a road must negotiate a severe
grade change, traverse contour lines of the
slope gradually.

reduces development costs, avoids the

is integrated into the pre-development
environment to preserve a sense of
continuity and "wholeness'.

negative environmental impact of road
construction and respects the accumulated

• Where a road must cross perpendicularly to contours, stay near an existing
feature which already defines such an
edge. This may be a woodlot or agricultural field boundary.

• Avoid long stretches of road which clash
with the scale and texture of the larger
landscape. If a long section of new road is
unavoidable, the introduction of periodic
"kinks" will limit its extent perceived at any
one point. Such intentional irregularities
Figure 95. Sun, wind and adequate privacy for individual structures are factors to be
considered in site plan review.
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VII. Provision of
amenities
for the pleasure and safety of the
occupants and to assure the financial

tial developments of higher density/smaller

residents in all seasons. Consider

lot size, to provide a focus of common

prevailing wind direction, solar exposure

open space in the community.

and orientation toward significant views.
For example, evergreen trees planted on

success of the project, while not detracting
from the experience of neighbors and
visitors

• Provide for a memorable entry

the north side of a structure foil winter

sequence to the community.

winds and divert snow accumulation, while
deciduous trees planted on south-facing

• Provide a central Village green" in
hamlet extension areas or in new residen-

• Site buildings (orientation and place-

slopes provide cool shade in summer while

ment) to address the needs of the

permitting sunlight to pass through when

Figure 96. In upland forest areas road layout should be inspired by topography. Avoid placing structures directly on the hilltops and
carve out forest mass in a way which conceals development, yet opens views.
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the leaves are dropped in autumn.

upslope neighbors.

• Pay attention to the psychological

• Configure individual lots so as to insure

significance of certain visual amenities

the privacy of the future residents,

which contain the essence of the Finger

conforming to the layout of an efficient

Lakes Region. Often this is what has

system. Avoid highly irregular geometries

attracted potential residents to the area in

or excessively narrow "bowling alley* lots.

the first place. For example, vistas
composed of vineyard rows in the

• Design driveways to approach the

foreground, a lake in the far middleground

residence indirectly, shielding it from public

and rolling hills fading into the horizon

view and assuring privacy.

represent a priceless amenity which may
be emphasized in a sensitive manner.

•

Avoid the potentially hazardous

situation of a long dead-end road which will
• When siting a num ber of structures on a

impede access of firefighting and public

sloping site, stagger their placement to

safety equipment.

prevent obstructing the views of the

A centrally placed "village
green" provides a focus of
common open space for the
community.
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Figure 97. Woodlots offer some interesting site development possibilities if properly handled. Note entry sequence, common green space
and perimeter vegetation buffer zone.

report might be applied. In each case, the

Beyond the illustrative benefit to future

assumption was made that the property

users of the workbook, this procedure

owner desired the maximum development

afforded the project team the opportunity to

Five subareas in different parts of the

allowable under this Plan. While all

"test its own rules" before finalizing them.

county have been extracted from the

situations may not be illustrated through

While each site sample chosen is local to

Growth Management Plans in order to

these examples, they represent a crossec-

one of the nine towns of the county, they

Design Applications on
Representative Sites

illustrate, at an enlarged scale, the range of ton of major typical conditions that, in

each represent generic situations appli-

actual conditions in Yates County to which

reality, would be subjects of development

cable to all towns and are presented in that

the planning and design guidelines of this

proposals and planning board review.

light.
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1.

keeping with this pre-development

MILO CENTER AREA

circumstance. The locations chosen for
concentrating development attempt to
I he three sites chosen in this area are
in proximity of the Milo Center crossroads,

largely defined by the boundaries of crop
fields and farm roads,

preserve the views which "punch through"
at intervals and define the visitor's
experience of the Yates County agricultural

a concentrated node of structures. The
surrounding landscape is relatively flat and

Working within this context the schemes

landscape. Small residential pockets

of a predominantly agricultural character.

illustrated here attempt to reflect an

reflecting the layout and character of rural

The landscape patterns in this area are

arrangement and density which is in

hamlets are formed in and around existing

Figure 98. Milo Center Area design demonstration plan shows 3 site development strategies.
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woodlots and comers.

In Milo Center, the Yates County Greenway follows a creek drainage swale to the
intersection of Second Milo and Himrod
Roads, where it parallels the road for
approximately one-half mile before
continuing north along the stream. Within
the next mile the greenway intersects a tobe-abandoned railway line, which is utilized
as part of the larger connected system of
interpretive trails.

Site A
The first site, at the junction of Milo Center
and McElwee Roads, is located primarily
within a Woodlot Residential Growth

Figure 99. Milo Center site area A development plan blow-up.

Management District, on a larger parcel
Growth Management District: Agriculfalling under the Agriculture/Farmstead
ture/Farmstead
Growth Management District. The total

Growth Management District: Woodlot
Residential

Size of Property: 192 acres

Size of Holding: 12 acres

Development Intensity Rating (DIR): 1

Development Intensity Rating (DIR): 1

area is 204 acres. The dual nature of this
development parcel illustrates how a
farmer may manage a property to yield the
most beneficial development scenario, yet
still work within established guidelines and

building per 12 acres

building per 4 acres

Allowable Units: 16

Allowable Units: 3

Minimum Lot Size: 1/4 acre

Minimum Lot Size: 1/4 acre or 1/8 acre

Maximum Lot Size: 3 acres

protect the agricultural qualities of the
region.
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with zero-lot-line cluster

Milo Center

From the 204 acre Agriculture/Farmstead

Capitalizing on a combination of 1/8 and 1/

SiteB

holding the 12 acres in Woodlot Residential

4 acre minimum lots, the site layout

The second site is in a Grow/ft Center

have been subtracted. The 12 acre

achieves a character reminiscent of a small

District within the locus of the Milo Center

Woodlot Residential can accommodate 3

hamlet organized around a central

crossroads. The allowable density and lot

units (DIR: 1 building per 4 acres). The

common. The curvilinear access road

size is predicated on a continuation of the

192 acre balance in Agriculture/Farmstead

takes advantage of the more organic

existing fabric of the adjacent community.

can accommodate 16 units (DIR: 1 building

woodland setting. A portion of the

As no Development Intensity Rating is

per 12 acres). Thus a total of 19 units are

development is clustered in the center of

required in Growth Centers, the overall

permitted for this farmer's property.

the woodlot in order to preserve a

density for areas such as these should be

protective buffer of existing native

determined on a case-by-case analysis

Following the general principles previously

vegetation around the new community's

which will indicate the appropriate level of

discussed, site development has been

perimeter. The site also contains the

development. However, the other planning

concentrated in the small area in the

remnants of a pea vinery from the 1920's.

guidelines and requirements should apply.

southwestern comer of the larger property

Although in a state of disrepair, the

in and around the existing woodlot. This

structure has the potential to function within

crossroads location currently exhibits some

the new community as a unique artifact

degree of development concentration and

from an earlier era. As in the thoughtful

is an appropriate place for additional

consideration of the historic pattern of the

residential units. This strategy will also aid

landscape, the preservation and adaptive

in keeping the open agricultural fields free

reuse of historic objects such as this

of scattered development, as they

appropriates the best of the old as the

represent the critical elements of this

"jewels" within the new. In this manner,

landscape's particular appeal. The corner

new development does not carelessly

The site is located behind the first row of

intersection area can accommodate a

intrude, but rather seeks to respect the

structures lining Milo Center Road and is

higher density of buildings in keeping with

integrity of the larger context.

adjacent to a segment of the Yates County

Growth Management District: Growth
Center
Minimum Lot Size: 5,000 square feet
(.114 acres)
Minimum Frontage: 25 feet
Minimum Setback from Road: match
existing
Minimum Side/Rear Yard: zero-lot-line

the typical concentration of structures at

Greenway. The configuration of this layout

crossroads throughout the county.

basically replicates the linear arrangement
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Figure 100. Milo Center site areas BandC development plan blow-up.

of the existing node, with the inclusion of a

SiteC

Maximum Lot Size: 3 acres

common central green space. Points of

The third site falls within a Agriculture/

This particular site can be described as a

entry are located on both Himrod and Milo

Farmstead Growth Management District:

satellite zone between the concentrated

Center Roads. The scheme contains 13

Growth Management District:

development at the crossroads and the

new units, with an average lot area of 1/2
acre.

Agriculture/Farmstead

surrounding open agricultural areas.

Size of Holding: 78 acres

Within the farmer's 78 acre holding, a site

Development Intensity Rating: 1 building

was identified in the northwest corner to

per 12 acres

accommodate the new community. The six

Allowable Units: 6

buildings have been layed out directly

Minimum Lot Size: 1/4 acre

behind the existing farmstead, thereby
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behind the existing farmstead, thereby

2. BLUFF POINT AREA

preserving the integrity of the agrarian
atmosphere along the road. The principle
access corridor follows the edge of a dense

luff Point is one of the most scenic

State. Although the property is privately

woodlot along a creek past the agricultural

areas in Yates County. The combination of

owned at the current time, preparation

complex. The six new houses are

significant topography and extensive lake

should be made now in the event that the

organized around a central green providing

frontage have made this promontory one of

property becomes open to the public.

a focal point in the subdivision which is

the most beautiful in the Finger Lakes.

Another notable historic site in this locale is

shared by the members of the community.

Unfortunately, this beauty is vulnerable due

the Garrett Memorial Chapel. Built in 1933,

to the very qualities that make it so

the monumental stone edifice is perched

appealing. The steep topography and high

on the southeast flank of the Point and is

elevations easily reveal any thoughtless

open to the public. The view from the

development and severe erosion can be

terrace is outstanding, as is the finely

caused by careless manipulation of the

crafted stonework of the chapel and

slopes. The challenge is to guide land-

surrounding site elements. These sites

scape change gently through the careful

have been incorporated as destinations

application of the design and layout

along the Yates County Greenway. The

principles demonstrated in the following

greenway, following the spine of Bluff Point

scenarios.

as a bicycle and hiking trail alongside the

The challenge is to guide
landscape change with
thoughtful design and layout
principles.

road, is brought to the edge of the
The Bluff Point area also contains some of

Wagener Mansion before continuing down

the county's noted historic resources. At

the hill and terminating at a interpretive

the head of the Point is the 1838 Wagener

station, scenic overlook and (railhead.

Mansion. This monumental Greek Revival

From this point, one may walk to either

structure commands perhaps one of the

Garrett Memorial Chapel or Wagener

most spectacular views in rural New York

Mansion.
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Figure 101. Bluff Point area disign demonstration plan illustrating four site development strategies.
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Site A

the site approach a 15 percent gradient,

case the allowable building density

The first representative site on Bluff Point

but generally do not exceed this threshold

requirement in the Development Intensity

is a 61 acre parcel falling under the Upland

figure which would place the parcel in a

Rating is cut in half. In the design

Forest Residential Growth Management

Natural Resource Protection district. In

illustration all development has been

District designation due to the continuous,

addition, part of the property falls within the

shifted out of the scenic district and into the

mature vegetative cover. The slopes on

Bluff Point Scenic Overlay district, in which

less restricted areas.

Figure 102. Bluff Point site area A development plan blow-up.
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Growth Management District: Upland
Forest Residential

with a small pavilion is provided for the

access road was necessary to maintain a

common use of the residents.

safe gradient.

Size of Property: 61 acres
Development Intensity Rating: 1 building
per 6 acres
Allowable Units: 10
Minimum Lot Size: 3 acres

SiteB

SiteC

The second site is within the boundaries of
a Natural Resource Protection Growth
Management District, containing a
predominance of slopes which exceed a 15

The site layout conforms to the contours of

percent gradient.

roads follow existing hedgerows when
possible and reflect the geometric agrarian
patterns of farm roads in the crest zone of
the Bluff Point peninsula. Once within the
woodland, a more organic form is employed which traverses the slope. From a

hidden from public view through vegetative
screening. The careful extraction of trees
to locate the buildings maintains an
impression of an untouched forest area
from the public corridor and surrounding
areas. To promote a feeling of a true
community rather than simply another
subdivision, a large central green space

here must be approached with extreme
caution and careful consideration as it falls

Growth Management District. The site is
Growth Management District: Natural
Resource Protection
Size of Holding: 24 acres
Development Intensity Rating: 1 building
per 14 acres

also contained within the Bluff Point Scenic
District. However, due to the highly
restrictive regulations regarding Natural
Resource Protection districts, the Development Intensity Rating is not affected.

Allowable Units: 1
Minimum Lot Size: 3 acres

Growth Management District: Natural
Resource Protection

primary feeder road the individual driveways branch off. The new structures are

Bluff Point promontory. Any development

within a Natural Resource Protection

the land and avoids crossing the slope
perpendicularly in steep areas. Access

This area is located on the "nose" of the

The one structure permitted on this parcel
has been sited within the forest by carving
out an area well within its boundaries. The
house is screened from the view of people
traveling along the greenway or Skyline

Size of Holding: 70 acres
Development Intensity Rating: 1 building
per 14 acres
Allowable Units: 5
Minimum Lot Size: 3 acres

Drive. Conversely, the occupants of the

An analysis of the holding revealed five

building will be guaranteed a considerable

"compartments" created by existing roads

degree of privacy and seclusion. The

traversing the slope. This previously

curvilinear configuration of the site's

occurring arrangement was employed in
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Figure 103. Bluff Point site area B development plan blow-up.

occurring arrangement was employed in

field.

The spine of the Bluff Point promon- ridge, where they are less obtrusive but still

the siting of the individual structures, rather

tory has been avoided, as development

afford the occupant a vista. The site is of a

than imposing significant new alterations.

here would be silhouetted against the sky

southeastern aspect which will facilitate

Each area has received a building which

and be visible for many miles. Instead, the

solar warming,

has been concealed within the vegetative

structures have been placed just off this
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Figure 104. Bluff Point site areas C and D development plan blow-up.
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SiteD
The last site, within the Lakeshore
Development Growth Management District,

3. PINNACLE AREA

occurs along the east shore of Keuka Lake
amidst similar summer home development.

I

he Pinnacle area contains excep-

view. Interpretive information will be

tional scenic attributes, as well as a

provided on the geologic and cultural

significant historic structure. Such

history of the surrounding landscape, as

irreplacable resources necessitate careful

well as background information on the

Minimum Setback from Lake: 100 feet

attention in the site design and develop-

Esperanza Mansion, an imposing Greek

Minimum Setback from Road: 20 feet

ment process. The southern vista from the

Revival structure built in 1838. From the

Minimum Lot Size: 15,000 square feet

brow of the Pinnacle on Esperanza Road is

crest area the greenway heads toward

one of the most popular scenic spots in

Keuka Lake State Park and Penn Yan to

Minimum Lake Frontage: 100 feet

Yates County and arguably one of the most

the east and Branchport to the west.

Size of Holding: 1.83 acres

spectacular in Central New York. The

Allowable Units: 4

location from which the best vista is

Growth Management District: Lakeshore
Residential

(.34 acres)

possible is marked by a painted rock.
Objectives of sensitive lakeshore development include stepping away from the

The Yates County Greenway passes

water's edge to prevent visual clutter,

through the Pinnacle area. An arm of this

transportation of sewage away from the

linear open space system leads up to the

lakefront site to upslope septic facilities,

crest of the hill. An interpretive station will

and the preservation of the existing

be located at this point near the painted

vegetative cover of the shoreline. The

"Vista Rock" and will include a small

minimum road setback figure reflects the

number of parking stalls to accommodate

need to accommodate parked automobiles

the frequent visitors who are presently

on each resident's property and off the

forced to park in the drainage ditch or stop

public road shoulders.

in the middle of the road to appreciate the
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The Pinnacle contains
exceptional scenic attributes —
arguably the most spectacular
in Central New York.

Pinnacle Area

Figure 105. Pinnacle area design demonstration plan showing two site development scenarios.
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Pinnacle Area

Site A

carving out from the extensive forest cover,

A gently curving access road weaves

The first of the two site design scenarios in

a large number of houses have been ac-

through the community with two points of

the Pinnacle area occurs within an Upland

commodated with little evidence of their

entry on Esperanza Road. A large

Forest Residential Growth Management

location from the public road. A100 foot

community nature preserve and park has

District.

setback from the stream centeriine and a

been established which will help enhance

vegetative erosion buffer will protect the

the rural character of the residential area

waterway from erosion and contamination.

and become a common amenity for the

Growth Management District: Upland
Forest Residential
Size of Holding: 76 acres
Development Intensity Rating: 1
building per 6 acres
Allowable Units: 12
Minimum Lot Size: 3 acres

The site is located just outside of
the Pinnacle/Esperanza Scenic
Overlay district and so is not
subject to special guidelines.
However, the proximity to such a
district should suggest a relatively
high visual quality and the utmost
care should be given when
considering development. The
entire property is covered with
second-growth forest and is
intersected by a small stream. By

Figure 106. Pinnacle site area A development plan blow-up.
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Pinnacle Area

residents. An existing farm pond has been

Allowable Units: 3 houses

Adaptive reuse of the building itself may indude

retained and enlarged to serve as a focal

Minimum Lot Size: 3 acres

a bed and breakfast establishment,

point in the natural park.

restaurant, or conference center. Historic

The sections of the property on the east

This site design scenario demonstrates

preservation traditionally tends to focus on

side of Esperanza Road have been left in

how a highly valuable historic and scenic

architectural restoration. However, in this

their present state. Due to their relatively

property can accommodate limited

region of outstanding landscape value,

narrow configuration, it would be more

development without diminishing the

such an ethic should be extended to the

difficult to adequately conceal development

quality of its assets. In this case, the three

grounds as well and efforts should be

in such an area. To leave the area as

buildings permitted on the site do not

made to recreate the period gardens which

woodland is to conserve an important

interfere with the Esperanza Mansion or

were associated with this elegant edifice.

buffering enclosure which contributes to

impinge upon the views from points

In any case, every effort should be made

the spatial diversity of the Esperanza Road

upslope. This also presents the view of the

by the County to create an accessible

corridor.

slope from below looking up. The

public amenity at this unique and beautiful

proposed structures are located off the

place above Keuka Lake.

SiteB
The second prototypical site in the
Pinnacle area is located on the prow of the
promontory, above the Esperanza
Mansion. This property is within a Natural
Resource Protection Growtfi Management
District.

crest of the promontory to prevent
silhouetting and face a southeasterly
direction. The access road hugs the
hillside to avoid appearing harsh and
artificial. A large portion of the Esperanza
area has been preserved as a park and
historical site with a small parking facility
and an interpretive station. In the illustra-

Growth Management District: Natural
Resource Protection
Size of Holding: 43 acres
Development Intensity Rating: 1 building
per 14 acres

tive site plan, the 3 private lots are 3 to 5
acres in size and approximately 30 acres
are shown as common open space, access
and parking areas associated with the
Mansion.
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If possible, new development
should be shifted to sites
outside of Scenic Overlay
districts.

Pinnacle Area

Figure 107. Pinnacle site area B development plan blow-up.
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Bath Road Area

4. BATH ROAD AREA

Allowable Units: 5
Minimum Lot Size: 1 acre

Site A

This relatively large development parcel

outstanding cinematic sequence of scenic

The first site design exploration occurs

demonstrates a wide variety of ameliorative

vignettes. It allows the traveler to experi-

near G. Fullagar Road, one of the

site design strategies. The site extends

ence a portfolio of classic Finger Lakes

numerous east-west crossroads which

from the lakeshore to approximately half-

scenery, with bams and silos, vineyards,

intersect Bath Road and lead down to

way upslope to Bath Road and contains a

rows of old sugar maples alongside the

Route 54 and the lakeshore. The property

small stream and V-shaped gully in the

road, historic structures and lake views

contains areas in both the Upland Forest

south section of the property. The corridor

against a layered backdrop of lavender-

Residential and Transitional Field Residen-

of this waterway has been kept free of

tinted hills. The qualities which make this

tial Growth Management Districts, with a

buildings due to its environmental sensitiv-

road such a pleasure to drive along also

total area of 109 acres.

ity. The area will serve as a shared natural

I

he Bath Road Corridor contains an

render it vulnerable to thoughtless
development. The scenic corridor,
composed of a series of visual high points,

amenity for the recreational enjoyment of
Growth Management District: Upland
Forest Residential

will not survive careless development along

Size of Holding: 84 acres

its length. A section of Milo's greenway

Development Intensity Rating: 1 building

system, which intersects Bath Road near

per 6 acres

the community residents. The steep slope
condition demands careful placement of
buildings and roads.

The wooded areas can absorb new

Second Milo Road, provides added

Allowable Units: 14

development by the judicious extraction of

richness to the area. The Bath Road

Minimum Lot Size: 3 acres

trees. The abandoned agricultural field

corridor will require careful monitoring in
the future to preserve its many attributes

areas require more effort to conceal
Growth Management District: Transi -

development. In the larger of these two

for it possesses unique features, views and

tional Field Residential

proximity to the airport and Village of Penn

Size of Holding: 25 acres

tucked into the comers of the site along the

Van which will one day make it prized

Development Intensity Rating: 1 building

existing hedgerow and at the forest edge.

development land.

per 5 acres

sub-parcels, new buildings have been

Access to the site has been achieved in a
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Bath Road Area
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Figure 108. Bath Road area design demonstration plan showing two site development scenarios.
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Bath Road Area

variety of ways and demonstrates an

SiteB

approach which adapts to existing

The second site in the Bath Road District is

infrastructure! patterns to "soften the bite"

37.7 acres and located just north of the

Minimum Lake Frontage: 100 feet

of a major new development. The two

intersection of Bath and Second Milo

Size of Holding: 1.7 acres

units at the southern extreme of the site

Roads. Three of the four sub-parcels are

Allowable Units: 3

are accessed directly from Fullagar Road.

in the Transitional Field Residential Growth

The nine units closest to Route 54 are

Management D/sfr/c/with a total land area

This design demonstration area is also

linked to that road either directly or by way

of 36 acres. The fourth is in the Lakeshore

located on the slope above Keuka Lake,

of a road which extends an existing one

Development Growth Management District.

west of Bath Road. The transitional field

Minimum Lot Size: 15,000 square feet

uphill a short distance. Driveways to the
remaining eight units branch out from a
common road which is an extension of one
which currently intersects Bath Road.

(.34 acres)

parcels employ extensive "infill" planting to
Growth Management District:
Transitional Field Residential
Development Intensity Rating: 1 building
per 5 acres

screen the units and function as buffers.
The five units closest to Bath Road are
accessed off that road via an extension of
an existing road. The remaining acreage

Cognizant of the steep slope and the need

Minimum Lot Size: 1 acre

of this larger parcel near the heavily

to provide unobstructed views for the

Size of Holding I: 25 acres

traveled Route 54, is kept open and free

residents, the individual units have been

Allowable Units: 5

from development. This illustrates the

staggered in their placement. Of the total

Size of Holding II: 6 acres

need to preserve the rural character of

land area in Site A, approximately 70 acres

Allowable Units: 1

especially the highly frequented road

have been subdivided into building lots and

Size of Holding III: 5 acres

corridors.

the remaining 39 acres preserved as open

Allowable Units: 1

space.

The two units on the downslope side of
Growth Management District: Lakeshore
Development

The Bath Road Corridor is a
portfolio of classic Finger
Lakes scenery.

Route 54 have been screened with low
vegetation on the roadway side to prevent

Minimum Setback from Lake: 100 feet
Minimum Setback from Road: 20 feet
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detracting from the view from Route 54.

Bath Road Area

Figure 109. Bath Road site area A development plan blow-up.
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Bath Road Area

The lakeshore units have been sited in a
way which reflects the existing condition
along the water, while taking into account
the setback requirements. All efforts have

Avoid too many connector
roads across large agricultural
parcels, using existing roads

been made to preserve the existing
vegetation on the site.

when possible.

Figure 110. Bath Road site area B development plan blow-up.
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Middlesex Hamlet Area

5.

MIDDLESEX HAMLET AREA

Growth Management District: Growth
Center
Development Intensity Rating: NA

establishing terminus zones and greenbelt

Minimum Lot Size: 5,000 square feet

demonstrate basic urban design principles

areas beyond which development will be

Minimum Frontage: 25 Feet

to guide the future growth of a typical Yates

curtailed in an effort to prevent uncontrolled

Minimum Setback from Road: Match

County hamlet. The primary objective is

sprawl,

Existing

|P he purpose of this scenario is to

Minimum Side/Rear Yard: Zero-lot-line

the targeting of areas within the hamlet
appropriate for "infill" development while

Figure 111. Middlesex Hamlet area design demonstration plan.
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Middlesex Hamlet Area

The process involves an analysis of the

would be to augment the image of "center"

existing condition and the identification of

for the public. Together with the existing

areas which could accommodate additional

general store, this little plaza will help

building stock. The architectural style,

create a "node" which can often become a

scale, color and material of the new units

reference point which organizes a person's

must respect the existing context and the

memory of a town or city.

The Yates County greenway comes down

been identified for

from the east along

primary (first tier)

Route 364 from

residential infill,
secondary residential infill develop-

These representative sites serve as
examples of how the guidelines might be
practically applied. It is important that the
town planning boards require adequate

historic "fabric'of the hamlet.
In the hamlet of Middlesex, zones have

Site Design Review
Documentation

It is important that town
planning boards require
adequate site development
documentation as part of the
review process.

Williams Corner,
passes through
central area in the

ment and commer-

hamlet of Middlesex

cial/industrial infill.

and proceeds out of

These development areas have been

the hamlet following the abandoned railway

created by logical extensions of existing

corridor paralleling the stream. The

streets in ways which form blocks of

location of this recreational resource in the

compatible size.

middle of the hamlet makes it immediately
accessible to the hamlet residents. It also

Several public open spaces have been

functions as a nodal point on the larger

shown, around which many of the new

system where visitors could enter or exit

residential units will be located. In the

the greenway or stop to purchase refresh-

hamlet 'core" a small public square has

ments. Toward this end, a small parking

been included. The actual design of this

area and interpretive station would be

would include decorative paving pattern,

appropriate.

documentation to facilitate a full and
complete review of site development
proposals based on these guidelines. Site
plans at a readable scale (1" = 100' or
larger) should show existing and proposed
contours which have been surveyed;
drainage swales and runoff direction, slope
gradients and horizontal alignments of all
proposed roads; finish floor elevations of
buildings and earthwork (cut/fill) calculations are important site plan review
documents. Also critical are indications of
vegetation: which trees will be removed
and new landscaping installed; building
footprint dimensions and frontage/setback
measurements from lot lines; indications of
ground-surface materials; lighting and
signage; building facade drawings to scale
showing heights, exterior wall and roof
materials, color, roof lines; relationships of

shade trees, and sitting areas. Its purpose

one building to another (in cluster arrange-
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Site Review Documentation

Figure 112. Middlesex Hamlet area site development plan blow-up.

ments) and crossections of the develop-

can only be thoroughly considered when

Local Government Technical Series

ment on steeply sloping sites. These are in

adequate site development documentation

entitled Site Development Plan Review:

addition to construction documents and

has been submitted for review. The towns

Procedures and Guidelines. Copies of this

specifications for the building floor plans

must insist on this. There are a number of

document can be obtained at the Yates

themselves. Impacts and mitigation

good reference sources and checklists

County Office of Economic Development

measures of the proposed development

available including the New York State

and Planning.
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Next Step

VIII. NEXTSTEP
Working With the Plans
Locally

with rather detailed zoning codes and

tive procedures in using the plan and

subdivision regulations to those which are

prepare them for dealing with potential

HP he growth management plan

non-existent. The material assembled in

loopholes" which exist in every planning

presented in YATES COUNTY LOOKING

this growth management planning and

system. These can only be ironed-out by

AHEAD can only be effective if its used by

design guide can be readily dovetailed with

activating use of the plan at the local level.

local governments in the towns as a guide

existing local plans or planning activities.

Through the combined efforts of county

to the future. The intent is to provide a

Amendments could be made to zoning

government and its nine towns, the future

county-wide planning framework for all

codes and new bylaws passed through the

of Yates County can be shaped in a way

towns at a uniform level of detail. It is not

public hearing process which reflect the

which together benefits the people and

anticipated that all recommendations in this

guidelines of YATES COUNTY LOOKING

their land.

report will be accepted and implemented

AHEAD.

as a complete package in every town.
Some recommendations may be easier

The first goal is to gain popular support. A

than others to put in place and this may

series of information meetings and

vary from town to town depending on

workshops informing people of the

political acceptability and other factors.

contents of the plan and explaining how the

However, Ms growth management plan

planning system can work for ttrem would

should have something to offer each town

be an important first step. Approval In

— those which are relatively far along in

concept" could be used as leverage by

areas of planning and zoning as well as

members of the town boards to exert their

those that are just beginning. Yates

influence in putting the plan into action.

County, among its nine towns, has the full

Legal consultation would also be neces-

range of completeness levels from towns

sary to translate the intent of the plan into
local law, help the towns with administra-
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The first goal is to gain popular
support for the plan.
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Harrington Roads & Utilities
Appendix

AUTHOR'S CORRECTION
All graphic map scales in Chapter V
and Appendix are labeled incorrectly
and should read 7000 (not 700) feet.

N
TOO

STATE HOADS
COUNTY. TOM. VILLAGE. OR PHVATC MADS
HUfflCIPAL BOIfflDARIES

Figure 113. Town of Harrington Roads and Utilities.
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Benton Roads & Utilities
Appendix

TOO
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Figure 114. Town of Benton Roads and Utilities
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Italy Roads & Utilities
Appendix
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775. Town of Italy Roads and Utilities.
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Appendix

Jerusalem Roads & Utilities

^m KOJUi
COUNTY

rOIS V11U& OR PRIVATE ROABS

IIUNlCIPAl BOUNDARIKS

Figure 116. Town of Jerusalem Roads and Utilities.
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Middlesex Roads & Utilities
Appendix
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Figure 117. Town of Middlesex Roads and Utilities.
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Milo Roads & Utilities
Appendix
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Figure 118. Town of Milo Roads and Utilities.
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Potter Roads & Utilities
Appendix
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Figure 119. Town of Potter Roads and Utilities.
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Starkey Roads & Utilities
Appendix
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Figure 120. Town of Starkey Roads and Utilities.
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Torrey Roads & Utilities
Appendix
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Figure 121. Town ofTorrey Roads and Utilities.
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STATE OF NEW YORK

V

YATES COUNTY^LEGISLATURE
CLERK'S OFFICE
Penn Yan, N.Y

December 13,

19

91

H- jSCtCD^ CtCrltt^, That I have compared the preceding with the original
thereof, on file in the office of the Clerk of the County Legislature at Penn Yan, New York, and that the
same is a correct transcript therefrom and of the whole of said original; and that said original was duly
adopted at a meeting of the County Legislature of Yates County held at Penn Yan, New York on the
9th.»day of, December
_____
. 19 91 .
RESOLUTION NO. 387-91
SUPPORT THE "TRANCIK"STUDY - YATES COUNTY LOOKING AHEAD
WHEREAS, Roger Trancik was commissioned to prepare a Planning
and Design Guide for Yates County, and
WHEREAS, that Guide has been completed and delivered to the
Yates County Planning Board and the Yates County Legislature,
NOW, THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLVED that from
standpoint this Board endorses the Guide, and be it

a conceptual
further

RESOLVED, that the Board would support individual municipal
consideration of the Guide in developing and implementing their
Master Plans and subsequent planning and land-use laws, and be it
further
RESOLVED, that copies of this resolution be forwarded to the
Office of Economic Development and Planning, the Historian, the
Chairman of the Planning Board and Roger Trancik.

ATTEST
/ K &
YC-11

Clerk, of the Yates County Legislature

